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Abstract
The study aims at the comparison of women represented in some selected novels of the
American novelist William Faulkner The Sound and the Fury (1929) and As I Lay Dying (1930)
to the Saudi novelist Mohammed Hassan Alwan Sophia (2004) and Al Qundus (2011) which
employ several narrative styles, including stream of consciousness from a social feminist
satirical perspective. The narrators in these novels show fear of women through different levels
of love and hate treatment. Alwan shares an affinity with Faulkner in the same treatment of
women. The depiction of women varies according to man's view of women, yet they are the
source of accusation and blame. Men fear a woman's love and at the same time fear their
absence. From the western to the eastern culture, Alwan shares Faulkner's image of women as
fragile, weak, modest and at the same as a femme fatal, destructive, and corrupt. These women
face different problematic changes that prevent them from playing the traditional expected role
model. They are the new change who stand against society, culture, and tradition. However, the
modern men in these novels seem to be hesitant, misogynist, sentimental, weak, helpless in the
hand of these women and as a result, they practice their masculine power over women due to
their fear of them. Women in these novels are willing to change, to accept the new world while
men behave as shadows of the past and unwilling to hint at any conceivable change and thus
remain single. In discussing their attitudes towards women, the research raises the long-standing
philosophical problem of how tragic the representations and misrepresentations of women which
can arouse aesthetic pleasure and fascination. To address this problem, a social feminist
approach is taken, exploring how women presented in these novels from different cultures, the
influence of the image of the mother and a sister from a male's point of view, the destructive
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female love, and it highlights the symbolic meaning of deathbed scenes may have appealed to the
imagination of these important novelists.
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Arabic Abstract
ملخص البحث

يهدف هذا البحث إلى المقارنة بين النساء الممثالت في بعض الروايات المختارة للكاتب األمريكي ويليام فوكنر
(الصخب والعنف  )9191و (بينما أرقد محتضرة  )9191مقارنة بالكاتب السعودي محمد حسن علوان صوفيا (، )9112
"القندس"  )9199اللذي استخدم بهما العديد من األساليب السردية  ،و بما في ذلك تيار الوعي من منظور إجتماعي نسوي
ساخر  ،و يظهر كال الكتابين الخوف من النساء من خالل مستويات مختلفة من الحب والكراهية .يشترك علوان مع فوكنر في
نفس معاملة المرأة  ،ويختلف تصوير المرأة باختالف نظرة الرجل للمرأة بروايتهم ،ومع ذلك فهي مصدر االتهام واللوم ،
فالرجال يخافون من حب المرأة ويخافون في نفس الوقت من غيابها .و يظهر أن من الغرب إلى الشرقي الثقافتين تتشارك نفس
الصور الخاصة بالمرأة ،فيتشارك علوان مع فوكنر لتصوير المرأة على أنها ضعيفة ومتواضعة وفي نفس الوقت هناك تصوير
للمرأة بأنها قاتلة ومدمرة وفاسدة .و األهم هو ما تواجهه هؤالء النساء من تغيرات و مشاكل مختلفة تمنعهن من لعب دور
المرأة المتوقع في األدب التقليدي .فتم تصويرهن برؤية التغيير الجديد كثائرات و معارضات يقفن ضد المجتمع والثقافة
والتقاليد .ومع ذلك  ،يبدو أن الرجال المعاصرين في هذه الروايات مترددون  ،كارهون للنساء  ،عاطفيون  ،ضعفاء  ،عاجزون
على أيدي هؤالء النساء  ،ونتيجة لذلك  ،يمارسون سلطتهم الذكورية على النساء بسبب خوفهم منهن .ولكن النساء في هذه
الروايات يظهرن على استعداد للتغيير  ،لقبول العالم الجديد بينما يتصرف الرجال كظالل من الماضي وغير راغبين إلى أي
تغيير يمكن تصوره وبالتالي يظلون عازبين .فعند مناقشة مواقفهم تجاه النساء  ،يطرح هذا البحث مشكلة فلسفية طويلة األمد
تتعلق بمدى مأساوية تمثيل النساء والتحريفات التي يمكن أن تثير المتعة الجمالية والسحر بالتعاطف معهن .ولمعالجة هذه
المشكلة  ،تم اتباع نهج إجتماعي نسوي ساخر  ،واستكشاف كيفية تقديم النساء في هذه الروايات من ثقافات مختلفة  ،وتأثير
صورة األم واألخت من وجهة نظر الرواي الذكر  ،وحب األنثى المدمر ،و يسلط الضوء على المعنى الرمزي لمشاهد فراش
الموت التي ربما تكون قد جذبت مخيلة هؤالء الكتاب المهمين.
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Introduction
The twentieth century literature witnessed massive changes mainly by
different thinkers as Einstein, Darwin, Freud and Marx who changed the
Western cultures. Ed. A. Walton in Modern American Fiction; Essays in
Criticism explains the general events of the twentieth century, the climate of the
early 20th century was a profound disillusionment derived from the clash
between the expected 19th century ideals and the actualities of the post-WWI
years. During that time, there are many movements such as The Fin de
siècle movement, then the Dada movement of 1916-1920, then after the WWI
the Surrealism movement of the 1920s. These changes shaped literature of the
twentieth century and created the modernist movement which emphasized the
concept of self-consciousness. As a result of different changes including the
structure of the literary genres, the twentieth century structure1 is known by
fragmented structure and perspective that are different from the previous linear
and chronological order style. William Faulkner 2 as an American modern
novelist of this era is known for ironic narrators in his novels. These narrators
take turn in narrating different facts about the narrative in fragmented
perspectives. Faulkner' novels manifested the “Stream of Consciousness"
technique3. A new kind of reality developed, one preoccupied with inner life,
the superlative. Also, there is a new view of time in his novels. Time is not as a
series of chronological moments in sequence, but as a continuous flow in the
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consciousness of the individual, with the 'already' merging into the 'not yet' 4. A
feeling of hopelessness is depicted in his novels which led to alienation and
isolation. As a result, individuals had to construct their own private code of
ethics to combat the feeling of rootlessness, emptiness, and sterility. A sense of
disillusionment as a result of the incongruity between the expected and the real
in the South, or actuality and the ideal in the characters' imagination. A collapse
in the belief in God and religion, leading to character's alienation from nature
and ideals.
By the same token, the Saudi Arabia's literary fictions witnessed different
changes as the mentioned above. In the twentieth century, Saudi fictional
characters are presented as depressed and disillusioned. These fictional
characters are seen as corrupted, traumatized, marginalized and victimized by
different factors and female characters have double burden in facing this
marginalization. In his article "Social Marginalisation of Women in the Saudi
Novel after the Gulf War in 1990", Hamad Al-Hazza illustrates the general
negative view of women in the Saudi novels. He comments:
Numerous recent studies have examined social subjects of Saudi novels,
especially in the aftermath of the Gulf War in 1990, identifying varying
social transformations among Saudi society as well as many relevant issues
related to human rights, the patriarchal community and women’s situation.
However, the research has still not examined the social marginalisation of
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Saudi women in Saudi novels…Therefore, social marginalisation may
come from cultural marginalisation where intellectuals, artists, and elites
are feeling that they do not fully enjoy their rights. (241)
Female characters in the Saudi novels are isolated , frustrated and behave
negatively. The fictional characters in general believe there is no hope for
tomorrow and lost of meanings. In this sense, one of the major novelist of this
era is Mohammad Hassan Alwan5 who tackles this issue in his novels. In this
respect, both William Faulkner and Mohammad Alwan use a realistic and ironic
style to highlight and question the virtues, beliefs, ideals that their fictional
characters used to believe in.
This study compares William Faulkner's The Sound and the Fury (1929)
and As I Lay Dying (1930) to Mohammad Alwan's Sofia (2004) and Al Qundus
(2011) through using Second Sex, a feminist theory proposed by Simone de
Beauvoir6 and some key ideas from Betty Friedan’s Feminine Mystique7. It also
discusses a satirical view of women by using the concept of feminism satire 8.
Satire criticizes the follies and foibles to improve humanity and this study uses
this concept regarding to feminism. For this, Satire9 condemns the corruption of
people and hoping to overcome different kinds of weakness. In The Modern
Movement Chris Baldick claims “Satire was invisible because omnipresent,”
inherent in the attacks on the “false idols” of Victorian culture that dominated
new thinking about sex, religion, and politics."(235) Baldick continues “this is a
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satirical age and among the vast reading public the power of an artist to awaken
ridicule has never been so great.”(234) In Modernsim, Satire, and the Novel
Jonathan Greenberg explains "satire is seen as a way of thinking, feeling, and
mocking corruptions in any society by re-describing it."(2)10 In this sense,
novelists understudy satirize the way women are treated by society because both
men and women are victimized by their cultures. The major female characters
in these novels are victimized by men who are at the same time victimized by
their own culture. The satire highlights the fake values that male characters
embrace and thus force these female characters to make all kind of mistakes.
These fictional characters in these novels understudy are marginalized and
traumatized, and both novelists Faulkner and Alwan, mock the modern view of
women that place them to any negative kind of stereotype. In Faulkner's and
Alwan's novels, female characters are seen as victims by both male characters
and society in the novel. These female characters do not do their healthy roles
as mothers, sisters, wives and daughters. Due to the males misogynic treatment
to these female characters they are seen as bad female figures.
Both novelists ostracize hypocrisy, while Faulkner shows the hypocrite's,
pride's, honor's and greed's absurdity, Alwan uses metaphors, descriptions,
images to represent the disgust of hypocrisy, honor, greed and pride. These
novelists are seeking for social reform through the use of satire of criticizing
manners and corruption. There are many critics and different studies that dealt
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with William Faulkner's treatment of women but there are few references to the
satirical view of these women that result from their creativities. Both novelists
satirize the modern view of women as weak or oppressed. Modern studies 11
consider him as a feminist and he portrays women negatively to mock the way
male characters push them to be bad.
In the 1980s up, many studies look at Faulkner as feminist since he uses
his female fictional characters to satirize the old view of women in the South. In
"Faulkner and (Southern) Women," Linda Wagner declares that Faulkner's
"unrelieved admiration for women and declares him a feminist because of his
celebration and immortalization of the "infinite variety of women" (128). In
"Faulkner, Women and Yoknapatawpha: From Symbol to Autonomy." in
William Faulkner: The Yoknapatawpha Fiction, Faith Pullin mentions the
progression of female characters. Pullin discusses "self-realization for women
and new possibilities for American society." (64) He also demonstrates "new
ways of perceiving women" and this view means that Faulkner "emphasizes the
misogyny of southern society in order to criticize it" (67). In "Law, Justice, and
Justification in William Faulkner" in Faulkner: The Yoknapatawpha Fiction,
Eric Mottram expresses Faulkner's concern with issues related to "law, justice,
and moral values and argues that fiction often dramatizes "moral conscious at
odds with socially established law" and the frequent gap between law and
justice."(127) and in this view Faulkner satirizes the laws of the South since
they are all about hypocrisy and misrepresents women. In "That Troubling
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Presence: Female Characters of William Faulkner's Fictional World" in
Discourse and Character, Anna Machinek explains the view of female
characters as "others," often "tragic and doomed," by society's view but often
"independent and fascinating,"(145).
Furthermore, female critics view Faulkner positively as In Faulkner’s
Women: The Myth and the Muse Ilse Dusoir Lind admires Faulkner's "inclusion
of the biological," saying that his female characters are more developed because
they are given a sexuality, something writers often refuse to do" (103). Lind
views Faulkner's use of female sexuality as "a depiction of women the function
of the organs of reproduction"(92). Sexually active women are seen as a
threatening force to men and thus they are silenced not only by men but by their
own culture. In Robbing the Mother: Women in Faulkner Deborah Clarke
questions the absence of female voice and consider this absence as strength “the
only safe woman is a dead woman, until Addie Bundren speaks from her
coffin"(17). She claims that Faulkner sympathizes with these women and he
gives them voice when they are dead or absent because society might hurt them.
Society at that time never accepts them to be one of its member and he is
protecting them till they reach their goals. "Once a woman is lost and dead then
people will sympathize more with her and justify her" (19).
In The Feminine and Faulkner: Reading (Beyond) Sexual Difference
Minrose Gwin "emphasizes the positive disruptive force in Faulkner's major
female characters, albeit within the male texts. They become "the rebellious
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unconscious of patriarchy."(90) In Faulkner's Women: Characterization and
Meaning Sally Page views Faulkner's depiction of women positively in terms of
sexuality. Sally reveals that "sexuality naturally fulfilled" because it is the
"source of the survival of mankind," and results in new life, and "tranquility and
moral order." On the other hand, "sexual perversity is equal to the perversion of
life"(134). This phrase proofs that Faulkner is not a misogynist because he sees
women as victims of society. She also argues" it believes it a mistake for either
to try to adopt the special values of other. The sexes must maintain their
roles"(16). In "William Faulkner: a Feminist Consideration" in American
Novelists Revisited: Essays in Feminist Criticism" Judith Bryant Wittenberg
explains that "the idea that any individual has the potential to contain traits of
both sexes the belief that a person's character is largely formed by his or her
early experiences and family relationships… Faulkner is neither pro- nor antifemale"(327). Such a community makes men and women are equally victimized
in Faulkner's novels, she continues to declare "male words may be the last
words, and their viewpoints the most prevalent in the Faulknerian universe,
circumscribing the women and limiting their options, but as the fiction makes
clear at every level, men and women alike are poor frail victims of being alive"
(336). She also explains the real villain in his novels, " the only real 'villains' in
Faulknerian world are a restrictive society that is inadequately responsive to the
needs and desires of its individual members and a nuclear family that fails its
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children by offering poor examples or providing inadequate affection –and their
victims are both men and women"(335).
In the conclusion of the Indestructible Woman in Faulkner. Hemingway,
and Steinbeck Mimi Reisel Gladstein ends with a rhetoric question:" For men
with dependent and self-destructive personalities, longing for a simpler world,
woman personifies what he is not, the other. The dependent man, then, would
project a dependable other; the self-destructive man, an indestructible other. For
men who all had terrible bouts with depression, is it not appropriate that the
other should also serve as a symbol of optimism?"(263) Gladstein sympathizes
with men because they are the victims of their society and they project their
destructive attitude toward women thus both become victims of their own
community. In "William Faulkner and the Southern Concept of Woman",
Elizabeth M.Kerr demonstrates that "Faulkner's rejection of the Southern ideal
or what she calls Southern gyneolatory accounts for his two attitudes toward
women: rejection of those who personify it and sympathy for those who rebel
against it or live naturally outside it."(20) Women are categorized in Faulkner's
novels and this is seen In William Faulkner's Yoknapatawpha: “A Kind of
Keystone in the Universe" Kny Francis Basco presents three types of women as
“women as ghosts of the past, women of the new order and Negro women."(18)
In addition to Nancy Me Fadden who classifies, women characters as weak,
'relief figures', promiscuous, calm and serene, strong and enduring."(18) These
women are labeled because of their own culture and this is seen in "Faulkner's
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Critics and Women: The Voice of the Community" in Faulkner and Women,
John N. Duvall pays no attention to the categorization of women because they
are victims of their cultures. He assumes two voices of the community that label
them as: "Nearly every woman in Faulkner's novel has violated the existing
moral code, — and the second voice is that woman is the source and sustainer
of virtue and also a prime source of evil…with her powerful natural drives and
her instinct for the concrete and personal, she does not need to agonize over her
decision"(42-43). Because these women are pushed and forced to act in a way
that is rejected by men and the novelists mock this view. These female
characters are presented with problems because they are victimized by their
own husbands, sons, brothers, and mainly by community.
In Subversive Voices: Eroticizing the Other in William Faulkner and Toni
Morrison Evelyn Jaffe Schreiber condemns culture for creating such a view of
women. She declares that "in order to fulfill the needs of dominate culture,
patriarchal structures bind both men and women, and Faulkner's texts delineate
how social constructions shape subjectivity in both the dominant and the
marginalized segments of culture. The ongoing struggle to sustain subject status
at the expense of others manifests itself particularly in the Southern
culture"(52). The novelist's mission to portray an image of his culture and this
what Faulkner's does in his novels, in Faulkner and the Discourses of Culture
Charles Hannon analyzes Faulkner's mission in his novels that " rather than
resolving these conflicts through a single artistic vision. The novel retrain the
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tensions that exist between a culture's different socioeconomic groups. The
novel is thus more than the creation of the novelist; it becomes a record of the
novelist's era –in particular, the tensions, conflicts, and struggles that
divided…that era's various social groups."(2) In a Companion to Faulkner
Studies, by Charles Peek and Robert W. Hamblin explain the view of society:
“Faulkner offers fertile ground to feminist critics. His fictional rendering of his
culture's

view

towards

women –both the

stereotypes

and bounded

conditions…Mr. Compson's proclamation on what women are like…all
contribute to Faulkner's depiction of his society's view of women…and the great
anxiety produced as a result."(231) In Bearing the Word Margaret Homans,
examines the origins of the dominance of cultural discourse, notes that in
Western culture, "the death or absence of the mother sorrowfully but fortunately
makes possible the construction of language and culture."(2)
The burden of society towards women is presented in the book Images of
Women in Literature, where Mary Anne Ferguson clarifies:
The mysterious source of life have reinforced stereotypes about women's
place in society; women have been viewed as mother, wife, mistress, sex
object – their roles in relationship to men…men are neither defined by nor
limited to the roles of father, lover, and husband. The word defined means
"having a limit around," or “fenced in.". Women have been fenced into a
small place in the world. Even though women's "place" is no longer as
small as the past and roles change, the old stereotypes still linger. (3)
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However, in the 1940s till 1960s studies look down at Faulkner treatment
of women and considered him as a misogynist. Beverly G Sheftall in her
dissertation" Faulkner's Treatment of Women in His Major Novels" focuses on
placing women in four groups and see Faulkner's treatment of women as
"negative and charges that Faulkner is biased against women, at least certain
women…and link Faulkner's concept of woman with the traditional Southern
concept of woman.(iii) In Faulkner's Families: A Southern Saga, Gwendolyne
Charbrier comments, “in the South... a woman is described to a greater degree
through her sexuality while a man is defined through his profession” (60). Many
radical feminists consider his work as "Faulkner's work are masculine eyes,
belonging to a man of epical ambition, one who strives for Homer's gift of
narration."(104) In Writers in Crisis: The American Novel, 1925-1940 by
Maxwell Geismar considers William Faulkner as a misogynist and his texts
reveal his fear and hatred toward women. Faulkner is seen as a pessimistic
novelist and On Native Grounds Alfred Kazin illustrates Faulkner as "tormented
in the evil that lurks under the surface of contemporary society and
thought"(54). And that he is only interested in "demoralization and collapse of
society"(55). Delmore Schwartz criticizes Faulkner for his obsession with evil
and violence, states "again and again, violence ensure, horror triumphs, injustice
is the victor, irrationality overcomes all, all human purpose and effort is in
vain"(34). In Force and Faith in the Novels of William Faulkner, Kenneth E.
Richardson views Faulkner as a misogynist because he sees women as "a
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constant source of evil" (66). While male characters as "the moral vacuum in
society itself"(67). Deborah Clarke argues in her article "Gender, Race, and
Language in Light in August", states "his women characters evade the
boundaries and categories by which men attempt to control them. Faulkner's
subtle manipulation of sexual dynamics and gender roles within the novel
illustrates the full complexity of his presentation of power and authority"(398).
While male characters are tormented because "they allow the women to signify
nothing other than projections of the male imagination."(402) In Love and
Death in the American Novel, Leslie A. Fiedler, criticizes Faulkner for
representing a woman as a body, he declares: "females possess neither morality
nor honour; that are capable, therefore, of betrayal without qualm or quiver of
guilt but also of inexplicable loyalty;…that they are unforgiving and without
charity to other members of their own sex; …that they use their sexuality with
cold calculation to achieve their inscrutable ends."(320)
Furthermore, in his article "Faulkner's Women: The Peril of Mankind",
Thomas Lorch defines female characters in Faulkner's novels as passive "What
are the characteristics of the female principle? Fundamentally, it is the passive
but sustaining and indomitable life forces of nature."(38) Even though they are
seen passive but they participate in men's devastation "these moments of glory
enable Faulkner's men to give meaning to the constantly flowing life, the female
principle which is both sustains and destroys them."(41) In William Faulkner: A
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Critical Study, Irving Howe, criticizes Faulkner's treatment of women and sees
him in the conclusion of his book as "failure of intellect" because he cannot deal
with "general ideas with a dramatic cogency equal to his ability in rendering
images of conduct." (53) Even more, in The Triumph of the Novel: Dickens,
Dostoevsky, Faulkner," Faulkner's Misogyny" Albert J. Guerard dedicates a
chapter to attack Faulkner because he sees him portraying his female characters
are lustful, sinful, destructive and evil unlike male characters. (365)
It is true there are many references about women and many deal with
William Faulkner's treatment of women. But there is not any reference about the
satirical view of women for both novelists. I chose both novelists because there
are many similarities in their treatment of women, both produce female
characters who are victimized by male characters and portrayed negatively in
their novels. Also the patriarchal society that give men more right to control the
life of female characters. The south in America and the South in Saudi Arabia
and the unstable values that changed.
In The Sound and the Fury (1929) and As I Lay Dying (1930) by William
Faulkner and Sofia (2005) and Al Qundus (2011) by Mohammad Alwan use
satire to ridicule the cultural customs of marriage, love, family issues which are
very rigid during the Modern era. Because both use satire to ridicule these
institutions, they show the unsteadiness of the social order by making ridiculous
the ideas of standards, morals and manners. By trying to correct the flaws and
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weakness of the characters in their novels, these novels also serve as a great
form of criticism.
To begin with, the titles of their novels satirically play major roles to
mean different things. For instance, The Sound and the Fury, In Shakespeare’s
tragedy Macbeth, the King proclaims that life is nothing more than “a tale / told
by an idiot, full of sound and fury, / Signifying nothing.” In Literary
Masterpieces, "Themes in The Sound and the Fury", Thomas L. McHaney
clarifies “The perception of Benjy as an "idiot" and the last words of Macbeth's
soliloquy that supplied the title of the novel have tempted critics to focus on the
nihilistic closure created by the final scene. (170) Faulkner skillfully uses the
ironic treatment of the "idiot" to mock the Southern ideals because these ideals
sound great but signify nothing. While the second novel, As I Lay Dying, mocks
the prominent individuals and institutions because they are dying. He mocks the
religion and patriarchy throughout the novel since they present hypocrisy. He
derides the dysfunctional family in the south since it depends on fake and
hypocritical ideals of both religion, family and society. Satire mainly on the
myth of Southern honor of burring Addie to Jefferson and more satire on
Southern mannerism. "Faulkner's use of sardonic humor and irony serves two
distinct purposes: social commentary by establishing verisimilitude of the rural
south and intimately exploring various character's perspectives of death as they
deal with their grief over the mother, Addie Bundren." 12 The title also my hints
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to the way farmers carry their harvest in an age of modern technology and
satirizes the dehumanizing effects of industrialization.
Similarly, Sofia by Alwan stands for the death of a young woman by
cancer. In Greek, the name of Sofia suggests wisdom, yet her death means the
death of anything beautiful in the novel and mainly the death of wisdom. He
satirizes the strict rules of society and war effects that dehumanize her from
living as a woman. On the other hand, Al Qundus, the beaver, the beaver is
known for building dams. The beaver is always busy building homes and
providing the family. It is also busy in building barriers from the outer world.
The beaver is known for persistence and stubborn nature. The title satirizes the
nature of the beaver that cannot be seen within Ghaleb family. The narrator
scorns his family members and calls them beavers and the more these beavers
build these barriers the more they are isolated even from each other. These
beavers continue to build more barriers till they block water and life from each
other.
Eventually, the result of many readings helped to divide this research into
four chapters:
Chapter I compares the view of mothers as Addie Bundren in As I Lay
Dying and Caroline Compson in the Sound and the Fury to Um Ghaleb in Al
Qundus, It shows how a mother image is presented in both cultures in these
novels. Mothers present the hypocrisy of modern societies and represent how
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these values victimized them and their children. The narrators criticize mothers
who submit to societies roles that make them shadows of the past. Faulkner and
Alwan could often sound misogynistic but they are not, a close readings show
much more complexity in their treatment of the first woman, a mother 13. The
mother image is broken by male characters because these mothers are either
seen as passive or as sexually active. Moreover, they are rude and some of them
are forced to be absent and present at the same time. Both novelists present
mothers who are victimized by both male characters 14 and society that deprive
them from doing their healthy roles as mothers.
In As I Lay Dying presented by Addie Bundren and The Sound and the
Fury presented by Mrs. Compson, and Al Qundus presented by Um Ghaleb. The
mothers in these novels are absent and present because they are victimized to
establish healthy families in the South. They are seen as the center of every
failure, loss, and freezing of progressing for the male characters. It comes into
view, that in most families in the novels mothers are the source of future
destruction to every member of the family. Both novelists tackle the ideal
concept of a family and present the weakness of modern families 15 through
focusing on the seeds of the modern characters collapsing. The mother is seen
different and presented as aggressive or passive to reflect a true dilemma that
these mothers suffer from in modern societies in the novels.
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Rima Apple and Janet Golden in Mothers and Motherhood: Readings in
American History explains the impact of experiencing new ideals of
motherhood she explains the old views as "For them, mothers had no special
place in the moral and spiritual education of their children. Fathers were
considered the morally stronger of the two parents... “Persons are often more
apt to despise a Mother, (the weaker vessel, and frequently, most indulgent).”
Because a mother was sometimes “over moved by her tender & motherly
affections,” … she was not as capable as a father of exercising the stern
authority"(54). Moreover, Jodi Vandenberg-Daves in Modern Motherhood an
American History, shows the meaning of motherhood that takes its ideals from
“The ideology of moral motherhood had a widespread impact on literate white
women who were in or struggling to be in the middle and upper classes. The
ideas of republican motherhood and moral motherhood, respectively, were born
from the Enlightenment, Protestant religious developments, and the early
Industrial Revolution’s separation of home and work for the growing northern
middle class"(31).
As a result of this, mothers in these literary works end up with an abusive
marriages and behave badly. Faulkner's and Alwan's fictional mothers highlight
the progress of these mothers to ridicule and resist cultures dominance of this
view. Through their satirical view toward these old values they pave the way for
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finding their identity, mocking the decaying of what is old and embracing the
new.
Chapter II highlights major rebellious female characters, therefore the
main characters understudy are Dewy Dell in As I Lay Dying, Caddy in The
Sound and the Fury, and finally Ghada and Mona in Al Qundus. They stand
against male's constructed laws and cultures. These rebellious characters declare
females need for change and developing for better life. They express their
rejection of the old laws and values of their own cultures. They are presented as
sinful, lustful, and bad but at the same time they are brave and courageous to
take action even when male characters abandon and silence them. This part
deals with these main characters who have different hopes and how their
backgrounds lead them to rebel, therefore, to their tragic end as it is believed by
their societies.
Interestingly, the image of rebellious women in the second chapter for both
novelists is satirically ironic because they are pushed to behave violently. These
ladies have rebelled against their time and acting differently from what is
expected from them as ladies. This chapter shows how the American and Saudi
novelists satirically present rebellious women who stand against society,
culture, and tradition. It focuses on the image of women who are innocent of
man's failure in life. For this purpose, this chapter explains the society's role of
man's devastation not a woman. As presented by Caddy in the Sound and the
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Fury, by Dewey Dell in As I Lay Dying, and finally by Ghada in Al Qundus.
These women understudy made their own mark by defying the cultural fixed
expectations. The ideal and desired female character is different from what is
presented in these novels; therefore, both novelists are satirically criticizing the
societies that are biased against certain women.
For instance, Ghada, is presented as a sexual rebellious in her 40s, she
stands against everything she used to believe in to be true. She exhibits as a
sexual object for Ghaleb but the narrator criticizes the culture that deprived her
from living as a woman. Faulkner and Alwan's female characters are seemed to
be violent, bad and aggressive. The depressed female characters from their
intimidated surroundings cause them to misbehave. Both novelists satirize the
treatment of women in the novels because they are not born in this way but
society and male characters behaviors make them to act this evil. They use
satire and irony to show how female characters in these novels live and act.
Chapter III focuses on male characters such as Darl in As I Lay Dying,
Quentin in The Sound and the Fury, Ghaleb in Al Qundus and Mutaz in Sofia
and how their societies shaped their view toward women. These male characters
are lost in searching a true female figure and don not accept the new female
who is independent and free. Their cultures give them certain views of women
but these ideals deprived women of their rights and even deprived men to be
humans. Due to male characters description, these female characters are seen
with negative and biased views. These men have certain laws and roles for
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women that do not place them with the new change as independent and selfdaring, thus they are dramatized to remain singles. This part analyzes how
brothers, and fathers and lovers look at different types of women. Faulkner and
Alwan use irony and satire to show that all characters are victim of their
societies but women are more victimized. They satirize the male characters
because they are given the role of the victim to be a victimizer and oppressor of
women. For this reason, their cultures give them certain views and rights and
deprived them to be humans. These male characters have power and thus they
are mocked and ridiculed because they are weak to use this power. These men
are seen as victims of their societies and cultures more than misogynists. Both
novelists question their values and idols which appeared to be fake and holding
them back to be frozen to the past.
Finally, Chapter IV presents the satirical view of death and mainly the
death of a female character in As I Lay Dying by the death of the mother Addie
Bundren in comparison to Muhammad Alwan's Sofia and the process of death
by Sofia. Male characters look down to these female characters but when they
lose them, they feel great loss. The satire is seen in their confusion after losing
female figures in their lives. It also compares how death is satirically treated in
both cultures. This chapter investigates why female death is important for male
characters and how male narrators are confused and lost after losing these
female characters. Furthermore, it deals with the image of female deathbed
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scenes. It shows the importance of the death of female characters that have great
influence on the narrative. Faulkner's and Alwan's selected novels imply dead
female bodies as a source of anxiety, even crisis, as they both drive and threaten
the modern novel.
From the very beginning, both Faulkner and Alwan suggest Addie and
Sofia as the central characters by referring to them in the titles. All of the action
seemingly revolves around them even after they die. The image of a dead
woman is shocking in these novels and still haunting the narrators' imaginations.
A death of a woman is never an easy thing to come to terms with, but both
Faulkner and Alwan manage to portray the loss in a way that evokes something
positive, mainly by concentrating on the emotional effects. Both novelists
manage to portray the emotions of the people closest to these women in a
realistic manner and with that they manage to pull a satirical view toward
victimizing women. They use satire to show how women are victimized by
male treatment through their novels.
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Mother Image in the West and the East by Faulkner and Alwan :
The present chapter investigates the concept of feminism satire and how
both Faulkner and Alwan use it in their novels. In Modernism, Satire, and the
Novel Jonathan Greenberg views satire “as a way of thinking, feeling, and
mocking corruptions in any society by re-describing it"(2). More notably,
Jonathan Swift defines satire as “a mirror in which the viewer sees the face of
anyone but himself and this largely forms the reason why satire is so popular in
the world and, for the same reason, few are offended by it." (209). In a similar
vein, Hossein Behzadi Andouhjerdi in Modern Literary Techniques and Genres
remarks that satire is “the particular way of expressing the concepts of satirical
social and political beliefs and the way of exposing the bitter and hateful facts
of corruption and injustice of the individual or society whose expressions are
normally or severely prohibited. This is under the cover of mockery to reject
and dismiss the root of corruption and injustice.” (56)
Therefore, mothers are seen as bad and destructive while they try to protect
their families. This study resists women’s obscurity and sheds light on their
struggle to overcome domination in order to have a voice. William Faulkner and
Mohammad Alwan satirize the way women are treated by their people because
both men and women are victimized by their cultures. Many critics view these
novelists as misogynists. On the contrary, the researcher attempts to show how
they are mere satirists rather than misogynists. The major female characters in
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these novels are victimized by men as well as their own culture. Therefore, both
novelists Faulkner and Alwan, satirize the modern view of women that places
them to a kind of stereotype.
To start, the mothers in this chapter are Addie Burden in As I Lay Dying,
Mrs. Caroline Copmson in The Sound and the Fury, and Um Ghaleb in Al
Qundus16. They are seen as bad mothers- whereas they are not- because they are
not seen to represent the healthy role of being a mother17.They are not bad as
male narrators view them because they change. The feminist Betty Friedan in
her book the Feminine Mystique clarifies men's fear of changing women as:
"Changeless woman, childish woman, a woman’s place is in the home, they
were told. But man was changing; his place was in the world and his world was
widening. Woman was being left behind. Women stay home not going
out"(104). To illustrate, these mothers behave negatively due to different
reasons. These mothers are pushed by male characters and their own societies to
behave in this unaccepted manners. Accordingly, the present chapter attempts to
investigate the satirical view of these mothers.
As known, the mother has a valuable existence in all cultures since she
symbolizes most of the good qualities. For instance, Susan Boyd defines good
mother as the one who is “not only looking after the children, but making and
keeping a home for them with their father …in so far as she herself by her
conduct broke up that home, she is not a good mother” (62). Another concept of
being a good mother is mother’s sexuality, Buskins adds that mothers are not
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thought to be sexual beings; instead, she insists that they are supposed to be
prudent and platonically love all. Maternity is desexualizing and this has
significant repercussions for women who refuse to surrender their womanhood
to their motherhood (35). Even more, in Representations of Motherhood Kath
Woodward designates the concept of a good mother as:
The ‘good mother’ is self-sacrificing, selfless and probably not seen as
sexual. In Western culture the Virgin Mary of Christian religion embodies
this concept of purity and virtue. She presents a powerful if a somewhat
contradictory figure of the asexual mother. This is a mother who has not
had sex with a man yet who has carried and delivered a baby. In this sense,
the perfect mother is the mother who is not associated with sexuality. This
figure of motherhood has resonance beyond the particular religious
discourses that have created it, and Mary is one of the few women who has
been accorded the status of myth. (26)
Comparing this image to the Arabic culture, the mother has the same respectful
image and both parents, she has a holy existence. In the Arabic culture, a father
and a mother have a certain image that mirrors the Western culture. In Women
and Gender: The Middle East and Islamic World, Margot Badran and Valentine
Moghadam explain this image of Arabic parents:
The father assumes the role of a provider, responsible for the livelihood of
the family and its standing in the community. Frequently, but not
invariably, the father is associated with threatening paternal authority and
the mother with protective maternal nurturance. The father is strict and
disciplinarian, relying on forceful corrective measures such as physical
punishment. He is formal and remote, spending most of his time outside
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the home. By contrast, the mother is gentle, affectionate, and
compassionate; she is constantly present and involved in the children's
daily activities. She also serves as a buffer or mediator between the father
and the children, effectively managing to circumvent his commands or
prevent a harsh punishment. As a result, the children, especially sons,
develop a stronger emotional attachment to the mother and closer ties with
her than with the father, whom they respect but fear."(39)
Early criticism views William Faulkner as a misogynist such as Maxwell
Geisman in his book Writers in Crisis (1942) and Leslie Fiedler's Love and
Death in the American Novel (1960). They argue for Faulkner’s misogyny and
insist that his texts reveal his hatred and fear of women. Irving Howe and David
Miller proclaim that William Faulkner's women are either viewed as
destructive, bad, lustful and evil creatures or as saints.

Faulkner’s female

figures ultimately do fall into “two extreme character types; they are creative, or
they are destructive” (xxii). They often become horrifying and many critics
view Addie Bundren as harsh, rigid, and stubborn to the extent that she hurts her
family after her death. Irving Howe states that Addie "dominates the book,
thrusting her sons against each other as if they were warring elements of her
own character"(177).
By the same token, William H. Rueckert in Faulkner from Within views
Caroline Comspon, the second mother in this chapter differently. He remarks
that "Mrs. Compson is a kind of anti-mother to all of her children save
Jason."(34), and that "Mrs. Compson, the ineffectual wordy manipulator of the
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rhetoric of motherhood"(39). Furthermore, David Minter in his book William
Faulkner: His Life and Work comments that “Mrs. Compson is a cold, selfinvolved woman who expends her energies worrying about her ailments,
complaining about her life, and clinging to her notions of respectability”(97).
Besides that, Lawrence Bowling in his article, William Faulkner: The
Importance of Love clarifies that Mrs. Compson is not functioning as a mother
but "instead of taking care of her children and giving them the much-needed
maternal love and understanding which children normally need, Mrs. Compson
is constantly whining in order to attract attention to herself. She has developed
self-pity and selfishness into a disease. Throughout the thirty years covered by
the novel, she is both physically and psychologically an invalid. She not only
spends most of her time in bed but uses her self-inflicted illness as a means of
gaining attention from others and an excuse for upbraiding and annoying all the
members of her household." (109-114).
Melvin Backman in Faulkner: The Major Years as well views her as
“imprisoned in her self-pity”, “incapable of love, sacrifice, or chastity” and thus
fails her “family as mother” (18). More notably, many critics condemn her as
Philip Weinstein in Becoming Faulkner since she has “refused to mother her
own children” (89). Finally William Rueckert presents Addie Bundren as a
vengeful and bad mother since "her revenge—the direct cause of the funeral
journey that brings so much pain and suffering to the family and is the primary
subject of the novel… but in fact, her revenge turns out to be against all of her
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children, including the two “value” children she allows inside her circle of
selfhood, Cash and Jewel"(53).
More importantly, late and contemporary critics such as Sally R. Page in
Faulkner’s Women: Characterisation and Meaning (1972), explains the way
William Faulkner treats women and refuses the notion that Faulkner is a
misogynist as considered in earlier criticism, actually this is presented as "the
product of a misunderstanding of the fictional purpose behind his
characterization of women” (xxii). She also explains how Cleanth Brooks, who
views Faulkner as sympathetic during the 1960s and 1970s. She asserts that
Faulkner’s attitude toward women was misunderstood. Page, Brooks, and others
argue that Faulkner’s portrayal of women is largely sympathetic rather than
misogynistic. "The existence of this critical gap and the failure to reach a
consensus about Faulkner’s fictional attitude toward women which extends to
the present speaks to the complexity of his fictional society and women’s role in
it"(10). Doreen Fowler and Ann J. Abadie in Faulkner and Women: Faulkner
and Yoknapatawpha, show how critics misrepresent the message that Faulkner
delivered though presenting different types of women and their voice in the
patriarchal Southern community of Yoknapatawpha and Faulkner's, they state
the “message about human interaction to the play of acting males and acted
upon females”(55). This what makes many early critics get confused about his
female characters and this what this paper will view as a satire more than
misogyny. Betty Friedan sheds light on the negatively of wives that can be seen
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in Mrs. Compson as "wives were reacting to hostility from their husbands by
becoming even more dependent and passive, until they sometimes became
literally unable to move, to take a step, by themselves. This did not make their
husbands treat them with more love, but more rage. And what was happening to
the rage the wives did not dare to use against their husbands?"(322).
In Faulkner's and Alwan's novels, female characters are seen as victims by
both male characters and society in the novel. These female characters are not
seen practicing their healthy roles as mothers, sisters, wives and daughters.
However, this chapter is going to view them as having good nature and not
viewed negatively as other critics believe. Due to the males’ misogynic
treatment of these female characters, they are seen as bad female figures while
they are victims. Mothers, as the main basis of the family, are presented as
failures to their sacred bodily task while, in reality, they are not. Thus, Faulkner
and Alwan have mocked this image of a mother that is presented negatively by
male characters. These mothers are victimized by these male characters to
behave in such a way. Interestingly, they also see in them a mysterious, often
threatening power and for this, they focus on mothers more than fathers. The
major female characters in these novels are victimized by men who are at the
same time victimized by their own culture. Accordingly, both novelists
Faulkner and Alwan, satirize the stereotyped modern view of women.
E. A. Kaplan in her book, The Case of the Missing Mother, presents
different images of a mother because she is seen as a person who reacts rather
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than acts. Portraying a mother is always controlled by a male vision and
objectified by the way men look at her without viewing her suffering and
disappointment. The mother even responds according to the way these men
desire to see her. Kaplan continues to explain the neglected side of these
mothers:
By these means, her own desires and needs could be ignored without
explicitly drawing attention to the inequity of her situation. To facilitate
the consistent and controlled representation still further…. the use of
archetypal images, familiar in the mythology and literature of western
culture. She summed these up into four distinct types:
The Good Mother who is marginal to the narrative.
The Bad Mother who is punished.
The 'Heroic Mother' who sacrifices her own life for her family.
The 'Silly, Weak or Vain Mother' whose contribution is trivialised. (128)

Mothers are seen through these types and are presented as bad without looking
at their actions, values and morals while raising their children 18. Most
importantly, a feminist theory offers a framework to examine maternal power
and to understand that the mother has as much, if not more, to do with identity,
order, and language as the father who is delineated with more power in these
novels. In her book, The Absent Mother in the Cultural Imagination Missing,
Presumed Dead, Berit Åström explains the basics understanding of mothers’
roles:
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The domestic wife and mother is expected to care for her children
(attending to their physical and psychological health, and moral and social
education, or supervision those who tend to her children), to oversee the
domestic budget, to supervise the workers in the household…, to defer to
her husband...women who embodied the conduct code and fulfill the duties
of mother were considered "good", and those who did not were "bad. (26)
By understanding these duties and codes, mothers such as Addie Bundren,
Caroline Compson and Um Ghaleb, can be categorized as good on the previous
statement because they fulfill these duties. In her book, The Reproduction of
Mothering: Psychoanalysis and the Sociology of Gender, Nancy Chodorow
clarifies that "society's perpetuation requires that someone rear children, but
another language, science, and popular culture all make it very difficult to
separate the need for care from the question who provides that care. It is hard to
separate out parenting activities, from women themselves"(35-36). These
mothers rear children and give them the tools to succeed in their lives. Their
care and passion continue even when their children are old enough to have their
own houses, families and independent lives.
Mothers in these novels are blamed by male narrators for not being
perfect as male narrators imagine. Faulkner and Alwan is a case in point: they
ridicule the negative image of these mothers because they are being victimized
rather than victimizers. These male characters present the story of present and
absent mothers and ridicule this image because culture makes them absent and
silent. They show mother’ ability is confined to haunting her child, which is
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evident in all of these novels. Ironically, this may lead to the destruction of her
dependents, while in reality they are trying to protect their children from
following false ideals. The lives of many other characters, not just the children,
are badly affected because of the absent mother. However, this mother
satirically stands for a cultural fantasy of a mother that is deprived of her role as
a mother. Cynthia Wolff explains that" the role of mother became idealized; and
in some works, as in Dickens's, one feels that a woman married only to have
children"(211). To understand this deeply, the first mother in this study is Mrs.
Compson in The Sound and the Fury by William Faulkner.
Many critics believe that Mrs. Compson19 cares about the social rules more
than her children. On the contrary, she does care about them in her own way.
Critics condemn that she is presented as a silent mother who depends on
servants to manage and care for children while she belongs to aristocracy20,
which is acceptable from her as a mother during that time. The social position
shapes people's identity in the essay "On the Reproduction of Mothering: A
Methodological Debate" Judith Lorber comments on the importance of society's
position to form the identity of people. She notes that social position "shapes
and reinforces personality, attitudes and behavior (484). Chodorow observes
that "the income inequality between men and women makes it more rational,
even necessary, in any individual conjugal family for fathers, rather than
mothers, to be the primary wage-earners. Therefore, mothers, rather than fathers
are the primary caretaker of children at home"(35). From this Mrs. Compson is
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presented as a useless and helpless mother because in the South a mother should
be dependent on her husband and servants and this explains her behavior of
being silent. In the Feminine Mystique, Betty Friedan argues about the problem
that many women experience after getting married without feeling their own
identities, she enlightens:
The feminine mystique permits, even encourages, women to ignore the
question of their identity. The mystique that deprives her from her own
identity as a woman and as a mother. She is constructed to play a role and
not allowed to break this role or she will be punished. The mystique says
they can answer the question “Who am I?” by saying “Tom’s
wife…Mary’s mother.” … an American woman no longer has a private
image to tell her who she is, or can be, or wants to be"(96).
The narrator satirizes the way society deals with Mrs. Compson's reaction that
projects her as a bad mother because she is stripped of her identity. Cleanth
Brooks describes her negativity in his book, William Faulkner: The
Yoknapatawpha Country. Her negativity is a style of a satire to ridicule the
product of her society:
The basic cause of the breakup of the Compson family…let the more
general cause be what they may –is the cold and self-centered mother who
is sensitive about the social status of her own family, the Bascombs, who
feels the birth of an idiot son as a kind of personal affront, who spoils and
corrupts her favorite son, and who withholds any real love and affection
from her other children and her husband. Caroline Compson is not so much
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an actively wicked and evil person as a cold weight of negativity which
paralyzed the normal family relationships. She is certainly at the root of
Quentin's lack of confidence in himself and his inverted pride. She is at
least the immediate cause of her husband's breakdown into alcoholic
cynicism and doubtless she is ultimately responsible for Caddy's
promiscuity. (334)
Cleanth Brooks views women as the main cause of the family collapse while
these women are the first victims of male characters. Mrs. Compson never has a
word for motherhood as other critics view her but seems submissive, sad, and
controlled by male speakers and the South's social values. She is a victim of her
society which breathes in her these values. As planned and expected from a
Southern aristocrat mother21, she never objects to males controlling her but
grateful for the effort and burden men have due to her. She feels guilty for not
being an active person with her family because she never has a chance to take a
role in managing her house. Betty Friedan projects women who embrace the
feminine mystique as:
Have not women who live in the image of the feminine mystique trapped
themselves within the narrow walls of their homes? They have learned to
“adjust” to their biological role. They have become dependent, passive,
childlike; they have given up their adult frame of reference to live at the
lower human level of food and things. The work they do does not require
adult capabilities; it is endless, monotonous, unrewarding. American
women are not, of course, being readied for mass extermination, but they
are suffering a slow death of mind and spirit (327).
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In this spirit, Mrs. Compson is controlled by her sarcastic husband who keeps
mocking her in front of her children. Being soft and gentle, she prefers to
escape from any argument that hurt her ego. She is presented as a child and as
crying mother from the beginning without noticing her passionate side. She
cries because she cares about her children, the male narrator portrays her as a
crying childish mother rather than a caring mother. She is seen crying after the
death of her mother that shows the great bond they have and her death is
painful, crying when the father makes a joke about killing her brother because
she does not want her children to be criminals and mentally confused. I discuss
this issue of killing later in the chapter, "Mother began to cry"(15), crying after
her son's failure "Mother crying and saying “And you didn’t even see him? You
didn’t even try to get him to make any provision for it?” and Father says “No
she shall not touch his money not one cent of it” (159), when she is alone with
Jason she is seen crying because she cannot enjoy the company of her children
"Mother called me back and cried on me a while"(66), she is also seen crying
for her granddaughter "Then she would begin to cry and say it was her own
flesh and blood so I just says All right. (71), she cries for her daughter's letter.
This shows her suffer as mother who is deprived of her daughter "Mother was in
her room. I gave her the letter. She opened it and took the check out and sat
holding it in her hand. ..“Come on,” I says. “Get it over with. You’ll be crying
in a minute.” (72), Jason witnesses her soft nature when she gets older by
mocking women soft nature" I don’t expect much but I do want to eat and sleep
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without a couple of women squabbling and crying in the house."(72), and
viewing her weak nature of crying instead of talking freely about her people
"Then she began to cry and I says All right all right I have as much pride about
my kinfolks as anybody even if I dont always know where they come
from."(73)
Even the memory of her husband causes her to cry. Seeing her son
belittling his father is another burden, “When you talk that way I know you are
thinking bitterly of your father’s memory,” she says... But it breaks my heart to
hear you.”… “If you’ve got any crying to do,” I says, “you’ll have to do it
alone, because I’ve got to get on back. I’ll get the bank book.”(74) finally, Jason
describes his mother's negative behavior to his sister's incident when she kisses
a boy that "even Father couldn’t get her to say a word except crying and saying
her little daughter was dead and Caddy about fifteen then"(75) These male
characters make her believe she is a burden and without any personality and
thus being pushed to behave negatively. In the essay “If I Could Say Mother"
Philip Weinstein demonstrates that "Her white middle-class culture insists not
merely that her desire be contained within mothering purposes."(73) She is
present physically but absent psychologically and this explains the nature of the
satire that she embodied since her good nature is hidden and only given bad
characteristics by male narrators. She sees her worth only through a male
guardian.
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On the other hand, the second mother, Um Ghaleb, in Al Qundus, is
portrayed as strong, different, and strange. This is a perfect image for satire
because a close reading shows that she is a good mother. In this sense, she
satirizes what a perfect mother is seen to present. She lives as an orphan and
raised by her uncle, and hence, learning all the values of Saudi culture from
him. She is presented as strong and independent when her husband ignores her
needs and responsibilities. She left him after giving birth to her second child
Ghaleb. The reasons for her divorce are never mentioned and it is very
challenging to be a divorced woman during that time but she stands against
people's judgment. She is controlled by a male point of view, first person
narrator, but never seen through her own struggle and pains. She does not have
a word for maternity as the previous mother. When she left her children, she
immediately returns to school and finds a job to develop herself.
In the Saudi society, girls get married at a young age and some leave
school to take care of children. Being an orphan, leads her to an early marriage
which results in giving birth to her first child at the age of sixteen. Her likes and
dislikes are not mentioned. That youthful period of her time is missing because
she becomes responsible for two children at the age of eighteen. It seems to be
there is a gap in her life and she wants to fill that gap. Children, on the other
hand, are widening this gap when they do not follow her order. She does not
have a voice to speak about her worries, past, passion and even her broken
sentences and stories to share with her children. She is like Mrs. Compson: both
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do not have stories to share with their children because they remain silent and
viewed from one angel. She does not have parents to help with her marriage life
and she never speaks about them. Both mothers satirically seem to be socially
constructed by their male guardians, cultures, whether American or Saudi. They
act accordingly and care about their image and reputation, yet this does not
make them lose their maternal feelings. They are not afraid to be projected by
society to the extent they break these taboos of divorce or even choose to act
indifferently to certain situations.
The third mother in As I Lay Dying, Addie Bundren is educated, strong
and willing, but does not differ from the previous mothers. She is an isolated
person who rejects religion, refuses her community and satirically presents this
image of a bad mother. Her body is absent from the text but her being is present.
Being the center of the novel, she proves her positive and influential existence
to her family members. She does not care about people's social laws or the
religious rules preached by religious people. Her mother is unknown and she
lives as an orphan as Um Ghaleb does. She does not have a model in her life for
motherhood but she only has a father who teaches her "the reason for living was
to get ready to stay dead a long time" (196).
However, this does not stop her from loving her children. Addie's sadness
and loneliness rise from the lack of concern she was taught by her father during
her childhood. Roberts Wittenberg clarifies such parenting, "A parent who
would repeatedly point to living as preparing to stay dead, called a nihilistic
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philosophy by critics, and could not prepare the child to function in a society in
which living is nearly always thought of as better than dying"(116). The
narrator ridicules this view of living that causes such an effect for Addie's
mothering to be a bad mother while she is not because she tries to teach her
children all the tools to be successful. In her section, she clarifies the way she
marries Anse Bundren by her choice when she is ready for it. She knows the
values of establishing a family and the youthful life are filled with words and
loneliness as she describes it. She knows her goals in life and wants to move on
without being stable at one stage of life. She has a voice when she dies 22 that
describes her life and feelings unlike other mothers in this chapter. Her husband
uses words23 as the way Addie describes him "He had a word, too. Love, he
called it. But I had been used to words for a long time. I knew that that word
was like the others: just a shape to fill a lack; that when the right time came, you
wouldn’t need a word for that any more than for pride or fear"(106). He seems
to depend on her for everything to the extent that she becomes masculine in the
sense she appears to be more logical than emotional and as she dares to violate
many religious beliefs and breaking the concept of marital chastity. Betty
Friedan shows the desired image of a woman during that time as:
Like so many other women of this era of the “feminine role,” in her
endeavor to be a “real woman,” a good wife and mother, “she was really
playing a very masculine role…. She was pushing everyone around—
dominating the children’s lives, ruling the house with an iron hand,
managing the carpentry, nagging her husband to do odd jobs he never
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finished, managing the finances, supervising the recreation and the
education—and her husband was just the man who paid the bills.”(316)
The husband has a shadowy presence in this sense. Even more, her husband,
Anse Bundren24, helps her to feel lonely and opens another gap in her life
without helping her to overcome loneliness. When she discovers his style then
she does not believe him. His words of love make her lonely, “he had a word,
too. Love, he called it. But I had been used to words for a long time. I knew that
that word was like the others: just a shape to fill a lack; that when the right time
came, you wouldn't need a word for that any more than for pride or fear"(106).
Because she gives more in this relationship than taking. Betty Friedan explains
the idea of love, “In our society, love has customarily been defined, at least for
women, as a complete merging of egos and a loss of separateness —
“togetherness,” a giving up of individuality rather than a strengthening of
it...The two tendencies, to transcend individuality and to sharpen and strengthen
it, must be seen as partners and not as contradictory” (344).
The narrator mocks the marriage life that they have since it sabotages one
person for the other. She seems to understand the real meaning of motherhood
and femininity when she has Jewel. In "On the Reproduction of Mothering: A
Methodological Debate" Nancy Chodorow notes that “many women have real
desires for particular kinds of relationship and get gratification from
mothering"(503). This might justify Addie's preference to Jewel since he is the
only character who saves his mother from "water and fire"(168). Moreover,
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Betty Friedan explains this feeling of a mother as "Her omnipresent care of her
child is based not on spontaneity but on following the “picture of what a good
mother should be,” in the hope that “through identification with the child, her
own flesh and blood, she may experience vicariously the joys of real living, of
genuine feeling”(319). The narrator in the novel disdains the stereotype of
"favorite child" that creates jealousy among brothers and makes mother look
bad while she is not. Darl seems to be jealous of his brother and keeps
questioning him not his mother. The narrator ironically criticizes the male
characters of Addie's mothering image since they view her as a bad mother. To
prove her good mothering skill, Darl states that his mother taught them about
deceiving as the worst characteristic of life and even educated her children to
master a skill. He says "Addie … tried to teach us that deceit was such that, in a
world where it was, nothing else could be very bad or very important, not even
poverty" (95). She teaches her children the bad effect of deceiving themselves
and others and to be honest and sincere in their words. Even being poor is not
bad but being a liar is shameful.
To discuss these mothers thoroughly, many studies deal with Faulkner's
depiction of the mother. Even for Alwan's major novel, the mother is projected
as the main reason for the characters' failure. What is rare for both novelists is
the satirizing style of the image of the mother that is seen negatively by their
communities while they are not. All these mothers do not have a model for
mothering and have never been advised or even cared about or helped.
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However, they do their job as good mothers. These mothers are controlled by
people's opinions and values of mothering and do their best to raise good
families. In her book, Lives Together/Worlds Apart: Mothers and Daughters in
Popular Culture, Suzanna Danuta Walters views this dilemma between
daughter and the mother and she "was critical of the practice of highlighting the
conflict between mother and daughter and holding the mother to blame. She
argued that assuming the mother was responsible for her child's problems
placed the daughter into the role of a victim, without control of her life."(3)
Therefore, Alwan's and Faulkner's mothers suffer from the real absence of
mothers and carry the law and heritage of the country that are taught by male
characters in their lives who victimized them to be presented and seen
negatively. The values that they carry from the South and the values from the
city, Riyadh, are not helping males and females and they are seen spiritually
uprooted from any value. The mothers belonging to different cultures in these
novels lack the presence of a good ideal image of a mother or a father and
suffer from the absence of a good family bond. They are blamed for being rigid
while trying to survive in this harsh community.
The feminist critic Nancy Chodorow parallels this situation of mothers and
daughters. She emphasizes "because women were responsible for mothering,
daughters and sons were treated differently and in consequence, developed
differently. The daughter, who shared a 'core female identity' with her mother
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was encouraged to imitate her, while the son was expected to be separate and
autonomous"(151). Addie Bundren, Mrs. Compson and Um Ghaleb are seen as
absurd in their mothering style, but they never try to destroy their family
members’ identity and their daughters never blame their mothers for their
raising in such ways. They are blamed for issues that male characters believe to
be wrong, but they have a different idea of dealing with these issues that are
different from what used to be the norm for them. They do not accept their way
of dealing with these issues and for this, they are condemned and misjudged.
Nancy Chodorow and Susan Contratto criticize the image of presenting the
perfect mother in their book, The Fantasy of the Perfect Mother:
The romantic view of motherhood ... The mother's individuality and rights
were not recognised and she came to feel inferior and lacking in selfconfidence. Her authority was further undermined by the prevailing
fantasy of the 'perfect mother'… pointed out that any failure to live up to
perfection, caused women to feel guilty or be denounced as bad mothers.
The assumption that the mother was primarily responsible for the care of
the child … as it left the mother open to blame for any problems in
development."(45)
In this sense, these mothers do much but they are forced to believe they are not
good mothers by other people since they have that "perfect mother" image that
does not exist to anyone. Addie Bundren is being criticized for her mothering
skills by Cora. Cora represents the values of her society and is seen as a straight,
religious, confident, obedient and faithful wife. She criticizes the way Addie
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Bundren raises her children and even her lifestyle and mainly her request to be
buried at Jefferson not at her husband's New Hope grave. A close reading shows
that Addie Bundren is not a bad mother but very hard-working mother. She
prepared her children to face hard situations to make them stronger. She teaches
her daughter the skill of baking cakes and selling them. She tries to give her
space, so she can learn without being misjudged but supervised. She teaches her
the way of making money and even Cora feels jealous from this because she is
better than her mainly in baking and making money, “They turned out real
nice…But not like the cakes Addie used to bake"(8). She even tries to attack her
through portraying her as a bad person since she is not religious while Addie
never hurts anyone or interferes into others’ business:
She had never been pure religious . . . She has had a hard life, but so does
every woman. But you’d think from the way she talked that she knew more
about sin and salvation than the Lord God Himself . . . When the only sin
she ever committed was being partial to Jewel that never loved her and was
its own punishment, in preference to Darl that was touched by God
Himself and considered queer by us mortals and that did love her"(103).
Addie Bundren from the previous paragraph is presented negatively by Cora
and is portrayed negatively throughout the novel. Cora confesses about Addie's
skill in baking, “but not like the cakes Addie used to bake” (8). And this proofs
that Addie is a good mother who teaches her daughter a skill for making money.
Cora gives Dewey Dell cakes to sell it for her and for this Dewey Dell knows
how to make money. She even teaches her son Cash to be a good carpenter. "A
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good carpenter, Cash is” (11). Addie Bundren thinks logically in facing modern
life though teaching her children the essential skills required to survive in their
lives. She thinks and moves while Anse believes in luck and spiritual elements
on living. She does not complain about her new life but immediately tries to
learn the new skills to face the hardship. Anse’s role shows his treatment to
things that depend on luck and feelings while Addie Bundren believes in work
to change things or even to get ready for different roads and new lifestyles as he
mentions, “I told Addie it want any luck living on a road when it come by here,
and she said, for the world like a woman, “Get up and move, then.” But I told
her it want no luck in it, because the Lord put roads for travelling"(31). He
keeps complaining of the new road since he has to pay taxes and life is different
than before while Addie Bundren thinks of her son's education so she says " get
up and move"(31).
Satirically, Anse is seen as the good father while he does not care about
educating his children and sees Addie as a woman who uses his money for
nothing helpful while she uses money for their children, "Making me pay for
Cash having to get them carpenter notions when if it hadn’t been no road come
there, he wouldn’t a got them; falling off of churches and lifting no hand in six
months and me and Addie slaving and aslaving "(32). She is satirically
presented as a mother who cares about her children's future. She is seen as a bad
mother since she helps her children while Anse is a good parent who keeps his
words and plays with words for his own benefit. He even mentions that Addie
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never ignores Darl from this "And Darl too. Talking me out of him, durn them.
It aint that I am afraid of work; I always is fed me and mine and kept a roof
above us"(32). This explains that Addie Bundren is not a bad mother as
presented but she sacrifices everything for her children.
Caroline Compson, on the other hand, the mother of four children,
Quentin, Candace, Jason and Maury Benjamin. From the way male characters
describe her, she seems throughout the novel hopeless and self-concerned by the
narrators. However, she plans to save the family's reputation from any bad
situation, either finically or morally. For instance, she plans to find a husband
for her daughter after seeing her kissing a boy "maybe I could find a husband
for her not death at the salt licks"(34). Many critics believe she does not like
her daughter and against her daughter's desires while this is not true. She does
not want her daughter's reputation to be ruined by a random boy but to have a
stable house with a real man. She helps her son Quentin to have better education
and even gives him money to be successful, but he misses this chance. Her
children reject the values of the South, especially her daughter Caddy. The
mother tries to protect her daughter from being naïve in a harsh community. The
mother expresses her way of dealing with her children. However, after her
husband’s death, she has more power to express herself freely. She is seen
differently and even her good nature truly appears when she tries to protect her
granddaughter from committing the same mistake of her mother. The narrator
mocks this image that presents a mother as weak and submissive while she is
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careful and determined. She is presented as a mother who likes one child more
than the other while she cares about them all.
Nevertheless, Jason is the only character who sits and listens to her. When
the mother tries to correct her children's behaviors, she is stopped by the father
and later is blamed for not correcting their mistakes. She explains to Jason the
way she suffers to control her children but the father stops her: “They were both
that way,” she says. “They would make interest with your father against me
when I tried to correct them25. He was always saying they didn’t need
controlling, that they already knew what cleanliness and honesty were, which
was all that anyone could hope to be taught. And now I hope he’s
satisfied.”(206) The mother here is trying to teach her children values and good
morals but ironically is seen as passive and weak, while the father is merciful
and tolerant. Betty Friedan in her book The Feminine Mystique, the
consequences of disvaluing mother’s strength as:
Only when women are permitted to use their full strength, to grow to their
full capacities, can the feminine mystique be shattered and the progressive
dehumanization of their children be stopped. And most women can no
longer use their full strength, grow to their full human capacity, as
housewives. It is urgent to understand how the very condition of being a
housewife can create a sense of emptiness, non-existence, nothingness, in
women. (325)
In this sense, Mrs. Compson is permitted to use her power as a mother because
she does not want to hurt her children when they misbehave but to make them
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honest and good. In a nutshell, the father is viewed as a good parent whereas the
mother is viewed as an evil one. He does not show any respect to the mother
and teaches his children to rebel and dislike their mother while she is trying to
help them. No one can blame a mother for seeing her son loving his sister and
no mother could accept seeing her only daughter having affairs with unknown
men. She clarifies her attempt to correct her children’s behaviors but she is
stopped:
They deliberately shut me out of their lives,” she says. “It was always her
and Quentin. They were always conspiring against me. Against you too,
though you were too young to realise it. They always looked on you and
me as outsiders, like they did your Uncle Maury. I always told your father
that they were allowed too much freedom, to be together too much. ... It
was vanity in her, vanity and false pride. (207)
The mother here confesses that the real pain she suffers from is due to her
children. Her children are given "too much freedom" and for this, they suffer in
their lives. The mother tries to control that "too much freedom" but the father
stands against it. She says they are confused and need to be controlled, but she
is abandoned from taking the role of the mother and the consequences are a
series of tragic incidents. She is seen passive, but this is not true because she is
stopped many times. The mother here for the first time speaks about her way of
raising her children and the narrator mocks this view because she is not a bad
mother as the narrator believed. She is a very sensitive mother who is
unfortunately misjudged as passive. She believes that her children are
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conspiring against her because the father gives them this license to devalue and
disrespect their mother. Mother tries to show her role which is weak and
shallow. Consequently, she is criticized. Betty Friedan" diagnosed what she
called 'the problem that has no name'. She identified the unhappiness of middleclass, educated, suburban housewives who were pressured into their maternal
role and, consequently, felt unfulfilled and discontented"(19). This is the case of
Mrs. Compson who feels disconnected and dissatisfied with her family
members because she is not given the real role of the mother and is never
allowed to exercise her maternity with her children. Therefore, she is satirized
and seen unfulfilling her motherhood while she is trying to give them a good
construction. The narrator satirically mocks the repetition of this negative image
since Mrs. Compson is victimized by both the male characters and society.
This satirical image is recurrent in Al Qundus by Um Ghalb too since she
is portrayed negatively by her son Ghaleb. She never has a voice of her own but
her actions are seen toward her children, which reveals her real care and
concern. She never has a voice of her own but her actions toward her children
reveal her real care and concern. She tries to protect her children after divorce
but her ex-husband stopped her just like Mr. Compson when she is stopped by
her husband from correcting the behavior of her children. She blames the father
for many mistakes concerning her children's education, even after the divorce
she does not stop caring about their education. Ghaleb never expresses his anger
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toward his father's style of care towards his education “my father enrolled me at
school after a while, he insisted on educating me by himself before giving me to
someone else. But he got busy and traveled a lot and I spent most of my time
with the servant Sadyiah while she cleaned the house"(96).
If the father allows the mother to raise him, then Um Ghaleb will have the
time to educate him. After many years when Ghaleb studies at the university, he
misbehaves with his teacher then the university expelled him. His stepfather
tries to help him since he knows one of the doctors. The mother never stops
taking care of Ghaleb's education and she tries her best but always the father
stops her and uses this as a challenging method and the victim is both the
mother and her child. Ghaleb says" my stepfather visited a friend at the
university …he promised him for my return the next term. This news spreads
from my mother's house to my father's house through my aunt Fatimah then my
father feels furious "(286). The father feels mad because he feels that he loses
his eternal battle against his ex-wife then he manages to force his son to travel
abroad and continue his study in US. Even his son is lost and thinks that he only
has one year to graduate, but his father only thinks of his image.
The narrator does not deem Um Ghaleb as a caring mother but keeps
viewing her as rigid one. Um Ghaleb is a very strong woman, but satirically is
seen as an emotionless mother whereas, in reality, she is not. She tries to correct
her children’s bad behaviors but the narrator describes her negatively. The first
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thing she cares about is education and for this, she educates her daughter
Badriyah and allows her to obtain a job as a supervisor. Even after her divorce,
she cares about Ghaleb's education and blamed the father for not helping or
taking care of his son's education and tries to help him through her new
husband's connections. Both mothers and children are disappointed by each
other and the narrators satire this image of the mother who is seen as bad and
misjudged because they are deluded to see the good nature of these mothers 26.In
Robbing the Mother, Coppélia Kahn explains the view of a mother writing on
King Lear, she notes that:
Patriarchal structures loom obviously on the surface of many texts,
structures of authority, control, force, logic, linearity, misogyny, male
superiority. But beneath them, as in a palimpsest, we can find what I call
'the maternal subtext,' the imprint of mothering on the male psyche, the
psychological presence of the mother whether or not mothers are literally
represented as characters" (35).
This "psychological presence of the mother" echoes throughout Faulkner's
works and Alwan's works as an object of power. This presence has different
meanings and effects to male characters more than female characters because
the latter are able to move on successfully in their lives and know their mothers’
good intentions. For example, in William Shakespeare’s plays, mothers at some
of his plays are missing or rarely mentioned such as Taming of the
Shrew and King Lear. Sometimes there is not even one direct good word about
a mother at all because they are controlled and presented by male narrators. In
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some of his plays, the presence of the mother is neglected which is presented in
many essays about these absent mothers. 27 This can be interpreted as a satire
because they are presented as a carrier of negative qualities and values while
they are fulfilling their commitments and duties as good mothers by protecting
their children and making them strong in their harsh communities.
The narrators in Alwan's selected novels present fictional mothers who are
physically present without the expected qualities of good mothers. However,
this is not the case since they are seen as strong and independent. This is
interpreted as a major flaw in their characters. Um Ghaleb tries her best to
protect her children, but satirically is seen by her son lacking the good role of a
mother. In As I Lay Dying, the death of the mother Addie Bundren causes a
huge catastrophe and this proves her major importance in gathering the whole
family. Addie's children try to replace their mother with different images, as
"fish", a "horse" and Ghaleb in Al Qudus sees his mother as a "beaver" in order
to feel safe and protected by a figure of a mother because a mother has her
important role in their lives. Ghaleb, who presents his mother negatively in his
narrative, confesses that his mother looks like a beaver which is known for
building and constructing a family. This is a positive image because this mother
tries to construct the house and protect it. Berit Åström explains: "The changing
of mothers to animals…This enchanted-animal phase is a metaphor for
adolescence. The story appears to be telling us that the children’s route to
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separation from their mother figure and her spell must pass through a regression
to an animal phase, closer to Mother Nature"(84).
Both Faulkner and Alwan mock the mothers’ negative image that is
presented in these literary works, whereas throughout the text the positive image
and good qualities are hidden or misguided. They satire the hypocrisy of family
bond that has become absurd, silly, and meaningless due to new
modernization28 ,the characters view the good as bad and deconstructs the first
symbol of the family, the mother.29
The mother’s image is significantly recurrent for many novelists since she
is viewed as a victim for her society in the novels. This explains why she is
ironically delineated as a monster30 more than as a mother31. They ridicule the
absurd relationships between characters and how male characters colonize their
female counterparts to make them appear as negative, ruthless, disobedient and
horrible, which is contrary to reality: they have good hearts and never hurt
anyone around them particularly their family members.
Creating an absence out of presence exactly describes Mrs. Compson's role
in The Sound and the Fury, Um Ghaleb in Al Qundus and finally Addie
Bundren in As I Lay Dying. In "Examining the Origins of the Dominance of
cultural discourse", Margaret Homans notes that in Western culture, "the death
or absence of the mother sorrowfully but fortunately makes possible the
construction of language and culture"(2). The mothers are mistakenly seen
absent by male narrators while they are present and ready for mother's care and
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affection. In As I Lay Dying, Addie observes Jewel’s unstable health and makes
food for him. She notices the change of his health but the father never cares
about his children's health but his money. Um Galeb is seen worried when her
son has a car accident and he expresses his shock when she cries next to his bed
at the hospital, the narrator says "she cries at the hospital when she saw me
lying on bed, does this mean she love me?"(70). All these details that the
narrators mention lightly prove that these mothers are good, but they give their
children space where they can grow up independently. They want to give order
and do things for their family and give love and care once needed.
Furthermore, in the chapter where Dewey Dell tells about her feelings,
she does not know how to define her emotions and never expresses these
feelings with her mother because male narrators neither allow the mother nor
the daughter to express their feelings. Her situation is a mirror to Addie's
situation because she is raised in a society where a woman 32 is not allowed to
talk about her feeling but to hide her desires 33 and emotions. Both of them have
good natures about these feelings since they care and love but they are used and
misjudged by that. Dewey Dell's mother is absent because male characters,
particularly Anse, control her speech and presence in the novel. The mother
teaches her how to raise her own business through baking cakes and speak up
her mind freely when she witnessed something wrong. Her mother teaches her
to be strong and independent while her father teaches her to steal his children's
money, which is seen as the father’s right. Her father, who is viewed by
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everyone in the village as a good man, teaches her to hide her money from him
because she knows that he is going to use it for his own benefit. Faulkner uses
satire to view these contrasting images to see the good as bad and vice versa.
She is surrounded by the masculine authority of the father who used to teach her
the patriarchal values. To be a silent woman is desirable 34 because this shows
good characteristic for a Southern woman35. Addie as a young girl likes the
company of her father and believes that his words are true. Addie never
expresses her feelings to anyone and never elopes with anyone even if she
could. She goes to the bush " I would go down the hill to the spring where I
could be quiet…with the water bubbling up and away…smelling of damp and
rotten leaves and new earth"(169) Even after getting married, her husband does
not help her to fill that inner emptiness and solitude because he does not try to
help her. He depends on her to do much of his work without helping her “he
tells people that if he ever sweats, he will die. I suppose he believes it"(15).
Likewise, Um Ghaleb in comparison to these mothers does make a lot of
progress with her children. Badriyah, her elder daughter, is seen in good
company with her mother and never blames her mother for anything as the male
narrator proclaims. She knows her mother’s good nature, knows the suffering
mothers face while raising children since she is a mother who experiences the
horrible temper mothers have during certain times, she never blames her mother
for anything since she knows her good intentions and lives with it peacefully.
Um Ghaleb never speaks about her feelings too, but suffers silently and solves
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her problems quietly. These mothers are seem as absent and distanced fro m
their children. Faulkner and Alwan disdain this unfair representation of good
mothers who work hard to protect their children. In these novels, only men have
the final word and deed in their societies where mothers are not consulted and
considered as second citizen. A feminist critic Simon De Beauvoir comments
about the image of women in the book Modern Woman: The Lost Sex, since
Dorothy Parker has written: "My idea is that all of us, men as well as women,
should be regarded as human beings'(15). Thus these children are blinded by
false values of their community not their mothers as they proclaim which
ultimately lead to their inner destruction36.
For this purpose, this silencing37 of the mother carries over into the ways
language is gendered. Silencing these mothers gives them more power to
control the lives of these characters. As Margret Homans argues in her book,
Bearing the Word: Language and Female Experience in Nineteenth-Century
Women’s Writing she states :"literal language, together with nature and matter
to which it is epistemologically linked, is traditionally classified as feminine,
and the feminine is, from the point of view of a predominantly rocentric culture,
always elsewhere too" (4). But the language of the feminine is silent in these
novels or rarely heard. On the other hand, the fathers’ language is seen as a
must in societies, and hence they demolish the existence of that feminine
language. Deborah Clarke explains:
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To enter into the language of the Father, one leaves behind the unmediated
communion with the mother and instead replaces that unity with symbolic
figures for her. Of course, it is only boys who can fully integrate this
symbolic power, for girls grow up recognizing their exclusion from
symbolic discourse and, consequently, develop a more problematic relation
to language than boys do. The mother becomes the origin of self and
language, but it is an origin, particularly in Faulkner's work, which
threatens to re-engulf both. As Quentin observes, "the dungeon was
Mother herself.(198)
Furthermore, language, born of the mother, takes some of her characteristics.
Addie Bundren comes across as a powerful and strict mother rather than a
spoiling one and this can mirror Um Ghaleb while both are good and caring
mothers. Ghaleb indirectly blames his mother for his tattering and the narrator
derides this type of a mother. Children, who are tattering because mothers rarely
talk to them, do not have enough vocabularies to practice. To see this from a
different faring angel to Um Galeb mothering, Um Ghaleb is divorced and is
never allowed to take her children with her. She is seen as a patient wife who
tolerates her moody and heartless husband who treats her as a servant rather
than a wife. She seems to be forced into this marriage, but does not submit to
the social status as a married woman. She does not submit to her moody
stonehearted husband and prefers to divorce him to find peace. Later, she
marries a kind husband who respects both her and her children. Abu Ghaleb
never sits with his wife to discuss any issue with her but keeps cursing her “my
father insulted my mother in front of us whenever we talked about her...each
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one thought he/she hurts the other to the extent they cannot forgive each
other"(107). He tries to practice his misogynist treatment against her, but she
resists and, as a result, she is presented negatively.
The mother cannot be blamed for raising her children while she is not
allowed to have them. Abu Ghaleb sees their children as her main weakness and
he uses their children to avenge her without taking care of them. He deprives
her of having their children even though they are too young and immediately
replaces her with different servants and, in return, Ghaleb is seen tattering. He
does not have a mother during his childhood because his father prohibits taking
out his children and for this, she is seen as a bad mother while she is not. These
children live with servants till they become aware that they are in age of going
to school and even the father refuses to enroll them to study. The father is busy
with his business and denies allowing the mother to take care of the children
after the divorce. How can Um Ghaelb raise a healthy child without the help of
the father and is seen as a bad mother? When his children grow up to school
age, the father marries a second young wife to avenge his first wife. He even
chooses an orphan wife "she was nineteen years old …my father selected an
orphan wife because he wants her weak so she cannot leave him as my
mother…in his presence …she obeyed him as a weak servant"(110-111).
Therefore, he can control her and most importantly she has no place to go but to
remain with him. When Um Ghaleb is given space and care as a mother with
her second husband, she is seen as a good caring mother. Even her son Ghaleb
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notices that she is capable of mothering all the time, but she is deprived of
having her children with her. Abu Ghaleb devalues his wife in front of his
children and for this, she is seen as a bad mother. After the divorce, she tries to
take her children, but he does not allow her to do so. She waits years till they
force their father to visit her and thus she invites them during the weekends and
vacations to shower them with gifts, instruments to play with, toys and love to
the extent Ghaleb describes his return to his father's house as "going out of
heaven"(33) this explains her good nature as a good mother.
As previously mentioned, Ghaleb's language is born of that stonehearted
father who does not allow him to live with his mother and thus he is raised by
servants who care only about feeding him. His mother is negatively seen as a
heartless mother while she is taking care of her son's reputation and his future.
When he speaks to his mother, he stutters and cannot find the right word to
express himself. He says:
-I'm going to travel tonight … do you need anything?
-where?
-America..
- Allah.. America? What do you have?
- W..w..w..wwwork.
- What work? You don't have anything. Stop going in empty circles. You are
not young. Men in your age have their own children they go at school.
What are they going to say and each day you are in a different country?
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- I swear I have w..w..work at America mother. Say something
good……More than one… why do you need d..d..details..lots of things.
- Do you think people don’t talk and know? You are over forty not married
or work. Only traveling without any benefit?" (37)
Um Ghaleb, in this sense, tries to protect and guide her son to the right path but
mistakenly is seen as a bad mother. When he travels to USA, she tries to call
him and knows his news. She wants to make sure that he has a good life and he
is fulfilling his dreams. She even tells him her reason for not travelling abroad
because of the bad story that she heard about arresting some Saudis and none
can help them. If she cared less, then she would not bother herself and call him.
She would be satisfied with her children in Saudi Arabia, but she cares about his
future even though he is in his 40s. In this sense, Winnicott explains this
problem" Although purporting to comfort mothers… considered that problems
with the child's growth and development were the result of a lack of maternal
devotion"(14). This lack of devotion here is because Ghaleb is deprived of this
care during his childhood due to his father's stubborn nature. This father dislikes
his wife and only his children suffer from their mother’s absence during their
childhood. Um Ghaleb is presented as selfish and not caring but this is not the
case. The father forcefully deprived the mother of her children, this deprivation
could have led to Ghaleb’s development and growth. He does not allow her to
exercise her maternal affection and accuses her of being a bad mother because
she could not bear his unstable temper. The narrator satirizes the image of this
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mother because she is not responsible for her husband's mistake but is ironically
blamed and misjudged for this upbringing. Her husband never allows any
interference of the mother but trusts servants to take care of the children and
blames the mother for not taking care of them. He robs the mother and the
children of this maternal emotion and satirically presents her as aggressive and
heartless to her children.
In this sense, Ghaleb speaks about his mother negatively but she is
always worried about wasting his life and not finding a job. She never feels
satisfied with his behavior and tries to construct him to the right path but keeps
resisting and disappointing her. Um Ghalb never has a voice and never speaks
about herself, and due to this, she is negatively presented. He does not want to
continue the same life and satirically mocks the society that repeats itself
through having the same image of the same victimized mother. His father never
trusts schools to educate him and he trusts his skills in education " my father did
not enroll me at school….he insisted on raising me up by himself before
handling me to someone else"(95). And leading to Ghaleb's loss. While his
mother cares very much for his education and blames the father for not giving
his children a good education and taking care of their results. After her divorce,
she got immediately enrolled at school and completed her high school degree
and she considers education as the most important tool for development. Um
Ghaleb's second husband tries to help Ghaleb and uses his connection to make
him return to the university. He says" "when I visited my mother after few days
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I knew the reason. Her husband visited his friend at the university who used to
work in a highly respected position at the university and he told him about me.
He wasn’t among those whom my father spitted on them…he promised him for
my return the next term immediately"(286). After the threatening of his father to
one of the doctors, the father stops him and forces Ghaleb to study abroad, " lost
or does not lost…if you have mind, you would study hard….I forbid you from
returning to the university…only one year then I'll graduate ….only this year
will make you a man?... I want to see you next week in America, do you
understand?"(287). this shows that the father does not care about his son's
education, but his image as a strong father who leads more than submits.
Another satirical language is used in the Sound and the Fury that
threatening the situation of Caroline Compson since she is presented as the
passive and irritating mother for many critics while she is satirically presented
as a bad mother and a close reading proves she is a sensitive mother. However,
this research believes that the narrators are satirizing what is happening to these
mothers because they are not bad but victims. The mother tries to save and
holds a lot of trouble within her family. She satirically presents the mother who
is deluded to be bad and enslaved by the South values while she is smart and
knows what she is doing. She goes to her room not only to relax as presented,
but also to think deeply and try to solve any problems facing the family
members. This is against what many other critics believe who view her as
passive and indifferent to her children's problems. This mother cares about her
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family’s prestige and the way each one of her family looks and behaves in front
of others: she tries to protect this high image of her family. As a aristocrat
mother38, she cares for her children’s behavior so that they may become
accepted in society. She has servants to take care of the house.
The critic views her Age in the novel as contemporary way of life and this
is not true. She belongs to a highly well-known class and only servants take care
of children. The critic cannot blame her for not cleaning or even carrying a child
the entire day because this is not acceptable to the rules of that class during that
time. For modern critics, she is seen as an arrogant mother while in her time, it
is normal to behave in this manner. Mothers are not responsible to carry
children because they have servants to do that. She rejects this idea because she
knows that people might criticize her and this is one of the values that she learns
as a lady and wants to pass it to her daughter. She orders her daughter, Caddy,
not to carry her brother Benjy, because it will damage her back and look like
"washerwoman". She says "All of our women have prided themselves on their
carriage. Do you want to look like a washerwoman" (72). She criticizes the way
she looks while carrying her brother as a washerwoman. This shows how much
she cares about her daughter's health and prestige as well. She is preparing her
daughter for the community and does not want her daughter to be criticized or
belittled and education comes first at home. The mother's society teaches her
how to act, walk, sit, eat and many other behaviors. If she disobeys this, she will
be underestimated to the level of a servant. In the Myth of Motherhood. A
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Historical view of Maternal Instinct Elizabeth Badinter explains “economic
security did not guarantee a mother’s acceptance of this new ideology, however.
Many upper-class women adamantly rejected the ideology of intensive
mothering. Refusing to adhere to the restrictive guidelines of intensive
mothering was seen as one way for upper-class women to distinguish
themselves from the “petty bourgeoisie” (185).
The mother in this sense is taught to behave in this way by her own society
and is victimized by the same society and satirically viewed as a bad mother.
The mother has her excuse of raising that should not be given too much
affection because she wants her children to be strong and not spoiled or weak.
That should not be given because it will spoil the child and she links this to
Jason and her mother. Caddy should not spoil Benjy and her mother has her
excuse as; "Damuddy spoiled Jason that way and it took him two years to
outgrow it" (73). If she loves Jason more, she will continue to spoil him as her
mother does, but she knows the harmful effects of this treatment and avoids it.
Mrs. Compson wants Benji to be strong and independent since he is an idiot
child. She does not want him to depend on Caddy or anyone because no one
will last for him. In Faulkner and Whiteness, Jay Watson criticizes her view:
The behavior of girls in particular, first Caddy then Quentin, elicits racial
doubts and suspicion. Caddy is chided by her mother for the unladylike
way she carries five-year-old Benjy around the house: "You'll injure your
back. All of our women have prided themselves on their carriage. Do you
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want to look like a washerwoman?"(63)…in the world of white privilege
Mrs. Compson invokes …black women do washing. (41)
The above extract shows how satirically the mother is negatively presented
while Faulkner satirizes what is happening to this mother. The mother is the
victim of the South because these values are planted in the community. She is
seen as a caring mother who guides her child not to hurt herself first then not to
make her brother depend on her and later about her image as a lady. The mother
does not appear as a cold or heartless mother who does not care about her
children. On the contrary, a mother who cares and teaches and giving the
reasons for not carrying but satirically viewed as an arrogant mother. Carrying
Benji all the time does not help him to be independent and strong. She does not
want him to be treated as a toy to play with, but wants him to be strong.
However, she is described as a bad mother. She says:
“You humor him too much.” Mother said. “You and your father both.
You dont realise that I am the one who has to pay for it. Damuddy spoiled
Jason that way and it took him two years to outgrow it, and I am not strong
enough to go through the same thing with Benjamin.”
….
“Candace.” Mother said. “I told you not to call him that. It was bad
enough when your father insisted on calling you by that silly nickname, and
I will not have him called by one. Nicknames are vulgar. Only common
people use them. Benjamin.” she said. (21)
For many feminists, Caroline is an anti-feminist due to her rejection of her own
femininity and her daughter's femininity, which is not true. This can be
described as a irony since the mother is seen protecting her daughter more than
rejecting her femininity. Caroline lives in the early twentieth century and
women are not allowed to have affairs and express their sexuality freely as
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modern and contemporary women. The mother tries to protect her daughter's
reputation from labeling her as a fallen woman. Critics view her as an
antifeminist for not accepting her daughter to kiss a boy and have affairs out of
wedlock. To guide her daughter to the right way and to be a respectable lady,
she solves her daughter's desires by finding a rich husband who can fulfill her
needs. For example, one of the critics views Mrs. Compson as a bad mother,
which is different in Robbing the Mother, Deborah Clarke explains her
situation:
For a woman to express sexual desire is for her to be denied status as lady,
and thus, as a living entity: "I was taught that there is no halfway ground
that a woman is either a lady or not" (118). By accepting no halfway
ground, Caroline Compson denies the grounding of motherhood itself,
which is predicated upon an essential duality. Having challenged and
defied maternity, it comes as no surprise to discover that she refuses to let
her motherhood get in the way of her ladyhood. ''I'm a lady. You might not
believe that from my offspring, but I am." (31)
Clarke describes Mrs. Compson with contemporary values of freedom. She does
not state the importance of values during that age and many critics apply the
contemporary values and beliefs of sexuality to early twentieth century.
Therefore, Mrs. Compson and other mothers are seen as bad ones, while they
are protecting their children from being bad. Mrs. Compson does not deny her
daughter's sexuality as believed but wants her daughter's sexuality to be right
and known for everyone. She does not want her daughter to hide her desires but
to celebrate it with everyone because marriage is desired since its a holly bond
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but viewed as a trap. She wants her daughter to be happy and stable in her
relationship with a well-known man. She does not want to see her daughter
suffering from a disgraceful pregnancy or living as a poor daughter. Mrs.
Compson knows her husband's financial status as never shares with her his
business issues and considers her incompatible with him. She wants her to be a
mother but with the right husband who can love and protect her. This makes her
is a good mother who is satirically presented as a bad mother.
As seen, if Mrs. Compson is a wicked mother or a passive one as other
critics believe, then she could punish her daughter or hurt her but she tries to
protect her by finding a good husband. She imitates the values of the South to
construct her daughter by finding a rich husband who has authority and money
and definitely a very successful future. She tries to protect her daughter from
any shame or even living as a poor in the South through this marriage.
Even though Caddy is seen as a fallen woman by male narrators, but she
positively stands as a good mother, a nurturer and a protector for her brothers.
Her negative image is a satire for the things that she does not present. In
"Reconsidering the Function of Mrs. Compson in Faulkner's "The Sound and
the Fury"Ulrike Nüssler explains " Mrs. Compson's marriage to a Compson
makes her a member of the group traditionally most "sheltered" by the Old
South's patriarchal system –that of white upper-class women- her social and
economical possibilities being defined through male power"(1).
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Ironically, Mrs. Compson is presented as the weakest and the most passive
character at the beginning of the novel but she is the only one who tries to save
and shelter her family members from troubles. Satirically, she is presented as
the mother who has the lowest voice but has the wicked act without looking at
the bad behaviors of her family members and the disgrace that she faces during
her time. Men agree, without question, that obeying her decision and mainly
when she orders to stop mentioning her daughter's name. This abandonment is
crucial to their reputation in the South and they are all victimized by this law.
Society has a punishment for illegal pregnancy and this family just follows the
rules of the South. To clear this image, that society desires certain values of a
girl. They practice the role of a punisher to be safe and secured from any
criticism. Society, in this respect, is not going to blame or accuse them because
they have done the punishment. As a result, the mother is the victim of these
rules in the South, so it is acceptable to be the one who permits her daughter's
name to be spoken in the house. Male characters do not act but accept the social
laws as a system that secures their image.
The father does not believe in Southern values and he is victimized by the
glory of the past which is presented deeply in chapter three. He stands against
the idea of "virginity" when he speaks to his son about it; therefore, it is not
acceptable to see him abandons his daughter. This contradicts his view of social
values that he mocks but does not has the power to accept her. It is satirically
and perfectly seen by the mother because she is the only one in her family who
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cares about social ideals. This mother is the carrier of the culture and she rejects
her society's illness that is seen through her daughter's behavior. She has harshly
done it as a masculine judge when she abandons her daughter’s name in the
house. In doing so, this shows how society forces her to do it and make
characters accept without remorse to present mothers as bad creatures.
In speaking about names as other negative traits linked to her, Mrs.
Compson changes her son's name to Benjamin for a piece of better luck but
again is viewed negatively because it is not proper to name her brother to a
mentally retarded son. She is viewed negatively while she is trying to protect
her child from bad rumors or even bad luck as believed by her community.
Comparing this to Al Qundus, Um Ghaleb never tries to change any name of her
children or other children as Abu Ghaleb does. The narrator describes the way
the father orders his daughter to change her child's name, "His name was
Abdulrahman like my father…when his mental sickness appeared in his early
years, my father hints to them that it is not proper to have his name, then
Badryiah's husband changed his name to Haitham"(78). Societies in both novels
do not accept to name a healthy person to a sick person because it is a sign of
disrespect. The narrator mocks this image and even this proves that Mrs.
Compson has a good intention for her child more than Abu Galeb who only
cares for his image. The young Abd Erahamn has Down syndrome and it is a
shame to have this child because it is considered by her people as a punishment
for his parents as believed in both cultures, which is not true. It is believed that
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a sick child mirrors the deformity of the family while this is not logical. Mrs.
Compson did not ignore her deformed child and tried to play with him and
never abandoned him to live in asylum even though she could and no one was
going to blame her during that time. Mrs. Compson in the Sound and the Fury,
understands the southern decorum and recognizes the shame that she encounters
since she has a disabled son but she loves and protects him and never cares what
people say about his condition..As a result, she changes her son's name from
Mury to Benjamin for better luck. In "If I Could Say Mother" Philip Weinstein
describes Mrs. Compson negatively as a tyrant while she is not as" behind her
tyranny within the house-she who changes the other's name as though in
revenge39 for the unwanted alteration of her own- we see espy a woman with no
other moves to make"(76). If she was a tyrant, she would abandon her child and
make him live at a mental asylum. However, she does not do it because she
loves him and wants him to grow under her protection. Mrs. Compson uses the
power of names either to rename or not to mention any of her children’s names
to protect them all.
Addie Bundren in As I Lay Dying, on the other hand, shares a similar
interest in names but with different meanings, particularly those of her
husband and sons. "And when I would think Cash and Darl that way until
their names would die and solidify into a shape and then fade away, I would
say, All right. It doesn't matter. It doesn't matter what they call them"(159).
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Since Addie is an educated woman, she has a deeper understanding of
words. She is the most complex mother than any other mothers in these
novels. She reaches a deep level of understanding that names and labels
cannot express and characterize, that "words are no good." Because people
label each other through words.
The satirical images of different mothers continue to the next generation,
Badriyah on the other hand, the young mother in Al Qundus. Ironically she is
the reflection of her mother Um Ghaleb and this proves that she is another
good woman not as the narrator believes to be another bad mother. Um
Ghaleb mirrors her mothering effect through her daughter, Ghaleb the
narrator in the novel sees her as ruthless and unworthy of mothering but her
children are always around her and respect her presence. Badriayh is the
narrator’s negative view because she loves her mother and he does not
understand why she loves her: “they are friends and shopping together"(91)
and "Badriyah always seem to be compatible and in good agreement with
my mother"(93). Badriyah succeeds in her education and has a job as a
supervisor and gets married and has children. She succeeds in her life and
even she saves money and invests it with her brother Ghaleb. Her brother,
who has no education, no job, no family of his own and nothing to depend
on but to play with different women, convinces his sister to investigate her
money. If she has bad intentions, she would refuse his offer but she trusts
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her brother who loses the money. He keeps blaming her for not
understanding financial issues and he cannot understand since he has
nothing. He is in his forties and has no wife, no job, and no children. Any
sister of that age who sees her brother jobless, with no education, spending
money on women and travelling abroad can accuse him of being a failure
but no one in the novel accuses him of that but trusts him. He fails his sister's
expectation of raising her money, but he accuses her of being bad and not
forgiven since he wastes her money. He describes her as a woman who never
stops giving birth and knows nothing about money. She believes having
many children might protect her from being lonely and empty. Even society
respects the mother who has many children because she fulfills her maternal
commitments. As it is believed, her children will be there for her when she is
old as their mother used to say. The narrators, however, satirically views this
as a negative perspective, which it is not. Ghaleb exaggerates in portraying
his sister's mothering and this proves her love of her family in chapter ten:
Badriyh continues giving birth as a rabbit without being afraid to have
another scary creature … when everyone ignores her, she insists on
creating her own tribe. Whenever I visit her, I see her consuming her life
with endless baby bottles…running after a child, feeding another,
reproaching girls, punishing boys, her nipples are in a mouth of another,
and her hands are busy making braid hair… "(79)
Ghaleb feels surprised by his sister's mothering skill but mocks her just as
the way he is mocking his mother. This image continues because the society
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continues to regenerate these images. Both mothers are presented negatively,
but they know their roles as mothers. Badriyah, as stated above, knows her
role as a mother and enjoys fulfilling it. She is a good mother who gives her
peace and leisure to her children. She is not bad as the narrator portrays.
Acting as a committed mother, she participates in creating many lives and
loving everyone. She doesn’t feel scared of having another disabled son
because she loves her children even if they are physically weak or mentally
ill. She is never seen punishing or even hurting her deformed son but accepts
him and is ready to give birth to another child and face the consequences
bravely.
Ghaleb's sister mirrors his mother Um Ghaelb and both are sacrificing
their lives for their children. Ghaleb humiliates his sister's way of mothering
as she increases the numbers of children and gives them everything. He says
"she consumes her life with babies" and this proves her love of children and
her readiness to sacrifice her peace for her family. Badriyah used to be a bad
sister as the narrator proclaims but she is not. Since she fights with her
brother during their childhood or even adulthood then she deserves anything
bad happens to her as a revenge.
During Badriyah childhood, she used to be angry after her mother's
divorce, which is normal for a child. However, this anger is gone after the
second marriage of her father. She calls her stepmother as a mother
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“Badriyah immediately called her mother but I continued to call her Shaikh
as my father "(109). If she was a bad child, she would refuse her presence,
but she behaves calmly and peacefully. All these mothers ironically
represent this negative image of a mother that male characters cannot
understand. In reality, they are good mothers as they shelter their family
members from being lost or deserted.
Another important thing that all these mothers share "desires". The male
novelists mock the way society deals negatively with the females’ desires in
order to view them as bad. Mothers have rights to describe their feelings and
passions, but they are constructed to certain laws that make them play a
shadowy figure. These mothers are seen as ideals without any desires since they
are strong and representative of the society.
To control a woman's sexuality and even view her through her sexuality,
any judgment could be passed. Addie Bundren is accused of being a bad mother
since she commits adultery. In her chapter, she justifies her deeds because she
considers Anse a dead person "He did not know that he was dead, then"(173).
Then she insists on this idea “and then he died. He did not know he was
dead."(174) Society accuses her of being a bad person and this society does not
care about her real feelings with her stonehearted husband. The narrator
satirically criticizes this mothers’ view in this regard and neglecting her
feelings. Society ignores women's needs and desires thus women are victimized
by its taboos and laws. Like de Beauvoir, the radical feminist, "Shulamith
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Firestone argued that women's oppression lay in her childbearing and childrearing role. For Firestone, the denial of the mother's sexual desire within the
social organization of the family was the primary instrument of female control
"(20). Addie Bundren knows her mistake but has never seen bragging about it.
She focuses on taking care of her children after understanding the real meaning
of motherhood.
The view of her children toward her death is beneficial since each one has
a symbol of her as fish and as a horse. In the Dictionary of Symbolism: Cultural
Icons and the Meanings Behind Them fish stands for the "live material from the
depth of the personality, relating to fertility and life-giving powers of the
maternal realms within us"(131). It is also seen as “wisdom, faith, freedom,
wholes and purity." This can be seen with Verdman’s relationship with his
mother because she is a good mother to him and not a bad one. Verdamin sees
Jewel's mother as a horse and this is another positive image. A horse symbolizes
power, beauty, nobility, strength and freedom. Since Jewel's mother is a horse
then he is a horse and has horse qualities.
The narrator mocks the view of a mother only through her desires because
she is a victim of her husband and society. She sacrifices her life and tries her
best to better her children's lives but the society keeps focusing on her mistake
and waits for her to pronounce it in front of them. Society wants her to admit
her mistake not for purifying her but to know her mistakes and speaks about
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them later. For this, scandals motivate this community without forgiving the
sinner.
This type of hypocrisy suffocates Addie who stands against it. Therefore,
she is seen negatively as strong and wired. She is seen badly without looking at
her positive qualities. In her article, ‘Maternal Sexuality and Asexual
Motherhood', Susan Contratto Weisskopf expresses that "an expectation that
mothers were pure and chaste, limited their expression of sexuality."766) Darl,
her son, then knows that "I have no mother"(60) .Forgetting the ways his mother
protects the entire family from loss and her death proves the good guidance that
the family lacks after her death. For instance, the mother will never allow using
cement for a broken leg as the father uses for his son Cash. The father is seen as
stupid and miser but positively portrayed by his people in the South. Ironically
he uses cement as a remedy for a broken leg and treats his son as an animal:
"They had stopped to buy some cement… They wanted the cement to fix
the fellow’s broken leg,.. “Why, you’ll kill him,” the marshal said.
-“You’ll cause him to lose his leg. You take him on to a doctor, and you
get this thing buried soon as you can. Dont you know you’re liable to jail
for endangering the public health?”
“We’re doing the best we can,” the father said. (150)
Addie Bundren would never accept this to happen and will force Anse to pay
for a doctor. She is seen taking care of Jewel's health when he loses weight and
the father does not do anything but forces him to work more, will protect Cash
if she is alive. Cash has broken his leg before but he never suffers from any
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effects during his mother's presence. Darl says that he used to admire her in his
chapters but when he is old enough to mingle with people in his community,
they force him to change this view of his mother.
Another person who is enslaved to society's views is Anse who tries to
give negative ideas about his wife indirectly. He uses the dramatic death of
Addie Bundren as a bad sign for a sin that is believed in his community. The
narrator satirizes the immature decisions of this family and links it to others’
mistakes or as a "bad omen" so people in the South be terrified of that mistake.
Anse expresses this situation with a malice tone of voice,
I have heard men cuss their luck, and right, for they were sinful men. But I
do not say it’s a curse on me, because I have done no wrong to be cussed
by. I am not religious, I reckon. But peace is in my heart: I know it is. I
have done things but neither better nor worse than them that pretend other
like, and I know that Old Master will care for me as for ere a sparrow that
falls. But it seems hard that a man in his need could be so flouted by a
road. (27)
Anse is another main character of mockery and satire because he is seen as a
good father, while in reality, he is not. He cares about the society's opinion and
says that many times when Darl laughs in the wagon. This will have a bad
influence on his sister's reputation but taking his daughter’s money is not bad
for him. He believes only sinners will be punished because they have done
something wrong. He does not see himself as a sinner, so he does not deserve
this tragic life.
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Another carrier of the South culture is Cora who is seen as good but never
stops judging people behind their backs. She is, on the other hand, the religious
female in the novel and sees it as a judgment: “It’s a judgment on Anse
Bundren. May it show him the path of sin he is a- trodding.”(47). In Thinking
Fragments:

Psychoanalysis,

Feminism,

and

Postmodernism

in

the

Contemporary West, Jane Flax explains "in western society, the good mother
was seen as pure and self-effacing and the bad mother as sexually active and
self-interested (125). Accordingly, Addie is not seen as such a sexually active
woman and self-interested. She sacrifices her life to raise healthy children with
a dependent husband. This image is satirically criticized by these novelists
because these mothers carry a message that the society does not care about and
only blind people to obey certain values. The society tries to deprive them of
their rights and labels them to people's fear of desires.
This bad judgment is seen in the Sound and the Fury too. The mother, Mrs.
Compson is speaking about it. The mother speaks about herself from the
beginning to have a child like Benjy she says many times “I know it.” Mother
said. “It’s a judgment on me. I sometimes wonder.”(10), Then later says it again
“It’s a judgment on me.” Mother said. “But I’ll be gone too, soon.”(15) And
once more time, “It’s a judgment on me.” Mother said. “But I’ll be gone too,
soon.”(55) Even more when she speaks about Caddy and Quentin to Jason in
Jason's section. She says “He seemed to be the only person she had any
consideration for. But that is a part of the judgment too, I suppose” (207). This
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is because she is the only one responsible for raising four children while her
husband is busy gambling and drinking. He is seen either drunk or criticizing
everything around him. He never helps his wife in raising his children but helps
them to revolt against her decisions.
Interestingly, Caroline's brother is seen in the house more than the father
playing with the children. The father is seen as dependent on his wife to take
care of the children and abandons his wife from any argument or issues that
happen to him. He does not treat her as an equal partner in the relationship and
many critics blame Mrs. Compson for her husband’s suicide. He never shares
his feelings or worries with her. And for this how can he blame her for his
weakness without sharing his pain with her. To understand this, one should look
at her marriage life and her relationship with her husband. In Bloom’s Modern
Critical Interpretations The Sound and the Fury, “If I Could Say Mother”:
Construing the Unsayable About Faulknerian Maternity" Philip Weinstein
comments on Mrs. Compson's marriage life as:
As though to emphasize the alienation of her married state, the text rarely
pairs her with her husband. Faulkner often has Benjy’s first memories of
Mrs. Compson join her instead with Uncle Maury. The novel signals
recurrently that the man most on her mind, the man she uses as a shield
between herself and her husband, is Uncle Maury. In this textual sense, he
vies with Mr. Compson for the position of husband."(68)
The narrator mocks this type of marriage because there are no shared interests
between them. This marriage is seen as a final fate for people without seeing it
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functioning. Mr. Compson does not allow Caroline to behave as a wife for her
husband. Therefore, she is misjudged and also pushed to struggle alone with the
children in the house. Marriage is only a financial security for both families
because the South makes it likeable in this perspective 40. A woman will be
secured if she gets married and has a boy. In this respect, her mission is
completed. Even a husband is victimized by these laws that he absorbs without
seeing them functioning. The mother in the novel is thankful for her brother to
support her and be with her all the time due to the absence of the father.
Interestingly, no one questions her fear and struggle form her husband.
However, she is seen as a bad mother. She secretly expresses her fear of her
husband but does not want this to threaten her children. She replies smartly to
her son Jason that she feels safer during his presence. Even her son Jason mocks
her fears that she never expresses openly. This raises the question why she feels
safer when she accompanies her son Jason. Is it due to her husband’s bad nature
that has and no one can see but her? She says:
“I know you wont come.” Mother said. “I’d feel safer if you would.”
“Safe from what.” Jason said. “Father and Quentin cant hurt you.”
Mother put her handkerchief under her veil. “Stop it, Mother.” Jason said.
“Do you want to get that damn looney to bawling in the middle of the square.
Drive on, T. P.”(15)
Many critics believe that Mrs. Compson loves her son Jason more than her
other children. He is the third of her children because he shelters her. Critics
never question this fear of her husband never view him as a threatening force
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that stops her from being a good mother during his presence. She sees him as a
good husband even after committing suicide. These selected mothers feel the
nourishment and independence on these children. They love all their children
equally and try their best to make them successful in their lives. As seen, both
James and Jewel physically protect their mother till the end, while comparing
this love to Hassan in Al Qundus since he fulfills Um Ghaleb's dreams when he
succeeds in his education. In The Feminine Mystique Betty Friedan describes
this concept of dream as:
It has never been considered pathological for mothers or fathers to act out
their dreams through their children, except when the dream ignores and
distorts the reality of the child... These mothers have themselves become
more infantile, and because they are forced to seek more and more
gratification through the child, they are incapable of finally separating
themselves from the child. Thus, it would seem, it is the child who
supports life in the mother in that “symbiotic” relationship, and the child is
virtually destroyed in the process….This destructive symbiosis is literally
built into the feminine mystique. (310)
Um Ghaleb sees her child reflecting on her dreams in education. Even those
children succeed in fulfilling one of their mothers' dreams, they love the rest of
their children. Mrs. Compson views her relationship with her husband as full of
tension and sarcasm. She is thankful to have her brother beside her since he is
not married and lives with his sister. After the death of Mr. Compson, her
brother is seen at their house. He takes care of his sister's business most of the
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time more than her husband. This might also explain the father's desire to shoot
Maury one day as a joke. Mr. Compson says:
“Shoot who, Father,” Quentin said. “What’s Uncle Maury going to shoot
him for.”…
“Jason.” Mother said. “How can you. You’d sit right there and see
Maury shot down in ambush, and laugh.”…
“Shoot who, Father.” Quentin said. “Who’s Uncle Maury going to shoot.”
“Nobody,” Father said. “I don’t own a pistol.”
Mother began to cry. “If you begrudge Maury your food, why aren’t
you man enough to say so to his face. To ridicule him before the children,
behind his back.”(40).
From this paragraph, the father is satirically seen as a good parent while the
mother, who is presented as a bad mother, tries to protect both her children and
her brother. She bravely stops him and expresses her thought openly and in
front of her husband. Mrs. Compson does not play games or play with words or
even talks behind anyone's back. Her husband has a desire to kill an innocent
man, which is a dangerous sign of being a very aggressive person. This explains
why she feels unsafe around him. The mother immediately tries to stop her
husband from corrupting her children's imagination of being inhuman and
savage. It is evident that she is not a bad mother but satirically represents the
quality that she does not acquire. She is a soft and kind-hearted mother and even
teaches both her husband and her children the real quality of being a man by
saying “why aren’t you man enough to say so to his face"(40).
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The picture of Mrs. Compson is seen from other narrators that she is not
safe and secured. This might explain her love for Jason's protection from her
husband and elder son. She does not give any detail about her life or even
marriage life. Even when she tries to explain or tell something, she is
interrupted by her family members, mainly, Jason. Her son continues with a
ridiculous tone her repetitive phrases because he memorizes them. She never
has new phrases "When I was a girl——” “You had somebody to make you
behave yourself,” I say. “She hasn’t” (188). He never allows her to tell her story
or ideas. She appears to be empty and has no fruitful story to share, no advice to
pass but this is not true. As a piece of evidence,

Mrs. Copmson, after her

husband’s death, seems to be a different woman. Nancy Chodorow explains the
absence of the father and its effect on a mother:
The Husband-father's absence from the home has its advantages. First…a
person subject to authority benefits when he or she cannot be observed by
the authority. (28) Second, the household has become the woman's
autonomous sphere. Added to this is the fact that father's absence makes it
necessary for the mother to be in touch not only with those supplying the
family's material needs but with school and church and even political
agencies. (490)
From this absence then, Mrs. Compson tries to have her own investment. The
time she spends in her bedroom can be described as a space to think clearly
about making money. She is seen passionate when she thinks of business. Her
family members do not know about her investment like “selling her furniture
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and investing money with Mr. Earl. She says “I just couldn't bear to have you
lose the little I had invest for you "(180). Then she continues “I’ve often thought
that Earl is not a good business man. I know he doesn't take you into his
confidence to the extent that your investment in the business should warrant. I'm
going to speak to him" (180). This shows the strong character that she always
hides from others and is even seen negatively as passive while she is not. In "
Why Men Resist", William Joode explains " thus in modern society men have
lost some of their utility as necessary intermediaries between the family and the
outside world, and women have become public even when they are
domestic"(181). The father has a fear of seeing his wife progressing more than
him, and hence, tries to demolish her presence. When she loses her husband and
two of her children, she has a different attitude and she is seen more than hiding
at her bedroom and planning secretly. She can be seen behaving like Nora
Helmer in A Doll's House when her husband treats her as a doll or a silly girl
not as a wife or a successful mother. Susan M. Cruea in her essay "Changing
Ideals of Womanhood during the Nineteenth-Century Woman Movement
"explains the way society's preference of weak women but at the same time
criticizes this weakness:
Ironically, while a True Woman was assumed to be a pillar of moral
strength and virtue, she was also portrayed as delicate and weak, prone to
fainting and illness. She dared not exert herself too much physically or be
emotionally startled for fear of her health. Strenuous physical activity was
discouraged, as women were considered to have "much more delicate
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nervous system[s] than ... men because of the particular function of their
reproductive organs [T]heir fragile nervous systems were likely to be over
stimulated or irritated, with disastrous results"(189).
In Jason's part, she seems to have a louder voice and a different act to save her
family from bankruptcy. She speaks most of the time about the laws in the south
and the rules she has learned before getting married. She tries to teach her
children these rules and values to be mainly disciplined. However, they violate
these values while the father does nothing. The narrator satirically presents this
savage image of this mother when she wants to help her children once the father
weakens her role as a mother and her children show their need for her and seem
to be lost. Her children suffer not because she is passive as satirically presented
but because they do not obey their mother who cares about their image. She
even rejects mangling with others and because she sees women gathering is not
helping her to grow. She wants to see the goodness of people not their evil side.
She rejects anything different and considers herself as different from the
wickedness outside. She says:
“Yes,” Mother says. “I suppose women who stay shut up like I do have no
idea what goes on in this town.”
“Yes,” I say. “They don’t.”
“My life has been so different from that,” Mother says. “Thank God I
don't know about such wickedness. I don't even want to know about it. I’m
not like most people.”(205)
In this respect, the mother does not want to go out but to concentrate on her
house. She is honest and tells people about her opinion freely. She knows that
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women’s gathering is not going to help her thus she prefers staying home and
planning to save her family without any external interference. Even her son
Jason ironically hinting to encourage her to go out like other women: “You
don’t have to stay here,” I say. “You could spend the whole day visiting like
other women, if you wanted to.” She came to the door.” I thought maybe you
were sick,” (188) She prefers to be close to her son because once he had a
headache after work. She sees him losing his money and tries to be around him.
This shows that she is a good mother who cares about her son not only visiting
other women in her society who only cares about gathering and spreading
rumors. The most important thing to her is her family members then comes her
relaxing time. She cares about her son's health and future more than herself but
ironically is seen as a passive and dependent mother.
Mrs. Compson expresses the way she is victimized by her society's values,
"when I was a girl I was unfortunate I was only a Bascomb I was taught that
there is no halfway ground that a woman is either a lady or not but I never
dreamed” (118). The mother speaks without stopping, without pauses because
she cannot control her words as they flow when it comes to her past that
victimized her. This society deprives her of dreaming and living a different life.
This satirical view of society has produced this type of woman who is stripped
of her right to dream. She is victimized by this belief in her society. A woman
who is supposed to have certain values and the right to dream is not among
them. Barbara Welter in Dimity Convictions: The American Woman in the
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Nineteenth Century (1976), a "True Woman" was designated as the symbolic
keeper of morality and decency within the home, being regarded as innately
superior to men when it came to virtue. "Piety, purity, submissiveness, and
domesticity" were thought to be natural to women." (21)
Comparing these desires and morals of the mothers to Um Ghaleb's, in Al
Qundus, the father, Abu Ghaleb negatively mentions this desire concerning his
wife, which is negatively viewed by a male narrator. Ghaleb links her to a
beaver, which is a symbol of an expert builder known for hard work and
determination. Ironically, his mother does represent that because she tries her
best to save her family but the father destroys this dam. A beaver can only work
in harmony with a team but his father pushes her to leave the team. He shows
the way his father divorced his mother, “My father divorced her twice…I
assume her bad intention and her corrupted race that my father hints out
whenever he talks about her."(91) He sees his father hinting to her bad nature
which is never seen and witnessed. He wants to be justified by his people in the
south and this happens only when he attacks her through her nature and no one
can blame him for that in the south. The father feels insulted when she asks for
a divorce and he does not want to be insulted by his people too. In return, he
speaks about her badly and curses her in front of her children. The mother never
speaks about this divorce, never expresses why she dislikes Abu Ghaleb. She
gives birth to her first child Badriyah when she is only sixteen and she was
scared of her "she was very thin pink flesh and my mother couldn’t bear looking
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at her, didn’t know how to carry her, feed her and take care of her"(79). This
sentence justifies the terrible situation that the mother faces alone during that
time without any assistance and support, and hence, she stands alone to be
strong. He mocks the way society forces young girls to be mothers and not
leading them to the right skill of mothering. Nevertheless, this does not stop
them from being good and caring mothers. The mother has no voice at all
because women should be silenced and only can be described through male
characters. The mother's voice is absent and only is detected in Ghaleb’s words
which reveal the masculine voice of his society.
Even more, Ghaleb is hinting at her way of dealing with his father at night.
This shows his sarcasm towards men because they marginalize their partners
and this is his mother's right "My father…he does not have time to handle the
headache that my mother planted in his head every evening, my mother never
accepted to live marginalized when my father was free what if he's being
busy."(94) Usually, men see their wives as different sources of pain since this
marriage is based on financial interests and not on love or mercy. Nancy
Chodorow explains "In modern urban society, men do not need women's help at
work. In this respect, men are independent of their wives. Women, on the other
hand, in the performance of household and child-rearing tasks are completely
dependent on men, that is, on the money a husband beings in"(490). Therefore,
his father is busy with financial issues but his mother cannot stand raising
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children alone. The father, on the other hand, does not share home
responsibilities with his wife who is left alone when she is only sixteen. Her
husband does not give her what she desires such as love, care or respect, and
hence is portrayed as a nagging wife. The father is seen as a machine man as he
forgets his home and mainly his wife; therefore Um Ghaleb objects to treating
her as an object41, a toy or only a servant but needs her full rights as a wife and
a mother. This marriage does not show any understanding or peace. He shows
that his mother does not want to be marginalized because of her bad nature and
corrupt race, which is not true. She views herself as only a female who gives
birth to children and takes care of the household, which is not suitable to her.
Her husband never loves her and never shows affection to her, which justifies
her feelings of emptiness and loneliness. She needs love and affection and her
husband does not show this, which is viewed as a weakness by society.
In this respect, men learn from their culture about manhood and
masculinity42 that a man will not be viewed as a strong one if he loves or shows
affection to woman. People laugh at him if he shows emotions to his wife or
treats her tenderly. The narrator satirizes this masculine image 43 that deprives
men of their humanity toward women. Even when his father is free, when his
job is lazy, he never shows any affection to his wife to comfort her, which is
reflectedon their children. These children learn from their parents the lack of
emotions that make them lost and undergo an endless crisis. After the oil
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bombing in Saudi Arabia during that time, his father has new opportunities and
more money so he is busy making money. He finds this as a new source of
pleasure to him, which results in ignoring his commitments towards his family
members. He seems to be a workaholic and only a machine man who is utterly
expected to bring money to his family. As a consequence of the mother’s
absence from home, children terribly suffer because she used to protect them
and shelter them from any harm.
As ironically presented, Abo Ghaleb, does not fulfill his wife's needs so
she becomes a nagging machine every night and this leads to the second
divorce, which they accept as a final agreement. When his mother leaves the
house, he says "my mother left the house for the second time and they think she
might return"(97). He always speaks about her unstable mood and her bad
temper due to the father's cold treatment. She never speaks about this bad
temper, which is seen as a reflection of his moody father and his bad treatment.
Therefore, she decides to desert the house with no return.
Motherhood is hard for Um Ghaleb as a teenager and she does not know
what to do and thus she is seen as a bad victim of this society, while in fact, she
is not. She was an orphan and when she was divorced the first time, she stayed
with her uncle. She does not have a mother to help, nurture or orient her about
marriage life and how to take care of the house and deal with this life.
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Therefore, she is seen behaving badly while she is trying to protect all her
family members.
After leaving her husband, Um Ghaleb goes backs to school and finds a
job. The father never feels ashamed of calling her names. He usually criticizes
her nature in front of her children. On the other hand, she never accuses him of
his bad nature or hinting at any affairs because he is the father of her children.
As a southern man, blood and race are the most critical thing for a man. It is her
corrupted nature that makes men and society justify Abu Ghaleb's violent action
toward women because men have to treat women badly due to their bad
behaviors. This makes Ghaleb question his mother " it is true what is it said
about blood. You become like your maternal uncles, damn you and your uncles,
you become like your mother…a whore"(292). It is the first time the father says
this word directly about his ex-wife. The father sees her young age the reason
for her desires and leads to her divorce. To belittle her, he accuses her of being a
bad woman. If the mother seeks physical pleasure, she will marry a young man.
Ironically, she marries an old man and this proves that she is not a flesh pleasure
seeker, as her husband tries to declare aggressively.
The idealized titles of motherhood victimized many women because in
reality mothers face dangerous situations to protect their children and take care
of them. Addie Bundren, for instance, speaks about this idealized image of
motherhood "I knew that motherhood was invented by someone who had to
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have a word for it because the ones that had the children didn't care whether
there was a word for it or not"(106).

She is satirically seen as an aggressive

mother while she cares more about her children than herself and shoulders a
weighty responsibility. Many critics use this phrase to describe her rigid
behavior but this also shows her care for her children because only Cash
violates her loneliness and she cares to feed him, educate him and give him her
best mothering skills. Her loneliness is violated for the good not for the bad as
other critics believed, which is viewed as a form of satire. Anse is a man of
words whom she cannot trust. Words mean nothing to her but deeds represent a
real man. She explains the way Anse uses love, "He had a word, too. Love, he
called it. But I had been used to words for a long time. I let Anse use it, if he
wants to. So that it was Anse or love; love or Anse: it didn’t matter “(172). She
knows that Anse uses words only to get his way through her and nothing more.
His words and affection mean nothing to her because it is not genuine. She
explains the way she felt after getting pregnant by Darl, Anse tricks her with his
love and words "It was as though he had tricked me, hidden within a word like
within a paper screen and struck me in the back through it. But then I realised
that I had been tricked by words older than Anse or love, and that the same
word had tricked Anse too"(172). Addie mocks the idealized way of picturing
love that Anse has because it only means words for him. She satirically dislikes
his love that is tricking and not clear and both are victimized by this concept
that does not exist. Therefore, many critics consider her as a bad wife while she
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does her best as a wife but her husband pushes her to be a slave more than a
wife. She expresses their relationship as “dead” and this signifies the broken
relationship due to him, not her bad nature. She believes that he is dead, not
alive and even love is dead:
He did not know that he was dead, then. Sometimes I would lie by him in
the dark, hearing the land that was now of my blood and flesh, and I would
think: Anse. Why Anse. Why are you Anse. I would think about his name
until after a while I could see the word as a shape, a vessel, and I would
watch him liquefy and flow into it like cold molasses flowing out of the
darkness into the vessel until the jar stood full and motionless: a significant
shape profoundly without life like an empty door frame; and then I would
find that I had forgotten the name of the jar. (173)
Addie Bundren questions her life and why she marries Anse but, as a victimized
character, she could not find an answer. In The Feminine Mystique, Betty
Friedan describes the feeling of emptiness that women suffer from as:
"What were the words women used when they tried to express it?
Sometimes a woman would say “I feel empty somehow…incomplete.” Or
she would say, “I feel as if I don’t exist.” Sometimes she blotted out the
feeling with a tranquilizer. Sometimes she thought the problem was with
her husband, or her children, or that what she really needed was to
redecorate her house, or move to a better neighborhood, or have an affair,
or another baby. (48)
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For this, Addie Bundren prefers to stay with her children even though she
dislikes her husband's negative behavior. Being a mother means being
responsible for raising healthy children and ignoring her needs or desires to
fulfill their needs. For this, she could not leave Anse because she loves her
children more than anything else. In this manner, the narrator mocks this type of
marriage because it is only a means of ensuring financial security and fulfilling
a desire. People become victimized by their society because they do not know
what they need and why they stay together since the relationship is dead. She
knows that he is only using and misguiding her by words to better his life and
for this, he is regarded as a good husband whereas his wife is viewed as a bad
mother. Even her relationship with him is dead and cannot be alive because he
“is using himself with words"(172). For the second time, she remarks that he is
dead to her but he is unaware of it because he believes in words and he did not
hear her saying it. "And then he died. He did not know he was dead."(174) Anse
is a husband that she does not want to have. She questions this and even
questions his name but she has realized that she lives "without life"(173). She
has to stay for the children's sake, which reveals her good nature as a sacrificing
mother.
William Faulkner's fictional husbands have a harsh sardonic attitude
toward their wives. They never express their feeling directly toward them,
which this widens the gap between them. There is always blame for the mother
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and distortion of her image by mocking or belittling her mothering skills. The
novelist uses satire for this image because society places woman as secondary
citizen. Therefore, the narrators justify these mothers’ behavior since they are
ignored by their communities. Both parents are responsible, in The Mermaid
and the Minotaur the feminist Dorothy Dinnerstein, criticizes this view:
Fathers should share equally in the parenting of their offspring. She argued
that this was possible even from birth … with both mother and father
providing the care, boys would not have the memory of the omnipotent
mother to fear or despise and would reach adulthood without the hatred
towards women and quest for power that currently prevailed. Girls would
grow up with realistic attitudes to their own place in society and be able to
accept independence and freedom instead of seeking domination by men.
(185) 44
Because society gives men dominance and strong control in the literature,
Faulkner's and Alwan's men often seem violent, ambitious and strong in
fulfilling their dreams. Both novelists portray mother’s negative image because
modern women have much to offer as good mothers. If a mother is deprived of
her major role by male characters then she is depicted negatively. They satirize
the society that gives men the upper hand inside the house, without giving
passionate caring for their families and children. They help their own people
and society but ignore their families. The father’s image has a deeper value and
huge respect. Even when they are portrayed in a negative or violent image, there
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is a sympathetic treatment towards them and there is always a justification for
their negativity, unlike mothers.
In comparison, Ghaleb in Al Qundus remarks about his father "I
sympathized a lot with my father after she l felt…I have unfinished stories with
him. But I don’t want to be busy with his stories but with the stories of my
mother…at least my father never get in our business till he hurts us as my
mother. I ignored my father when I was twenty but my mother stick to me as a
heavy stain."(108) in Mothering: Essays in Feminist Theory, Joyce Trebilcot
explains "The son, on the other hand, turned away from the mother and toward
the father, whom he saw as more worthy. He adopted, as a consequence,
competitive traits which were suited to the powerful public sphere" (147-52).
Betty Friedan analyzes how a mother is blamed by her society for the failure of
her children as:
It was suddenly discovered that the mother could be blamed for almost
everything. In every case history of troubled child; alcoholic, suicidal,
schizophrenic, psychopathic, neurotic adult; impotent, homosexual male;
frigid, promiscuous female; ulcerous, asthmatic, and otherwise disturbed
American, could be found a mother. A frustrated, repressed, disturbed,
martyred, never satisfied, unhappy woman. A demanding, nagging,
shrewish wife. A rejecting, overprotecting, dominating mother. … Clearly
something was “wrong” with American women."(211).
The novels scorn the families’ suffering which is due to their lack of skills and
knowledge in communicating with each other not only due to a mother alone.
Therefore, these novelists use satirical characters

45

to express the impaired
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image of these families. Many critics consider such obscurity as a technique that
compels the reader to experience the limitations and confusions of the character.
Families fail to fulfill their roles in the true sense of the word in their novels and
humans fail to be humans who care about each other.
Finally, mothers’ negative images lead to rebellious females in general,
which is the result of total misunderstanding. These females are seen in the next
chapter as rebellious and resisting their society’s laws. They dominate the texts
and they want to be loved and cared about. These females in the coming chapter
are dominating the narrative even in their absence because of their truly good
nature and positive qualities. These females are physically removed and
psychologically marginalized from the narrative. They leave shadowy traces
behind them that controls male characters but express their actions as women.
In essence, they are shown as escapist, suicidal and indifferent to the concept of
a society's scandals and family's reputation. The modern families in Faulkner's
and Alwans' novels are different from the traditional southern ones. The
narrators mock this image since they are broken, shaking, and unstable.
Therefore, they criticize the presence of a mother’s figure, who is negatively
portrayed as an obedient wife and honorable daughter, which is discussed
thoroughly in the coming chapter.
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Rebellious Women in the selected novels:
In the previous chapter, the mother’s image is satirically treated and
presented. These satirical images lead to more troubles for these mothers and
younger women to protest. These mothers are seen negatively as satirically
fragmented figures while they fight hard to maintain stability at their homes.
The new age46 witnesses rebellious women who stand against the old values but
lost to understand and establish the new. In this spirit, it is generally accepted
that literature mirrors the social values and principles as they echo the views
and attitudes people hold in that society. It shows the sufferings and traumas
that each age endures and interestingly demonstrates how women are depicted
through ages and satirically presented as rebellious 47. While they are seeking
their right to be treated as human beings. The roles women play and their selfacceptance have changed throughout history. The change these women seek
does not differ from the past to the present, which indicates the evolution of
women and their need for empowerment. Women are depicted either as
struggling to achieve a vital goal and resisting social restrictions, as endorsing
patriarchy empowerment (e.g. Addie Bundren, Caddy and her daughter, Mona,
Ghada, Um Ghaleb), and/or as passively oppressed (e.g.

Mrs. Compson,

Dewey Dell, Shaikha, Aunt Fatimah,).
For a deeper analysis, this part deals with four major rebellious characters
in three different novels: Caddy Composn in the Sound and the Fury (1929) and
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Dewey Dell As I Lay Dying (1930), in comparison to these American women
are Arabic women such as Ghada and Mona in Al Qundus (2011). Faulkner's
and Alwan's women often find themselves in a harsh and impatient world
dominated by strict rules of society. These women are silent and some of them
are absent from the text. In "A Feminist Analysis of Caddy’s Thoughts in The
Sound and the Fury" LIU Xi comments: “The interweaving and nonlinear
structure makes any true synopsis of the novel difficult, especially since the
narrators are all unreliable in their accounts, making their accounts not
necessarily trustworthy at all times”(321).
Both William Faulkner's and Mohammad Alwan's female characters have
qualities that had their unfair moments of subjugation due to their societies.
Women, in this sense, according to these societies, are considered secondary
and less admirable than men and are still objects used for the pleasure of men 48
but they rebel49 against this view. Simone De Beauvoir explains the view of the
body as: “Our bodies are trained, shaped and impressed with the prevailing
historical forms of … masculinity and femininity” (91). Satirically, these
characters are taught and trained to suit the needs of a patriarchal society. These
female characters have few rights and are not allowed to express their freedom
without being judged or even punished. Because they have strict roles as wives,
daughters or mothers, they are seen as insignificant in comparison to the image
presented by their culture. Some qualities are highly recommended for
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submissive women who model passive behaviors 50 . In case these women refuse
to succumb, they are considered bad and, hence they are abandoned as human
beings.
Faulkner's and Awlan's novels are inhabited with many central and
marginal female characters like mothers, sisters, wives, and lovers. They are
different in accepting their current state and some of them continue in their
protesting. Some of these female characters accept their weakness and submit to
male domination, which lies outside the scope of the present study. These
novelists depict female characters that agree on arranged marriages as their fate
and accept to be victimized and tormented by this decision as if it were their
only salvation in life. These novelists satirically criticize society's unfair
treatment of females and how such a treatment suppresses and leads them to
rebel against the social laws, which in turn justifies their punishment. They also
satirically criticize the burden that both cultures impose on women. Besides, a
satirical depiction of women's failure and frustration is made in these novels by
making female characters detrimental not only to some family members, but to
the entire family, overlooking the fact that male characters are also responsible
for creating this negative image.
This part shows how the American and Saudi novelists present rebellious
female characters 51 who stand against society, culture, religion and, tradition
that

weaken

their

roles

as

successful

human

beings.

It
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discusses the stereotypical portrayal of women as satirizing and mocking their
societies how they are negatively presented while they possess good characters.
In

comparison

to

what

is

expected

from women, both

cultures depict these fictional characters as rebellious elements in society. The
ideal and desired female 52 character is different from what is presented in these
novels; therefore, both novelists are sympathetic to the mistreatment of these
female characters. In "From whore to Heroine: Deconstructing the Myth of the
Falling Woman and Redefining Female Sexuality in Contemporary Popular
Fiction" Surapeepan Chatraporn describes the image as:
The two opposing images of women as “good girls” and “bad girls” were
further fortified … The ideal woman was viewed as submissive, modest,
unassuming, self-sacrificing, pious and above all, pure, while the perfect
wife was made to be submissive to her husband, selflessly devoted to her
children and excelling in the arts of family life. Her principal virtues
included submission, the man dictating all actions and decisions;
domesticity, the home being the woman’s domain where she made “a
haven in a heartless world”; piety, the woman having a strong faith in God
and leading a religious life; and, most importantly, purity, the woman
being spiritually and bodily pure and innocent. (26)
In this sense, the satirical portrayal of these women places many men's
ideals in question. Women are satirized in this way as they are portrayed as
slaves to their sexual desires rather than as successful leading characters for a
change. Cleanth Brooks describes Faulkner’s women negatively as “one who
had never got beyond the youthful dream and therefore knew nothing about a
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mature sexual relationship"(206). But this is not the case since he satirizes the
placement of women in this stereotype. This phrase illustrates what Faulkner
ridicules when male narrators focus on a woman’s sexuality without considering
her character as a whole. As satirical characters, these men never experienced a
mature sexual relationship because they were the victims of their society and
their ideals.
By the same token, Alwan's novels have the same spirit as Faulkner’s. In
Love and Death in the American Novel, Leslie Fiedler declares certain image of
men and women but both novelists present satirical images as "Men are helpless
in the hands of their mothers, wives, and sisters; that females do not think but
proceed from evidence to conclusions by paths too devious for males to follow
"(320). It is true that men are helpless, which is due to being victimized by the
Southern values 53 and not by women. Nataša Klančar in her article, "Faulkner's
Southern Belle - Myth or Reality?" reveals a Southern lady is charged with
“satisfying her husband, raising the children, meeting the demands of the
family’s social position, and sustaining the ideals of the South. Her strength in
manners and morals is contingent, however, upon her submission to the source
– God, the patriarchal church and her husband” (47-8). Women, on the other
hand, are seen as the second victims of this society but seen-by male narratorsas the source of their misery, which is not true. These women rebel against
men's admirable image of a woman and become victimized by their society.
Women who rebel against male's strict rules are primarily seen through their
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sexuality that do not match the desired and perfect portrayal of women.
Surapeepan Chatraporn in her article, " From Whore to Heroine: Deconstructing
the Myth of the Falling Woman and Redefining Female Sexuality in the
Contemporary Popular Fiction" condemns the negative view of women as:
“their violation of sexual taboos stigmatizes them as fallen women. A sense of
discomfort with these ruined women is felt throughout the novel not only at
their sexual misconduct but also at their misbehavior in public and, especially,
at their freedom which was unacceptable in women even in the twentieth
century"(28).
In terms of sexuality, both novelists satirize the negative perception of
women's chastity. They sympathize with virgin women because they are too
young to understand the actual violent worlds in which they are victims. They
are honest and pure about their feelings but seen as fallen women once they are
sexually awakened without blaming men for their manipulative actions. Both
Faulkner's and Alwan's satirize the portrayals of women that label them as
fallen and immoral because they present the real effect of society upon these
female characters. They satirize the focus of societies on women's sexuality and
consider it as a source of moral judgment. Female characters in these novels are
more developed than male characters because they are active and ambitious,
while men reflect the past frozen values and condemn women for their stability.
These female characters are thought to be more in search of self-identity,
definition, and liberation than male characters.
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Interestingly, for Karen Parks women in these selected novels seem to
understand the “unspoken rules and attempted to comply”(122) them, but others
understand these rules, reject them and find themselves in compromising
positions. Novelists mock the traditional view of marriage as an ultimate goal
for any woman in their lives demonstrating that marriage is not a central goal in
their life. These female characters are clever to use it as a tool to fulfill more
dreams. Chatraporn continues to speak of the concept of marriage as:
In the patriarchal narrative tradition, marriage has always been the goal of
every woman’s life. Service to her husband and her children is the wife’s
duties. Passionlessness and submission are her attributes. Selflessness is
her daily practice and self-sacrifice her pleasure. Dutiful and virtuous
wives accept and value these codes and they never wish to seek more
independence than that which they can enjoy in their husbands’ home
shrine. (29)
Ironically, the same society views these women as lacking ambition. Therefore,
these novels show that they have different dreams and some have successfully
achieved what they rebel about. The traditional value of a woman is seen as,
once a woman misses that marriage opportunity, her life will stop and will be
considered a failure. The majority of women who suffer from that in these
novels do not seem to follow this perspective. Parks continues with the same
idea of marriage:
They were made to feel as if they failed if they had not received a
marriage proposal. They were taught that marrying and raising a family
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was the quintessential goal and that any failure to attain this was a result of
a lack in some area on their part... They received no alternative options so
if they had not captured the attention of a man by the time they passed a
certain age, which was quite young at that time, they had failed. (123)
When compared to Faulkner's fictional wives, Caddy and Dewey Dell are
considered to be more flawed because they are not married but pregnant.
Alwan’s female characters in comparison to them can be seen as a failure too,
which is clear in the characters of Noura, Ghada, Mona, Aunt Fatimah in Al
Qundas but I will focus on Ghada and Mona. According to their societies,
young women are seen easily submitting to sexual promiscuity if they were not
yet married. Elizabeth Kerr in her article, "William Faulkner and the Southern
Concept of Woman", states that "rebellion, the reaction of the stronger women,
depending upon the honesty and integrity with which a girl faces the
consequences of her rebellion" (10).
For example, Caddy Compson is an important rebellious character in The
Sound and the Fury which shows the southern complex. The novel deals with
former Southern aristocrats struggling to face the collapse of family's ideals,
degeneration of male members and mainly their reputation. The family
witnesses a financial crisis, skepticism in religious ethics, and mainly social
southern ideals. The father and his son Quentin died tragically, leaving Caddy,
the only daughter, to face the tragic sequences of this destruction on her own, as
she is blamed for being behind this catastrophic event. The narrator mocks the
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downfall of this family, which also mirrors the collapse of many families in the
southern society. The southern plantation economy, slavery and the rise of the
Northern capitalist economy is reflected in novels. The novel is centered on
Caddy even though she is absent from the text but shows her rebel against maledominated society.
When female characters in these novels rebel, it means they resist the old
values that men accept women to acquire. Gowan Stevens, explains in The
History of Sexuality “Resistance, however, is an inevitable component of any
power relation and is often contained by the dominant system."(95-96) Looking
at women resisting in these novels, resist a culture 54, resist history and resist
social expectation of the dominant culture to establish modern women's culture.
Kelly Lynch Reames explains in Women and Race in Contemporary U.S.
Writing from Faulkner to Morrison:
Women are, in fact, a counterforce, “reversed and irrevocably reverted
against the whole moving unanimity of panorama” (633). Their legacy of
resistance survives them, and their characteristic description eventually
turns into a trait of the town’s inhabitants, who become “the irreconcilable
Jeffersonians and Yoknapatawphians”. (36)
Caddy's first act of rebellion was kissing a young man when she was fifteen
years old. She devotes herself to that guy because he has shown love to her as a
first crush. Her home is devoid of love, with only strict Southern laws and
orders, "A Southern belle is, in Natasa Klancar’s words, “the fragile, dewy, justopened bloom of the southern female: flirtatious but sexually innocent, bright
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but not deep, beautiful as a statue or painting or porcelain but like each risky to
touch” (48).She is a naïve teenager and immediately falls in love with him.
Simone De Beauvoir illustrates this situation when a girl matures:
But as the girl matures, her mother's authority weighs more heavily upon
her. If she does housework at home, she hates to be only assistance, for she
would like to devote her effort to her own home and her own children,
frequently she finds rivalry with her mother disagreeable …less romantic
than formerly, she begins to think much more about marriage than love.
She no longer adorns her future husband with an impressive halo: what she
wants is to have a substantial position in the world, to enter upon her life as
a woman. (363)
Caddy envisions herself taking care of everyone in the family as she grows
older. She is constantly looking after Benji. She has a different life than her
mother because she disagrees with her more than she agrees with her. As a
teenager, she rebels against her family and begins to understand the meaning of
love attraction. The mother's actions and manner of dealing with her are
chastised by the father:
with that dam family and her not making any effort to control her nor any
of them like that time when she happened to see one of them kissing
Caddy and all next day she went around the house in a black dress and a
veil and even Father couldn’t get her to say a word except crying and
saying her little daughter was dead and Caddy about fifteen then only in
three years she’d been wearing haircloth or probably sandpaper at that rate.
Do you think I can afford to have her running about the streets with every
drummer that comes to town.(75)
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Caddy indeed has an affair with a man before getting married, which is a
shameful act during that time. She even mentions that she will run away and
even her father notices the way she dresses but never expresses his care to her
but blames the mother. She rebels and shows her rebellious attitude when she
says “I will run away and never come back” (18). She expresses her disgust
from the hypocrisy of her people. She feels she is imprisoned within the
patriarchal society. She rebels against the admirable values that her people
respect because she is the only victim of these values. Caddy's body belongs to
a future husband and the honor of her family, and she wants them to know that
this body is solely hers and not theirs. Since she uses this body and rebels with
it, her society punishes her by abandoning her, by discriminating against her and
exiling her within them. Because she is a fallen woman, she deserves
punishment and "Following the tradition of the fallen woman narrative, these
ruined women are unsympathetically portrayed. Daisy is pictured as a spoiled
brat and remorseless killer who does not deserve the love and devotion of the
idealistic Gatsby. Jordan is characterized as a liar and a cheat. Her
manipulativeness and her invasion of the male domain of golf further damage
her womanhood." (28)
Caddy knows the burden and thus submits to her mother’s decision and
gets married to a rich man and her mother's favorite type of suitors,
It's her car aren't you proud of your little sister owns first auto in town
Herbert his present. Louis has been giving her lessons every morning didn't
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you get my letter Mr and Mrs Jason Richmond Compson announce the
marriage of their daughter Candace to Mr Sydney Herbert Head on the
twenty-fifth of April one thousand nine hundred and ten at Jefferson
Mississippi….These country girls. You cant ever tell about them, can you.
Well, anyway Byron never had his wish, thank God.(79)
Caddy married a man whom she does not love but she needs a father for her
child. She needs to protect the fruit of her love and thus stop resisting. The
husband refuses to father a child then divorces her immediately. But even after
she departs from home, she speaks about her love for the unknown lover. The
narrator mocks this image of marriage once more, claiming that it lacks any
basis in the meaning of marriage and instead benefits the entire family. The
mother says:
I know what that means I know how often people make promises just to
satisfy their consciences are you going to treat my little baby girl that way
Herbert but I know you won’t Herbert has spoiled us all to death Quentin
did I write you that he is going to take Jason into his bank when Jason
finishes high school Jason will make a splendid banker (97).
It is purely a materialistic marriage that ends immediately without sympathy or
any feeling. The victim – Caddy- is the only character who suffers from this
marriage. Simone De Beauvoir explains "Moreover, even when she chooses
independence, she nonetheless makes a place in her life for man, for love. She is
likely to fear that if she devotes herself completely to some undertaking, she
will miss her womanly destiny. This feeling often remains undeclared, but us
there; it weakens well-defined purposes; it sets limits"(364). As a result, she
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continues to love the past, which the narrator mocks because he doesn't appear
to be genuine, and she marries someone who appears to value purity and
virginity as much as the rest of his people. Caddy says" yes I hate him I would
die for him Ive already died for him I die for him over and over again every
time

this

goes"(50)

In

the

Post-Apocalyptic

Culture:

Modernism,

Postmodernism, and the Twentieth Century Novels, Teresa Heffernan explains:
Perhaps the most dramatic example of a reading that stages this openendedness as a 'spectacular failure’ even as it makes its many attempts at
completion. Faulkner's rebellious girl with the muddy underpants, Caddy,
escapes all five of the narrative strategy- objectivity, art, reason, religion,
and genealogy –that are deployed in the attempt to tell her story… In the
end, the girl, although banished from the family, is not sacrificed for the
sake of narrative resolution, but her rebellion does cause a crisis of
meaning. The novel purports that only ‘a sense of an ending' can provide
some measure of order and coherence to the narrative. (33)
There are many questions to be asked. Where is Caddy for nine months before
giving birth to her baby. The brothers in their narration never speak about this
period and never tell where she is. Caddy is never seen and even never looked
after or even they did not seek to find her. Once her mother knows she is
pregnant, she immediately arranges a marriage for her but she was divorced
after knowing about this pregnancy. They all know that she is pregnant but
never explain and speak about that period. She does not seem to have lived with
her family since she gave birth away and only sent her daughter later to them.
The narrator mocks this family image of the modern time since it appears to be
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bad, and each member is seen as a victim of his or her culture. He mocks the
image of the southern ladyhood 55 more than a womanhood which makes young
ladies chase the wrong men. In "A Feminist Analysis of Caddy’s Thoughts in
The Sound and the Fury" WANG Xiao-yan explains the nature of the South as:
As a father, a male was expected to be majestic and heroic so as to occupy
the highest power; he should be a role of determiner and leader of domestic
affairs. As a mother, a woman should be a pure, gracious, and noble lady.
Moreover, she should be busy with family matters and take good care of
all the members, in the meanwhile, her husband was expected to be the
whole world for her. This was the reflection of the common value in
southern society, and anyone who failed to follow the trend would be
satirized and denounced. Faulkner once put it: “In South, above all, there is
still a common acceptance of the world, a common view of life, and a
common morality’’ (559).
This value is highly demanded and rooted within southern traditions. After
losing many values as a result of various wars, it is the value that southern
protection provides. The image of purity and chastity is what the community
wants to remain after the collapse of many values. The narrator shows how
Caddy tragically faces this fate in order to gain dignity and freedom and mainly
have her own value and voice in the South. Caddy does not want only to be a
passive housewife but she has much to offer to her community and never
forgets her responsibility as a mother. She does not want an abortion, even
though she can do so and that it is very popular at that time. She has a desire to
run her own business and be in charge of her finances, so she rebels against
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those who want her to play only one role in the development of her community.
Her liberation and rebellion are directed at everything that is preventing her
from moving forward, not just sexual desires, as many critics think. Her body
represents a country, the image of a more developed country and more than her
physical real body56. In the Second Sex, Simone de Beauvoir comments on this
stage of an oppressed girl, she clarifies "To be feminine – even southern people
accept her to be- is to appear weak, futile, docile. The young girl is supposed
not only to deck herself out, to make herself ready, but also to repress her
spontaneity and replace it with the studied grace and charm taught her by her
elders."(334) Caddy is brave and curious since her childhood. For instance, she
climbs the tree to see why there is a gathering in their house when her
grandmother died. Her brothers are waiting for her to tell them what she sees
through the window. She also swims in the pool with the boys even though her
mother stops her from doing it. From the beginning, she does not submit to any
law and does not see any value of orders because these rules only suppress her.
She resists these laws in breaking them all. Simone de Beauvoir continues to
explain this dilemma that Caddy faces silently:
Just here is to be found the reason why adolescence is for a woman so
difficult and decisive a moment. Up to this time she has been an
autonomous individual: now she must renounce her sovereignty. Not only
is she torn, like her brothers, though more painfully, between the past and
the future, but in addition, a conflict breaks out between her original claim
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to be subject, active, free, and, on the other hand, her erotic urges and
social pressure to accept herself as passive object."(334)
Caddy, in this respect, is a different and unique character that one can love since
she is passionate and hates her sexual courage. She does not accept the ideals of
southern society, and as a result, her society rejects her. She lost both her family
and herself as many Southerners believe. The narrator satirizes the common
values in southern society, which they respect but which cause significant harm
to families. Caddy is created during a period of depression and economic
collapse. Since childhood, she has within her this critical spirit of skepticism of
using her mind to analyze things logically. She is ready to experience what is
dangerous to be strong and knowledgeable.
WANG Xiao-yan LIU Xi in her article, “A Feminist Analysis of Caddy’s
Thoughts in The Sound and the Fury" describes Caddy as: "Caddy was
endowed with natural qualities, such as, kind-hearted, passionate, and
courageous enough to love and hate, to think, and to behave. She was a special
girl who was powerful enough to internalize the independent and pioneering
spirit; she still remained a bit bewildered though she was like other women
oppressed in the same patriarchal pattern"(3). Caddy expresses her desire to be
a man and not a regular man but a man with authority because she knows how
to use power for the good of others, as she tells her brother “You know what I’d
do if I were King? she never was a queen or a fairy she was always a king or a
giant or a general I’d break that place open and drag them out and I’d whip
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them good .(58) She knows that to be a woman means to be weak and fragile in
her society even if she is a queen. But she wants to be active to her people. A
king will have more power to change people and she is too intelligent in
choosing a king or even a general for a change. Simone de Beauvoir explains
how men are afraid of intelligent women because they are the representatives of
society. "Men do not like garcons manques, or bluestockings, or brainy women;
too much daring, culture, or intelligence, too much character, will frighten
them." (334) Caddy never stops or collapses because she works and earns
money. She never forgets her daughter and sends money regularly to her during
her absence. She does not want to be weak and lets despair eat her heart. She
has her own car and her own money but she is never seen in her house enjoying
her regular life. She becomes an independent woman and supports her family
after their financial loss. Simone de Beauvoir explains: "She will turn to a
woman, who is less strange and less frightening than male, but who will have
something of a male prestige: a woman with a profession, who earns her own
living, who makes a certain show in the world, will easily be as fascinating as a
man.(342).
Caddy Compson, on the other hand, is the rebel who gains the most
sympathy from the reader. She rejects the traditional ideals of Southern
womanhood to free herself from the past that pulls her backward. She wants to
free herself from the past and steps to a new period that is different from her
current situation. She doesn't want to be associated with her mother. WANG
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Xiao-yan LIU Xi continues to describe how women victimized by their society
as:
In a man-dominated society, men held that mediocrity was the virtue of
women so that many traditional women became the victims...
Nevertheless, fortunately, and amazingly, Caddy never followed in her
mother’s steps and she took men as her example and almost acquired the
rights as a man had. She went to school like boys at the age of seven which
seemed to be unbelievable as for a girl. Caddy started to date different
kinds of men when she became an adult, which was a public rebellion
against her family. Just as she said: “I will run away and never come back”
That was her declaration to fight against the imprisoned social system in a
patriarchal society (559).
In this way, Caddy does not want to remain idealized and passive at home, so
she waits for a man. She wants to search for her own identity through another
man, namely her lover. With her mother, she lacks communication since she
does not listen to her order and thus both are seen as bad because of the effect of
each other. The mother appears to be more concerned with the family's
reputation, expressing a deep devotion to the Southern concept of womanhood
while concealing deep hypocrisy to what she idealized, which is not true. She is
more concerned with her daughter's reputation and rejoices when she sees her
succeed. Her mother as a southern woman who satirically portrayed helps her to
submit, to be silenced but more importantly helps her more to rebel due to this
repression and finds her way. The family environment is very stressful to Caddy
who seems to love enjoying life. She is full of optimism, fun and energy in the
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house, which is contrary to the family. She truly loves her brothers, especially
Benjy who is presented as a controlling retarded man who seeks her attention all
the time and refuses her marriage. She gives unconditionally and thus suffers
from the lack of feelings and the absence of love, which makes her rebel. The
narrator satirically scorns the rigid environment and harsh treatment for keeping
the name of the family's honor clear, which only makes her unpleasant.
Cleanth Brooks criticizes Mrs. Compson's behavior "Mrs. Compson, for
example, had put on mourning when she learned that Caddy had allowed a boy
to kiss her. Certainly, that is a neurotic behavior"(62). But this is satire since the
mother is seen as passive and the daughter is promiscuous. In "The Concept of
Virginity and Its Representations in Eighteenth-Century English Literature"
Kuo-Jung Chen explains the importance of the concept of virginity for the
religious community as" The concept of virginity in the Christian tradition
focuses mainly on three key ideas: Christi, the Virgin Mary, and asexual
cohabitation. These key notions culminate in the triumph of spiritual ideals over
bodily desires and aim at the reclamation of a paradise lost."(82) One of the
values that the mother is attached to her daughter's virginity 57 that can be dealt
with mockery here more than dishonor. Kuo-jung Chen continue to describe
"The usage of the term virginity generally falls into three broad categories:
mockery/disparagement,

morality/religion,

and

merchandise/transaction.

However, these allotments are not necessarily mutually exclusive and often
reflect certain aspects of patriarchal ideology"(85).
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Caddy is well aware that this idea is highly regarded in her southern
community, so she disregards it. The South is a religious community and
"virginity is the highest form of chastity because chastity can also be realized in
other aspects/phases of human life. Likewise, chastity is required for married
people and this is explained by Kate Copper in her article "Chastity" “sanctifies
both the married couple in legitimate sexual union, and the ascetic in sexual
renunciation” (1558). Simone de Beauvoir describes the female devaluation of
this idea in The Second Sex:
She would prove to herself that sexuality is a matter of slight
importance by giving herself to the first comer. At the same time,
such an attitude may often express hostility to the mother. Whether
the young girl is alienated by her parent's austere virtue or suspects
that the mother herself is of easy virtue; or it expresses resentment
towards a too indifferent father. (My emphasis) In any case, this
obsession like the often associated with pregnancy…contains that
inextricable confusion of revolt and complicity which marks the
psychasthenic aberrations. (353)
Caddy is never seen expressing her real feelings, desires, and aspirations to
anyone when she is a teenager. She is very passionate and loving. Everyone and
the narrator sympathize with her since she is alone. She is alienated at her house
and never seen talking but caring about everyone around her. She has always
taken care of everyone, particularly her siblings since she was a child. From the
very beginning, she is kind and compassionate to others and this kindness leads
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her to forget her own feelings and become naïve and victimized by others. Once
she feels that she is marginalized, she seeks to rebel against the old values that
widen the gap between her as a human being and her as a woman. Beauvoir
continues to explain that:
Not a few young virgins are kleptomaniacs, kleptomania is a 'sexual
sublimation' of very dubious nature; they will break the law, to violate a
taboo, the heady excitement of the forbidden and perilous act- such as
defiance is certainly essential in the female thief, but it has a double aspect.
To take things without right is arrogantly to affirm her independence, it is
to play the part of the subject regarding the things stolen and the society
that condemns the theft, it is to deny law and order (my emphasis)….They
enjoy at the same time the secret exercise of their power, their
disobedience, their defiance of society- and the risk of being found out.
(352)
From the previous passage, Caddy rebels to break the law and violate all the
taboos. As pointed out by Simone de Beauvoir virginity myths, “in which
virginity is prized in young women but feared as unmastered sexuality in older
women”(89) She needs attention and she needs to be found out to know her
place within the family and even more her community through dishonoring
them as "at the social level, a young woman's virginity may symbolize familial
or even communal honor."(83- Kuo-jung Chen) She disobeys her parents, her
traditions, her religion and everything that has shaped her. She satirizes the
fragile values that the southerners are afraid of losing through her disobedience.
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The characters are only ghosts of the past who cannot live in the present.
Caddy reaches a stage where she questions all these values that her community
holds. Simon De Beauvoir illustrates "she can give weight to the revolts that set
her against the world…the deliberate lies of her associate encounter her irony
and clairvoyance. She feels daily the ambiguity of her position: beyond sterile
protests, she can bravely in question official optimism, ready-made values,
hypocritical and cheerful morality."(356) Caddy revolts against the hypocrisy
and duplicity that the southerners encounter. As Kuo-jung Chen points out
"Since the “immortal” or “eternal” virginity in some cases is equated to the
undesirable in the male-dominated sexual world, the loss of virginity sometimes
ironically paves the way for female liberation."(87)
Dewey Dell, on the other hand, in As I Lay Dying cannot be as brave as
Caddy because she rebels and flees the text. Instead, she is seen as a weak and
bad daughter. Dewey Dell goes through the same trauma that her mother, Addie
Bundren, witnesses. She even uses the same words “it's because I am
alone"(58). They live a life full of people around them but they feel lonely and
strange from each other. The narrator satires the fake love that isolates family
members from each other. Thus Dewey Dell uses her body just like other
females in these novels and faces the tragic circumstances alone. It is expected
from Dewey Dell who is seventeen years old to get married and be a housewife
nevertheless ironically this will not happen. However,

the novel ends with a
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tragic end for her since she is seen as a bad daughter. In the Second Sex,
Beauvoir explains the view of marriage as:
Marriage is not only an honorable career and one less tiring than many
others: it alone permits a woman to keep her social dignity intact and
at the same time to find sexual fulfillment as a loved one and
mother…she will free herself from the parental home, from her
mother's hold, she will open up her future, not by active conquest but
by delivering herself up, passive and docile, into the hands of a new
master (328).
As can be seen from this concept, Dewey Dell's transgression costs her honor.
She is both anti-virgin and pregnant and society would never accept her to be
one of them. Dewey Dell does not seem to be ashamed or sorry for this
violation but lost and sad. She sympathizes with her lover and justifies his
action as another "lonely" person. Both Addie and her daughter Dewey Dell
resent the roles that are expected from them in society. Dewey Dell, like her
mother, is unable to find a successful model of a husband and is thus exploited
and victimized by all men in her life. Because her father, Anse Bundren, is
selfish and cruel while being perceived as caring and honest, the narrator mocks
the image of the father. He cares about his money more than educating his
children when they are young. He uses everyone to help him to go through
different occasions. He is not an example to look up to for Dewey Dell. He
even takes her money to buy new teeth without noticing the trouble that his only
daughter faces. She rebels against him, her brothers and everyone to find the
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meaning of life. She is deeply traumatized by her inner loneliness, and excuses
everyone for his action. She believes Lafe when tells her to get an abortion in
Jefferson and believes her father and lets him take her money. She is seen
tormented between men who cannot help her. Since Addie Bundren and Dewey
Dell stand against society, they both live miserably and will die tragically. They
have been traumatized and victimized by society, and as a result, they reflect the
loss of these values.
As a depressed female character, Dewey Dell wants to know more about
herself. She does not want to stop her life from moving. She does not want to
live only to serve her family members but to know the real value of herself. She
dares to experience what is taboo in her society and forbidden. She does not use
sophisticated language because she is not an educated woman, but she expresses
herself clearly in her chapter. She puts herself in danger to know herself and and
what is the meaning of a partner. She needs a family of her own because she is
neglected by other members of her family and her parts show her inner thoughts
expressed by words.
Dewy Dell later tries to understand and even justifies her lover, “I would
let him come in between me and Lafe….. He doesn’t even know it”. (59) She is
well aware that she admires Lafe and has feelings for him. When a woman has a
feeling for a man, she is ready to give him everything he desires. The narrator
satirizes the gap that the family has without giving this teenager a tool to handle
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society. He also satirizes the teenagers’ naivety in believing words of love and
passion. Dewey Dell is ready to experience and know her body through him.
She loves Lafe and justifies his action, "he is alone too” so she feels him and he
is alone in this world just like her. Both can feel the significance of themselves
through their bodies. She wants to keep the child between her and Lafe as she
expressed at the beginning of the paragraph. She refuses to help him because
she is aware of his predicament and makes excuses, but she is satirically
portrayed as weak and bad. She never asks him to marry her and saves that child
and even none of her brothers. They are only waiting to see what is going to
happen to them all without thinking of solutions. Dewey Dell is the only one
responsible for the child, and she knows that in a patriarchal society, that child
will be cursed and that no one will accept him, so she wants to get rid of him.
Dewey Dell never feels worried about herself or her reputation but always
caring about Lafe’s safety and even if her father might know. Her relationship is
neither a sexual awakening nor a pleasurable fantasy. It is really about
discovering the meaning of their lives and moving on.
The sexuality of female characters in Faulkner’s The Sound and the Fury
and As I Lay Dying, Ghada and Mona in Al Qundus find themselves conflicting
with the progress of their gender. Faulkner’s description of Caddy and her
daughter seems to agree that these female characters are seen breaking away
from the Southern Belle standard of the past. Furthermore, Alwan portrays
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Ghada and Mona as virtuous women who defy the Saudi standard, implying that
their societies are unprepared for a mentally and sexually independent woman
because their families and communities reject the personalities of these
rebellious characters, portraying them as victimizers rather than victims. The
narrators in these novels present different types of mothers as Caroline
Compson, to mock the weak and dependent standard of the old South. She
frequently tells her family “I know I aint nothing but a burden to you” (40),
Mona's mother is seen as peaceful and weak, unlike her daughter. "Faulkner
uses Caddy and Quentin’s exile to show how their progressive ways did not fit
into the outdated lifestyle of their family that Caroline Compson embodies as a
useless female… Faulkner has the men in his novel compare female
independence with immorality; both Caddy and Quentin are accused of being
promiscuous because they take control of their own bodies"(5).
Dewey Dell, unlike her brothers, experiences her femininity through
having sex to show her progressive nature and mocking of the old southern
values. Despite her shyness and shadowy personality, she dares to change her
life, even if it puts her in danger. She is curious to satisfy her wishes, to learn
more about the other, and she seeks compassion and satisfaction for the person
she loves. Her brothers on the other hand, never experience the natural desire
for sex and thus they are seen as good men. They are repulsive and asexual. She
is presented as a living human being but they are only machines who only work
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to have money and get everything done. Men are typically more bold and lustful
than women, as well as more controlling, and satirically, these female characters
take control of these men's lives, portraying them as bad figures. Sylvia Walby
explained in her book Theorizing Patriarchy the situation of patriarchy as:
I shall define patriarchy as a system of social structures and
practices in which men dominate, oppress and exploit women… in
the use of the term social structure is important here, since it
clearly implies a rejection of both biological determinism, and the
notion that every individual man is in a dominant position and
every woman in a subordinate one…patriarchy is composed of six
structures: the patriarchal mode of production, patriarchal relations
in paid work, patriarchal relations in the state, male violence,
patriarchal relations in sexuality, and patriarchal relations in
cultural institutions"(214).
Although men in these novels are shown to be fragile and inhuman, lacking
desires due to their angry and frustrated nature. They do not show any passion
or affection. They are doomed by the material world. They are more concerned
with the material world that provides them with a lot of benefits rather than with
other people's feelings or emotions. All of them are devoid of feelings, which is
why Dewey Dell, like her mother, seeks companionship from variety of sources.
Both females are aware that these men can cause them problems, but they find
these men to be friendly human beings who can fill their emptiness and
loneliness. As a passionate young girl, Dewey Dell even in her weakness,
observes others around her, “Cash’s sawing …like a dog outside the house,
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going back and forth…he said I worry more than you and I said. You don’t
know what worry is so I can't worry. I try to but I can't think long enough to
worry” (59). Here she is shown to be a strong independent woman even though
she is worried. Even though her brother is older than her, she is wiser than him.
She knows how to control her emotions in a dangerous situation. She is facing
hard times but seems to be cold and stable. She cannot be concerned about her
pregnancy because she is aware of the circumstances; instead, she seeks
solutions, even though they put her life in danger. Her words and actions
demonstrate her maturity and understanding, despite her portrayal as a naive
southern young girl. She does not lose her nerve like her siblings, she does not
ask for help from others, she takes advantage of the opportunity to visit
Jefferson.
Another reading is Dewey Dell is a traumatized character58 who does not
feel anything, Dewey Dell repeats that she cannot feel worried many times “I
don’t know how to worry. I don’t know how to cry. I tried, but I cant.” (60)
“you don’t know what worry is I cant worry” (59) after her mother’s death,
Dewy Dell feels shocked, devastated, lost, and depressed to the extent she
cannot feel anything. She cannot act like other people because she is protected
by her mother and never leaves her to feel worried. She cannot express her
feeling of regret, anger, guilt, and annoyance. She is incapable of letting her
feelings guide her. She loses the interest of doing anything and her condition is
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hard. She suffers from major depression but at the same time, she thinks of a
solution. She knows the solution is in the hand of Lafe, but she never wants him
to marry her. Dewey Dell, on the other hand, goes through internal monologue,
“He could do everything for me. And he doesn’t know it. He is his guts and I
am my guts. And I am Lafe’s guts. That’s it. I don’t see why he didn’t stay in
town … he didn’t.” (60). She is a naive young southern girl, as this paragraph
describes. Lafe is a town boy and he is used to playing with other ladies. The
narrator satirizes this type of men who destroy the life of innocent young girls
and viewed by their community as bad girls. She cannot see that because she is
too young and inexperienced. He plays and fools her by his words and knows
her needs for a company and for this "he did not stay in the town"(226). He did
not stay in town because he knows that she is a source of trouble to him and
seeks another victim. He cannot stay in one place for long and jumps from one
woman to the other. Dewey Dell can not see him as a bad boy and sees herself
reflected in him. She sees her desires and aspirations and imagines that he has
the same thing or he might delude her to have the same thoughts so he can get
her. He does not want to get into trouble, and he does not want to marry a
country girl, so he gives her ten dollars and convinces her to have an abortion. 59
The only salvation for Dewey Dell is Lafe and she again mentions “he
could fix it all right, if he just would. And he doesn’t even know it. He could do
everything for me if he just knew it” (63) She keeps mentioning the same phrase
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repeatedly because she wants to make sure that there are two ideas in her mind
clashing with each other. The first idea is that he can “fix it” by getting married
“if he would”. However, he leaves the country and move to a city. The other
idea might be that “he doesn’t know it. He could do everything for me”(39) She
loves him and offers him an excuse to be absent from her life. She tries to see
this clashing ideas many times. He is far away from her and she threatens her
family's reputation by this pregnancy. Then she acts to get rid of that child
because she is not going to wait till that baby appears to her people. She does
not wait for him to save her, she acts but her heart still gives her justification of
his disappearing. Her mind tells her he can fix it but he did not come to do it, so
she decides to go ahead and fix it before anyone notices. Dewey Dell closes her
part by feeling lost and she repeats the part of worry. She is so depressed that
she is unable to express her emotions. This shows her weak side of not being
able to value the danger that she puts herself into.
In speaking of Dewey Dell, she seems to be quite and silent and she can
mirror Mona in Al Qudus. Both are teenagers and they are seventeen years old.
They both lack communication skills and speak their minds freely because they
are marginalized. They pursue men to fill the void felt by their loneliness and
hence are portrayed as bad and rebellious. Both seem to be compassionate,
lovely, naïve with their family members. Mona in Al Qudus cannot speak but
only Ghaleb speaks for her dreams, desires, troubles and despair. She never has
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a chapter for her own to express her trouble even her hate by her own words.
She is seen behind the veil as many Saudi women in the novel and only men
speak about their words and opinions. Dewey Dell, on the other hand, speaks
her mind, expresses her concern about pregnancy, has her own chapters, and
justifies her behavior, while Mona is a more shadowy character for whom the
narrator does not have a voice. Mona likes Dewey Dell since both seek wrong
men to find the purpose of their lives. Both feel lonely in their lives and they are
doomed by the laws and orders of their societies.
In this respect, Dewey Dell Cannot depend on Cash who cares only for his
carpenter, whereas Darl is obsessed with both his mother's and sister's affairs.
Even her father robs her of the money given to her by her lover Lafe to get an
abortion. No man in her life will support her without causing her more
problems. Mona feels the same way; she despises her father for not allowing her
to attend medical school and for not providing her with enough income. She
never likes Salman, the strictly religious brother, because he wants her to be
imprisoned in a room. She knows that her elder brother is neither helpful nor
reliable since he is busy with his affair with Ghada and his irresponsible acts.
Her father is another burden because he stops her from perusing her dreams to
be a doctor since it is not acceptable to work with mixed environment during
that time. Mona escapes from this hypercritical house but returns indifferent to
all. Dewey Dell is too weak to escape and she is used by other men for sex such
as the fake doctor MackGowan. She is easily fooled by men, so she prefers to
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stay safe with her troubles among her family members. Both girls are
overwhelmed by a sense of emptiness that contributes to anger and despair. Past
ideals are old and dead to them, so they revolt against them in order to discover
their true meaning.
In comparison to Caddy Compson, Alwan portrays Ghada in Al Qundus
as another rebellious Saudi female character who breaks the value of marriage
chastity while she is another victim in her society. Ghada rebels against the
hypocrisy of her society and, in this aspect, she has more masculine qualities
than Ghaleb. She rebels against the idea of blood and race that is believed in the
novel. She adores Ghaleb, but society forbids such a union because it is not fair
and proper in the eyes of their forefathers. Ghaleb belongs to a certain tribal
system in the south while she belongs to a certain bloodline in Hijaz. Ghaleb
can only marry a woman who belongs to certain well-known tribe system.
Ghada, on the other hand, can only marry from those families in Hijaz. The
narrator mocks this viewpoint because society victimizes both men and women
in this regard, and ties it to religion by recommending to “for your sperm since
race is tricky" and” a woman marries for four reasons, her wealth, her beauty,
her fine bloodline and finally her religion." It is society that makes them behave
negatively without understanding the meaning of "fine bloodline" in Islamic
terms.
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Alwan portrays the effect of this misogynist treatment of both men and
women from their culture. Bad qualities, immorality and hypocrisy will be
intensified due to this repression of the old values that create more victims.
People are moved more by their desires than by rational considerations, and as a
result, they revolt against customs and social norms because they do not want to
be a part of this society. It is ironic to witness female characters escape from the
house where they were raised at since the home does not provide them with love
and security.
Whereas, male characters immigrate or travel aboard to find a new
culture that is different from what they used to live in and satirically frozen in
the past. In Awlan’s novels, female characters are careless about embracing the
past but looking for a promising future. The narrator sympathizes with these
female characters and satirizes the negative view of society toward them by
drawing grotesque images of the consequences of these values that make the
reader angry and disgusted right away. The novelists play with emotions and
feeling to create fake images of these females to what they truly represent.
In speaking of images, Ghada, the protagonist in Al Qundus, portrays the
reality of metropolitan and cosmopolitan society because Alwan's fictional
female characters, including Ghada and Sofia, are modern and some are
westernized. Both Ghada and Mona, for instance, break all sorts of taboos to be
liberated. Being aware of women’s miseries and injustices, these women rebel
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against these forms of injustice that are seen as objects by their counterparts in
the patriarchal society. According to that social perspective, Ghada, the main
victim and the most absolute and striking example of the rebel, lacks that
honesty.
The rapid changes that occurred in Saudi Arabia, such as the wars in the
1980s and after the Gulf War, have provided Ghada with the opportunity to
travel alone and be free of the constraints imposed on her by her social class and
family. Ghada's sexuality is seen as bad since she is married in a very religious
community without looking at her real character as a weak human being. The
narrator satirically portrays her corrupted manner to represents all the lost
dreams and morals, the collapsing values and principles, a new image 60 of a
depressed generation seeking free will to choose. She escapes from something
in her life in order to gain something within her.
When Ghada travels to Riyadh to meet Ghaleb for the first time, she is
ironically challenging and mocking the values that are expected from her as a
woman in Saudi Arabia. She violates all the rules that are dearly respected by a
deeply religious community especially from a married woman. She is shown as
a fallen woman and never gains the reader sympathy due to her reckless and
rude behaviors. Her affair is satirically presented but her motives, her pain and
her past are hidden. The narrator satirizes this community because people
believe one side without listening to the other's side story. She is victimized by
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all and never seen her real identity, fears and pains. She stands for the satirical
image of a desired woman for any man but has never seen the ideal man for her.
A perfect woman, as society believes, is a fantasy, and she is viewed as such by
the narrator, who mocks the perfect image because it does not appear to be real
even in fiction. B. Friedan writes:
The image of woman that emerges from this big, pretty magazine is
young and frivolous, almost childlike; fluffy and female; passive; gaily
content in a world of bedroom and kitchen, sex, babies and home. The
magazine surely does not leave out sex; the only passion, the only pursuit,
the only goal has woman is permitted is the pursuit of a man. It is
crammed full of food, clothing, cosmetics, furniture, and the physical
bodies of young women, but where is the world of thought and ideas, the
life of the mind and spirit? In the magazine image, women do no work
except housework and work to keep their bodies beautiful and to get and
keep a man. (82)
Ghada, unlike any of Mohammad Alwan's other female characters, is thought to
be a revengeful spirit who seeks vengeance on society, but this has never been
discussed by critics. She is portrayed as a player, and only men justify her
treason and numerous affairs by adoring her body rather than looking at her true
motivations. The narrator, Ghaleb, alludes to this incident:
I understand that she has a new lover who adores her body to the extent
he cannot leave her body even after her long marriage life…. He looks
like her uncle whom she told me about and look like me too. Her
paternal uncle pretends one day when she was a teenager to teach her
how a man creates a baby in a womb but she taught him how a devil is
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created in a woman… he molested her when she was seventeen but
before this …she molested few relatives, she names them when she
was drunk at Milano…for this Ghada never been an innocent sheep.
She is a wolf playing with other wolves within her family (89).
This abusive and incestuous affair is slightly mentioned. Ghada is abused by her
uncle when she was a teenager and this continues to be with other relatives and
this happened to Caddy61.Society's respected values are violated by these people
and she becomes the main victim of these fake values. Ghada does not seem to
respect these values because these values do not protect her from her uncle and
relatives. After that incident, she does not seem to care about any value. She
meets Ghaleb in her twenties and truly loves him, but the social rules deprived
this love since it is not acceptable for both communities in the South and Hijaz.
The narrator, for this, satirically presents the harshness of society when its
laws demolish human's pain. Ghada suffers from this rape but her community
does not care and her action proves her lost spirit toward all men in her society
who stole her childhood and adulthood. Her sexual act is only an experience of
disillusionment because she never expresses love or passionate attachment to
any man neither Ghaleb nor Mohssen, her husband. Even her affair with Ghaleb
demonstrates her anger and loss but he does not notice it. Ghaleb for her is “a
friend with benefit."(85). She loves him in the beginning but when he acts as her
uncle, she disgraces the values that society's believed in him and her as a good
woman.
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As a matter of fact, before marrying Mohsen she loves him, but after her
marriage she does not love anyone because both represent hypocrisy of their
community. She never said the word love in the entire novel after the
mistreatment of Ghaleb in the annex room and never wants to marry Ghaleb
even though she has an opportunity when she was in America. He is seen as
others men and a loser who has no future. She never shows or even lost herself
in him. Simon De Beauvoir in the Second Sex explains this view that cannot be
seen in any of these novels understudy, thus Ghada:
She never met a man sufficiently superb for her to lose herself in
him…many young girls persist in following this dream in the world
of reality; they seek a man superior to all others in all things, one
with fortune and fame, the absolute Subject who through his love
will endow them with his splendor and essentiality. It idealizes their
love to give it not because he is a male but because he is that lofty
being."(346)
In this respect, Ghada knows that Ghaleb is broke but his father is wealthy and
cannot depend on him because he fails in doing many things. To marry him is
another failure to her and he is not the idealized love. Ironically, Ghada has a
power here, while Ghaleb is vulnerable and waiting to marry her, and she is
seen as having masculine characteristics as a result. He is not a successful man
and not the one she wants to have in her life but sees him as the rapist who feeds
her anger and only repeats the sad memories of the past. The narrator mocks the
idealized view that lovers hold, but later changes his mind due to a different
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value in their culture. Ghaleb mentions the canon that they have in their affair "
four major rules: we shouldn't love. We shouldn’t separate. We shouldn't
disagree on the meaning of the relationship. We shouldn't have any definition
for this relationship outside the way we think of it."(226) but forgets her words
that "she is a woman who deserves love and to be loved"(225). The narrator
mocks this form of relationship because it is purely animalistic, similar to what
she went through as a child. She stands for everything that is brutal and
corrupted in her society. She mocks the idealized chaste womanhood, the
religion that does not stop her relatives from raping her, the absence of parents
who should protect her from the enemy within the family and thus rebel against
all ideals in Saudi Arabia. Her bad identity as Ghada, the young molested
teenager, has come to be defined by the language and narrative surrounding
sexual activities in her past, while her valued identity as Ghada, married to a
diplomat in London, and her past and sexual acts are never mentioned in the
narrative.
Ghada's voice is selective and almost spoken about because she is
constrained by her culture for certain roles. She represents most females who
are silent and never heard by anyone and mainly those who are seen as immoral
or fallen without knowing the psychological violence they face by patriarchal
society. Even after marriage, she cannot change or control the influence of her
past but to move on as a successful woman with a very respectful career at the
Saudi embassy in London. Her past continues with Ghaleb to complicate her
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identity more than she thought. Her sexual past functions as a merciless modern
economy that has dehumanized her as a woman. Ghada's affair is forbidden and
she might be stoned to death during that time. 62 If she has a voice and speaks
about her experience, then the society will never accept her justification. The
narrator tries to protect her for being a silent woman. The narrator satirizes
society by stating that people kill anyone who opposes what they consider to be
idealized, even if that individual is good and can contribute to his or her society.
The past will be always a justification for any future mistake. Ghada has been
labeled as a sinful woman, and speaking about her sin in public may result in
more rejection than sympathy for her story. In comparison to her, Addie
Bundren is given a voice only after her death and for many critics is seen as
a disrespectful fallen woman without understanding her real suffering. Both
women face a threatening situation if they speak freely about their sin. Both
gain their power as silent women and never fully understand their true situations
and conflicts. Addie Bundren's struggle to regain control over her narrative
expressed mainly by her own conflict with Anse, the main representative of the
hypocrisy of her society, and other narratives and the way they represent her
story and her identity.
Similarly, Alwan’s fictional female characters are obscure and vague. He
does not allow them to speak their pain and suffering. They are silent and only
the narrators choose certain incidents and even control the way they express
their feelings, as a reflection of how society oppresses these female characters.
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These female characters are seen from one dimension, which is hard to see
them differently since they are only seen through the eyes of one
narrator. Alwan depicts Ghada in this way because she represents a
disillusionment of her situation and the victim of her society. From the
beginning of the novel, the narrator focuses on the reader's attention on Ghada’s
mixed feelings, her easy responses to his flirt but in the middle he shows how he
meets her:
I saw her through …I look at her body fully through it. It was red
hallows …but I was enough to wake up my desires… I wrote eight
pages of poetry and prose and different numbers and hide it inside
candy box…I ask Mona to give it to her...then she was playing with
my sister… I was not expecting anything… but I hooked Ghada with
my fishhook."(203)
It is during spring vacation when he meets her for the first time. It is the season
of spring that leads Ghada to love him and her desires are awakened. The
narrator is mocking people's view of love as only a season or a state then it
vanishes. People in Jeddah are not afraid to express love without any restriction.
People there are peaceful and opening their hearts and arms for love, which is
mentioned directly "love a general state"(204). They are not ashamed or feel shy
to show love as people in the South. Unlike people in other cities in Saudi
Arabia, couples can exchange love words freely.
From this, Ghada is presented in this manner because she is mocking the
values of her society and hence, is seen as a bad woman. Because the society is
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aggressive with her, she, in return, strives to be aggressive too. She goes back to
Ghaleb after marrying Mohsen because he does not represent what is idealized
about marriage and in this the narrator mocks this concept. She has different
choices in her life, she could leave Ghaleb after getting married, but she returns
and is portrayed with a grotesque attitude because society's hypocrisy is
grotesque as well. If Ghada leaves, then there will be nothing to wait for, it is
the end of everything and her message and rebellion means nothing. Isabel in
Mary Gordon’s Final Payments demonstrates this danger that Ghada puts
herself in as “It came to me that life was monstrous: what you loved you were
always in danger of losing. The greatest love meant only, finally, the greatest
danger. That was life; life was monstrous” (248).
Ghada's rebellion of the "monstrous life" will die and collapse if she
follows what is expected from her as a married woman and her story will never
be heard. She will repeat the old values and be submissive and lose what is truly
represents her as rebellious. She has several choices but she chooses the worst
decision which sheds light on her inner dilemma and lost.
Ghaleb’s parents exchange bad words without feeling ashamed or shy and
they never exchange love words. The narrator mocks this frozen image of
couples and even mocks the stereotype image of innocent girls when they trust a
man since they are seen as easy catch more than a true lover. He says "anyone
knows Jeddah, knows that during spring the sea gives tones of seeds that people
breathe and doesn’t see. Love becomes a general state on the street and hearts
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are ready for it"(203).The narrator derides how society sees people's hearts and
considers it purely for passing desires rather than homes. Ghaleb considers
Ghada as easy just like the way he is trained by society. The narrator mocks the
way describing her as being moved by her desires during that season because
she does not consider this relationship a desire that lasts for twenty years. Later,
when she visited Riyadh and "came to my room (175), and when she visited
him when "she was married and he had a car accident"(59), it was easy to start
this affair, and the relationship lasted for twenty years. He even says "her easy
nature because she responds to me quickly (204) without seeing her real love to
him but to her he is jobless and unsuccessful to sacrifice her life for a
threatening future.
The narrator mocks this view of society toward innocent girls and even
mocks the immaturity of these young ladies who are not educated to face the
dilemma of relationships. Young women are naïve and do not have enough
tools to face the harshness of their society and become objects. Sarah Appleton
Aguiar in her book, The Bitch is Back: Wicked Women in Literature explains
this view "According to Jungian archetypal criticism, then, the bitch is the
female who is dominated by animus. As Ibry Theriot recognizes:
The result is a woman who cannot be secure in her role as a
woman, primarily because she is controlled by forces that are
alien to that role. And this woman is the bitch archetype.
Usually, she is first characterized in literature by an insatiable
thirst for material security. In order to achieve this material
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security, she represses her role as a woman and becomes
aggressive in a masculine manner. Consequently, she is often
portrayed in literature as the manipulating, domineering,
scheming woman who will try anything to get what she thinks
she needs to be secure (121).
Ghada is not a bad girl as the narrator describes her, she has a dream of a
romantic relationship with Ghaleb. She expects him to treat her differently. She
dreams like all teenagers of the Prince Charming who will make her happy and
make her laugh. Women expect an ideal man, a masculine figure, a strong hero,
namely the Prince Charming. His identity is not of any importance to her
because he is going to save her. Once she is saved, she belongs to him as
property and finally both fall in love with each other and live happily ever after.
In modern novels, all these qualities are removed and once he is a man then this
is enough. There are not any heroic deeds that he should do or even any
masculine figures. The importance of male existence is questioned by these
female characters. Ghada, for example, wants Ghaleb to be different from the
other men in her life, and she notices this when he sends her chocolate and
poems. For her, this is a romantic act but to him, this is a hook to haunt her.
Simone De Beauvoir explains a girl's expectation from the imaginary man
"The girl since childhood and whether she intends to stay or go beyond the
bounds of femininity, has looked to the male for fulfillment and escape…he is
the liberator; he is rich and powerful, he holds the keys to happiness, he is
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Prince Charming (327).The narrator mocks fantasy and expectation because
they lead to a false sense of reality. In this stage, Ghaleb realizes the fantasy she
has in her head, which is not the same as her reality with her family. He is the
liberator and the one who holds the keys of her happiness. She travels to Riyadh
after spending long hours on the phone with him because she admires him for
being unique and a true gentleman. Ghaleb describes the first time Ghada meets
him in his secretive room:
Ghada was here. Her imagination was full about the location that I
sit at…when she visited Riyadh. She decided to come from Jeddah
to see the place that she hoped to be for love and life ( my stress)
before it fell from her mind …I asked her to enter my place for the
first time… She sat away from me resisting an urgent cry…She
was mad and only anger that fill the space because I surprised her
with cheap seduction. I convinced her that we will watch a movie
but I played pornography63, I thought she might jump on me like a
hungry cat immediately after seeing one scene …I wasn’t able to
seduce her as she desired…There is no preparation for a highly
romantic view as Ghada dreams of. (176)
This paragraph proves that Ghada is not a bad girl as he believes it to be.
Ghada's dreams began to crumble after that night, and she never speaks of
romance or "love and life" with Ghaleb again. He puts an end to that life, and
the narrator mocks Ghaleb's treatment of Ghada as a bad lover. She sacrifices
her life to live with him but because his society trained him not to trust this type
of relationship and views her as a bad woman. She becomes an object and
Ghaleb uses her to be an object just like the way he plays with the tape.
In Dangerous Relationships: Pornography, Misogyny, and Rape, Diana
Russel explains “the sex industry is an emblem of men's supremacy in this
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world, where mostly white middle-class men, try to maintain their power in the
world

by

degrading

women

through

the

using

and

making

of

pornography"(176). The man who represents everything beautiful and romantic
turn out to be just like other men in Ghada’s life because they all need her body
to satisfy their needs 64. Ghaleb humiliates Ghada in this sense and tries to show
his real power and this can be interpreted through Andrea Dworkin's " Against
the Male Flood: Censorship and Equality", Oxford Readings in Feminism:
Feminism and Pornography as she clarifies:
It is the power men have over women turned into sexual acts men do
to women because pornography is the power and the act. It is the
conditioning of erection and orgasm in men to the powerless of
women; inferiority, humiliation, pain, torment; to us as objects,
things, or commodities for use in sex as servants. It sexualizes
inequality and in doing so creates discrimination as a sex-based
practice (26).
As previously stated, the narrator sympathizes with Ghada because she sees
deception, lies, and hypocrisy in the people around her, and this can be seen
negatively throughout the novel. The narrator mocks this society because this is
exactly what is expected from a person who lives in such an environment and
Ghada is seen satisfying Ghaleb's lust and becomes an object more than a
human being. Ghada is a victim of her culture, and she is powerless to prevent
Ghaleb's disillusionment because she has been mistreated throughout her entire
life. She does not seem to be fully happy in her image as a married woman, she
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is only interested in Ghaleb since she does not replace him throughout her life.
Then, after twenty years, her relationship with him shows no signs of love or
affection, but rather more complexity and disillusionment. Her desires lessen
with Ghaleb after having four children and thus concentrates on establishing her
own family. Her rebellion does not end even when Ghaleb describes and sees
her as a fallen woman who stole his life at the end of the novel. She is only
absent from the text but no one knows what happened to her after returning to
London.
In "Faulkner's Women," Ilse Dusoir Lind praises Faulkner's "inclusion of
the biological," saying that his female characters are more developed because
they are given sexuality, something writers often refuse to do"(103). This is
relevant to Alwan's women, too. They are more developed and more successful
in approaching their goals even if some of these goals are not happily succeeded
as having a passionate husband. The view of who is good and who is bad in
both societies, which is never seen for men, is what makes these novels
misogynist towards women. Female characters are seen as good even if they are
naïve when they follow the traditions whereas breaking these biased traditions
then they are considered as bad ones.
Both Faulkner and Alwan focus on society’s attention toward female
characters' sexuality which hints at moral judgment, which is never seen for
men. Both are sympathetic with their characters’ immorality, desires, and ethics.
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For instance, Ghaleb in Al Gundus seeks different "search for girls to cure
masculine's desire for the haunt."(48), "a very funny receptionist...who might be
hungry and lonely."(73), "I slept with a woman…she's double size than me with
red hair."(162), "most men knew the story of the corner and its shameful
history."(171), and "I seduce a servant here twice…have random sex with a
beggar"(173). The narrator presents this satirical image of his childhood that is
shameful but leads to his dehumanized and victimized nature. He is immoral
during adulthood because society allows him to behave like that and consider it
manhood. He satirically presents the fake values of his parents and society.
When Ghaleb meets Ghada, he is satirically perplexed by the notion of
love and regards it as a negative because he does not show love or even show
that he is willing to stop his immoral act. He continues to live his life and his
only justification later on is linked to Ghada's love, "definitely I loved her, but I
didn’t know the type of love…I loved her easily … I loved her honestly when I
felt she loved me as much as I loved her, then seriously when I scratched her
heart at my room in Riyadh,...then I loved her madly….I loved her with
rage,…loved her with skepticism when she loved me less.."(205). The reader
sympathizes with him even though he is immoral and when he decides to leave
Ghada he immediately portrays her as a fallen woman 65 because, in his society,
he can leave a woman when she is seen as a fallen woman. He can justify his
action by seeing her as impure and thus he can leave her without any regret. In
"From Whore to Heroine: Deconstructing the Myth of the Falling Woman and
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Redefining Female Sexuality in Contemporary Popular Fiction" Surapeepan
Chatraporn defines the concept of:
The fallen woman is depicted as a self-conscious and heroic figure. The
fallen woman, traditionally a secondary character who is considered a
threat to the virtuous heroine, emerges as a central or major character and
embodies a revolutionary power that both conquers and heals the
community to which she belongs. Furthermore, female identity is more
often than not represented through the merging of the fallen woman and
the modern woman. (31)
The narrator knows the right time to describe her as a fallen woman to heal
himself and even the reader is disgusted with this relationship. It is like a
sudden awakening to name her and see her as a fallen woman and also force the
reader to see her as he does because this is the power of the society that imposes
its rules on human beings. He describes the last night, "she was in the bathroom
…then she came out wearing black leather pants ….as prostitutes…she looks
like a Persian cat stuffed in a very long shoe"(297). Ghada then lost the image
of the body that Ghaleb was looking for because he, too, believes in a body
fantasy.
For this "in the traditional narrative that associates the sexually
transgressive woman or the ruined body with the ruined narrative, the fallen
woman is generally created a secondary character who represents the threat of
“ruin” to the heroine, the main character." (34-Chatraporn). This also shows the
satirical image of seeing women as undesirable after losing youth, "The female
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body is a medium of a culture where a woman faces pressures to meet certain
ideals of beauty in society." (Gimlin, 2002) Therefore, in Body Work: The
Social Construction of Women’s Body Image, Sylvia Blood clarifies "a woman's
body is not just perceived as an object but also is expected to undergo “constant
self-surveillance and disciplinary practices” in the pursuit of the "perfect"
body"(38). The feminist in The Frailty Myth: Women approaching Physical
Equality Andrea Dworkin demonstrates that “beauty is a cultural practice which
is time-wasting, expensive and painful to one's self-esteem.”(6). In Beauty &
Misogyny: Harmful Cultural Practices in the West Sheila Jeffreys criticizes the
misogynic view of women since they cannot meet the "fulfill the ideal feminine
beauty" (34). In Young Women and the Body: A Feminist Sociology, Liz Frost
comments "Within the consumer culture, the female body is not just a vehicle of
pleasure and desire but also is believed to have a higher exchange value when it
“approximates to the idealized image” of youth and beauty."(42)
For this reason, Ghaleb has imagined Ghada to be beautiful since she was a
teenager, but she no longer is. He is addicted to watching pornography with his
friends, and the narrator mocks the image of a woman that young people have.
He satirizes the image they project from videos and even the way they converse
during their gathering. These women on the videos, TV, magazines are not real
and even they cannot continue to look young after twenty years. Ghaleb is seen
following the same rule that he dislikes about his community. He criticizes her
body because he used to glorify this body more than her. She is presented as an
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object expired after the 40s. When her body loses its beauty strength, Ghaleb
and his community know her place as a fallen woman. Society forgives a man
for his mistake but satirically a woman cannot be forgiven. This is another
image that the narrator wants to criticize about equal forgiveness for both sexes.
For male characters and society, the body is the most precious thing, so these
women use it to subvert these ideals.
Mona, the Saudi rebellious character, can be seen as the second rebellious
character in Al Qundus. She is portrayed by the narrator as a rebellious
adolescent. She is different, "Mona she doesn’t cover her shoulder at a family
gathering and polishes her nail the whole month which hints she doesn’t
pray"(144). This reveals that she, as a religious girl, is opposite to her sister
Nora who follows traditions and order. Since Nora lacks beauty 66, she cannot
get married at a young age. The narrator satirically presents her situation as a
victim of the novel's society. Alwan and Faulkner, who also satirize the
societies' view of women, do not follow their natural desires. Spinsters and
young widows are neglected and seen with less respect and they only wait for
death as a savor. Sally Page comments on the belief that "sexuality naturally
fulfilled" is the "source of the survival of mankind," and results in new life, and
"tranquility and moral order." On the other hand, "sexual perversity is equal to
the perversion of life" (134). Mona sees this terrible situation at home when her
sister gets married after 30s and her aunt Fatimah, the young widow, cannot
find another chance of getting married. She witnesses this horrible situation of
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women in her society as the youngest member of the family. She presents a
weak rebellious act against her family at the beginning. Her brother describes
her saying "Mona burns men as if they are lost butterflies."(42) She is beautiful,
young, and smarter than her elder sister Nora. The narrator describes her:
"Mona looks like her mother's shape…that’s my maternal side- she said. It's a
beautiful shape though and Mona is beautiful too. She is in a battle too like her
mother, but no one fights in it. Or she might feel bored from disappointed
knights who play with her from a distance"(138). She is viewed as a sexually
active girl whose identity is linked to men more than to herself. She seeks men's
attention and burns them to feel alive. Nora, her elder sister who is not
beautiful, receives few proposals offers and thus suffers silently. She does not
want to be called a spinster more than a married woman.
As a matter of fact, Nora sends a man to meet her father to marry her, but
her father doubts this relationship then this man escapes. The narrator mocks
society for denying a girl's right to marry someone she likes. Even after finding
a serious suitor who wants to marry her, the father refuses him. The former does
not agree to this relationship since the latter is unknown to him, as many others
in the society do. The narrator criticizes this law in Saudi society because it
might lead girls to escape with unworthy lovers or stay singles for the rest of
their lives under the protection of their families.
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Later, Nora tries to develop herself, learn many languages but fails, have
many development courses, and has a skillful CV on the Internet. She tries to
use her brain and show society around her that she is worthy to be loved. She
tries to convince society of her value that she is intelligent, but the narrator
shows that she only wants to get married since she is thirty-two. She even gets
married to someone who is not equal to her spirit, age, or dreams. He is just a
savor from staying at her father's house. Mona, on the other hand, witnesses her
sister's and aunt Fatimah's pain and refuses to live the same life, even though
she has received several offers and her parents have declined to marry her
before her elder sister marries. Ghaleb describes Mona's secretive side that he
says:
I knew that she has many dead lovers at her grave. One wrote her
name on the wall …next to our home and surrounded by a shape of
big heart…all her life she lives as an active desire in a small room.
She received two proposals by two men at the same time and both
my father and Shikha her mother refused because her elder sister
was not married yet…. Salman assumed that she is an unstable sin
that should be tied …Shikha assumed she has wasted energyreckless energy that doesn’t find a space to glorify. Nora assumed
she is an indiscipline beaver and doesn’t worry enough."(139)
As expected from any girl to feel shy or reluctant while seeing a strange man,
Mona does not feel shy or scared of other men who might ruin her reputation.
She is confident to tell any lover about her place because she is serious but none
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of them reaches her house for a real relationship. Ghaleb says about her one day
"At the corner of the sideway street a young lover stands for Mona. She called
him" did you see my home now? Ok, do you want to know my name…read the
name of the street!"(153) she guides the man to marry her, but they are not
serious with her and are seen as bad since she dares to call them and choose
them without being chosen. Mona has different dreams, she wants a good
education, to travel, to see the other but her father stops her. The narrator mocks
the view of a girl as only a housewife or an obedient daughter. Female
characters have different dreams to shine with them. Ghaleb tells about her
dreams and suffering:
At her aunt's funeral she hugged me and I hugged her longer…I
smell in her a smell of a family that I couldn't recognize ...she cried
and I did…Mona now is not a child. She is seventeen and she has
an awakened mind and heart …why does she stay on my shoulder?
Why do I feel dizzy and my handshakes? She told me she wants to
travel like other girls to Paris and Rome but my father refused it till
she gets married…she showed me her legs and she has an allergy
and the doctor told her that it's due to stress and depression…she
wants to study medicine but my father refused…she wants more
money because it's not enough. Her hand is full of heart drawings
and arrows by blue ink" (142).
Mona's inner feelings are revealed when Ghaleb embraces her after her aunt's
death when she is just seventeen years old. She sees her brothers having much
either authority as Salman or freedom as Ghaleb. Ghaleb can travel to different
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countries and Salman can use his father's money without being questioned. She
sees herself as inferior, fragile and weak. Her father aggressively mocks her
sister's criticism of her future husband and the way she looks. The father sees
her daughter old67 and this man is the only savor for her, so she is not allowed to
criticize him " the book is clear from its cover, Nora speaks to Ghaleb…my
father looks at her … you are the book which stays on the shelf till he comes
and takes you"(18). The father insults her severely by saying this. The narrator
mocks the father because she is incapable to choose a man to marry and is seen
as bad for him. According to society's rules, she must wait till her future
husband appears, and she must not look for him, otherwise she will be
considered lustful and evil. Saudi society in the novel has changed greatly, as a
result of the influx of wealth. "The novel has two main strands: the changes that
have thus been brought about: [24] and the problems still faced by women, even
in the age of women's education. There is no actual compulsion for a woman to
marry, but the influence of her family in persuading her that she should marry is
still extremely strong." Since she lacks beauty, her chances of getting married
are rare and she is seen as a burden. She is regarded as anxious and irritable
because she is that way, but she was not raised differently. She must be seen by
the mother's suitor first then if she accepts her, her son can marry.
According to Saudi culture in the novel, marriage arrangement deprives
many women of getting married and views them as bad. The narrator mocks the
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way society views women and blames others for a crime that they have no part
in it. Society prefers beautiful women more than less beautiful and when these
women who are unlucky to be beautiful try to search for a husband then
according to society's laws unknown men are strangers and not welcomed. They
are the victims of this society because it has many laws and women are
victimized by them. In the Second Sex, Simone De Beauvoir shows a similar
situation:
In certain middle-class circles, the young girl is still left incapable of
making a living; she can only remain as a parasite in her father's
home or take some menial position in the home of a stranger. Even
when she is more emancipated, she is led to prefer marriage to a
career because of the economic advantages held by men: she tends
to look for a husband who is above her status or who she hopes will
make a quicker greater success than she could (420).
Nora in this case prefers marriage even though she knows that a husband is the
only tool for her to see the other world. Ghaleb the narrator looks at his sister at
the airport with her husband and he seems to be confused. He looks at his
sister's legs to see if her walks change after her wedding night and it means his
sister is not a virgin. He cares about seeing her discovering her body more than
being happy with this new man. He even compares her to "a dry female
spider"(44) that kills her husband after the first night. He is sympathetic with the
man more than with his sister since she fights him thus, she is bad and has this
life. He satirically describes his family members as a beaver as the title of the
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novel. From the very beginning, he compares the beaver's physical appearance
to his female family members. Each one has a certain shape of mockery.
Women, on the other hand, have a physical mocking appearance and father and
brother have the reaction of the beaver. Ghaleb describes his family, "his teeth
(the beaver) looks like Nora's teeth before fixing them with braces… his back
reminds me of my sister Badriyah's back…as if she drags two women behind
her…when it tries to read my face and intention, it reminds me of my
mother"(5). He satirically compares it to a beaver but this family does not
function as a beaver family.
Mona, on the other hand, knows that she is lower and inferior to any man
because she is a woman. All men in her life treated her as inferior and thus she
seeks attention from other men-lovers. Mona's case can be seen In the Second
Sex, Simone De Beauvoir clarifies “The young girl can realize her vocation as a
passive object without feeling herself deeply alienated"(343). These women are
made to feel inferior and alienated by men who are victims of society. In
Alwan's novels, the father, brothers, uncles, and other members of society make
women despise their bodies, which they then use to judge others. Mona writes
letters to Ghaleb through letter techniques "she wrote colorful letters to me from
time to time"(142). She achieved what Hélène Cixous theorizes in “The Laugh
of the Medusa”: “by writing herself, the woman will return to the body which
has been more than confiscated from her, which has been turned into the
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uncanny stranger on display” (880). She is suppressed to represent herself
through words and letters help her to write for a while to her brother Ghaleb.
Therefore, these women rebel through this body and make society fear losing its
identity and control.
All Mona's dreams and suffering represent a teenager’s trouble. Simone
De Beauvoir explains the dilemma of a teenager, “She is already free of her
childish past, and the present seems but a time of transition; it contains no valid
aims, only occupations. Her youth is consumed in waiting, more or less
disguised. She is awaiting Man"(327). She has different desires; therefore/ as,
she wants to be successful and can plan her life. Since she lacks parental
affection, she rebels against it. She manages to escape from home, but she soon
returns. Ghaleb says about her " Mona rolls on the river, grass, and wood and
escaped from the house, she did everything that convinced my father it's my
mother's old curse that still follows him"(122). No one mentions how or with
whom she escapes, or when they find her. It was handled as if it were a minor
issue, even though it was a major concern at the time. She hazards her family's
reputation, and she might be killed or even imprisoned, but she seems to live her
life without any punishment. In this sense, the meaning of rebellion appears in
the life of the character. If she is abandoned from the text, her rebellion is
stronger and more threatening but she returns as if nothing happened. Fallen
women are always seen as worthy of punishment rather than males. In literature,
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male characters do not die or become alienated. Chatraporn explains the
situation of a modern rebel in different literary works as:
The questions of moral sexuality and feminine virtue haunted
women in fiction in the twentieth century as it had done in the
previous periods. The Great Gatsby by F. Scott Fitzgerald, Daisy
Miller by Henry James and The Awakening by Kate Chopin, all
portray fallen women who were chastised either through alienation
or rejection and finally met with death. Even though these women
were created to be modern female characters, they could neither
escape their fate nor break away from this long-running literary
tradition (26).
After her father’s death, Mona is seen at the court and she is late because she
orders coffee, "Shaikha and her daughters are late and the reason was obvious
since Mona holds her a cup of Starbucks coffee at her hand."(314). This shows
Mona's careless attitude towards her father’ death, the disrespect she has for her
family and mainly her father. Even when she revolts, she is not as strong as
Ghada or Caddy. She wants change thus shows her carelessness with the man
who represents the society.
Faulkner and Alwan's women are seen through their bodies by the
narrators more their actions. In the Sound and the Fury, there is only Mrs.
Composn who believes that she is a lady and cares for her body image. Caddy,
her daughter, is seen through her body that causes a crisis to her family
members. In As I Lay Dying, Addie Bundren is viewed through her body even
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though she is very successful in arranging her house and women feel jealous of
her cooking silks. Her Daughter Dewey Dell is also regarded as a very weak
teenager who is incapable of knowing her real feelings and lost within her own
words. Her attempt to have an abortion dooms to failure. Al Gundus discusses
many women and most of them use their bodies to move forward. They are
oppressed, which leads to the resistance and destruction of their societies' ideals
and beliefs.
Seeing women as a source of evil and trouble, they are the central
characters of these novels and the carrier of the burden of the next generation,
which is not true. Both novelists acknowledge the power of these female figures
and their importance in society not only as a secondary citizen, but as a crucial
central citizen. Faulkner in this sense seems to be more sympathetic than Alwan
because he allows these women to justify their actions even in inadequate
language. They weakly express their feelings. The reader can see their
surroundings since they are described by different narrators. The reader can
imagine this as a three-dimension story. Alwan, on the other hand, depicts these
women mercilessly by only one narrator in all his selected novels, as if
satirizing the novels' society, which they believe in based on the viewpoint of
one narrator in the story. The death of language and the emergence of modernity
were expressed in the novels. They communicate in a language that is never
stated in the text. According to Irigaray’s concept of patriarchal language,
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women’s language is unrepresentable because the category woman, as other,
remains “unimaginable” (85).
To conclude, these women are not happy with their marriage lives and they
feel frustrated. They work hard to establish a healthy relationship with their
husbands and their children, and they fight their husbands for being passive
about their inner dilemmas, but they get lost. They have pride, dignity but are
presented as a source of shameful reputation and hatred for people around them.
Faulkner and Alwan extol old ladies who represent the Southern ideals. But
they replace these ladies with young girls who represent the rapidly economic
change, the artificial qualities, and modern dilemma.
The characters that are analyzed in this chapter so far are Addie Bundren
and her daughter Dewey Dell who share the same responses and feelings as her
mother and Caddy Compson since their characters are developed more fully
than that of Ghada and Mona. These women have been described as sinful,
promiscuous, irresponsible, and immature to satirize the burden that society has
put them on and seen as victims of their societies. Faulkner's portrayal of
women is fully rounded female figures. In these novels, there is no self-blame
or regret. They control the text and are never portrayed as criminals, but victims
to the definitions of patriarchal society. Women lack adequate language, and
this provides the text with more positive attitudes. In her article, Joanna Russ
explains “What Can a Heroine Do? Or Why Women Can’t Write”: You will not
find women but images of women:
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Modest maidens, wicked temptresses, pretty school-marms,
beautiful bitches, faithful wives, and so on. They exist only with
the protagonist (who is male). Moreover, look at them carefully
and you will see that they don’t exist at all—at their best, they are
depictions of the social roles women are supposed to play and
often do play, but they are public roles and not the private
woman; at their worst, they are gorgeous Cloud cuckoo land
fantasies about what men want, hate, or fear (3).
Judith Bryant Wittenberg says that men and women are equally victimized in
Faulkner's novels: "male words may be the last words, and their viewpoints the
most prevalent in the Faulknerian universe, circumscribing the women and
limiting their options, but as the fiction makes clear at every level, men and
women alike are poor frail victims of being alive" (336). Using a feminist
approach helps to see how they portray characters, how they interact within the
text, how gender defines them while acting, and how society accepts and
defines their behaviors. Since they are stronger and have never been punished,
this viewpoint has shifted dramatically from the past to the period of these
novels. This reflects the historical change that women in the United States and
Saudi Arabia have undergone. Women's insignificance and injustice in the past
is linked to females' minor positions in literature. Women have changed and
developed as a result of their education and jobs. By studying these changes, it
is observed that the characters not only regain what they lost, but also they
renovate into the new figures that women desire to be. As a result, the next
chapter will deal with males' view of women. They are seen as lost,
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dehumanized and striped of their value as humans since they are the first victim
of their society. The changes happened silently and suddenly without any
warning and thus all men and women suffer to find a real value of a true image
of a new woman.
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Males characters view of women in the selected novels
The analysis and discussion in this chapter focus on male characters such
as Darl in As I Lay Dying, Quentin in The Sound and the Fury, Ghaleb in Al
Qundus, and finally Mutaz in Sofia, who demonstrate how society influenced
their satirical view of women and blamed them for their own failure as
presented in the previous chapters. This comes after introducing various styles
of satirical views of women as incompetent mothers and rebellious female
characters in previous chapters. There is a new emergence of creating a new
man who lost his own identity. Betty Friedan in her book The Feminine
Mystique, explains the emergence of this concept, she states:
The shocked recognition that this passive non-identity was “something
new in history” came, and only came, when it began to show up in the
boys. But the apathetic, dependent, infantile, purposeless being, who seems
so shockingly nonhuman when remarked as the emerging character of the
new American man, is strangely reminiscent of the familiar “feminine”
personality as defined by the mystique...What does it mean, this emergence
now in American boys as well as girls, of a personality arrested at the level
of infantile phantasy and passivity? (307)
Satirically, female characters in these novels are seen as destructive to men's
identities and never take men's pain but indifferent to their sufferings without
noticing that female characters are suffering as seen in the previous chapters. In
the essay, "Patriarchy and Inequality: Towards a Substantive Feminism", Mary
Beckert describes the role of women towards man's identity:
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A woman can be a trophy, symbolizing and signaling a man's success
against and to other men. Most men are far from the top of the patriarchal
hierarchy of control and power; women are important as consolation
prizes, giving men who have little someone over whom they have rights of
power and control. In patriarchy, women are expected to "take care of men
who have been damaged by other men." When men fail, as they must,
"women are also there to accept the blame and receive men's
disappointment, pain, and rage."(27)
These men, as mentioned before, have power in these selected novels, and as a
result, they are mocked and ridiculed because they are unable to use it.
However, they have feminine qualities since they are seen as passive and frail.
Ellen Annandale and Kate Hunt explain in the essay "Masculinity, Femininity
and Sex: an Exploration of their Relative contribution to explaining gender
differences in Health":
It has been proposed in the literature that positive 'masculine' effects might
be expected since 'masculine' characteristics are highly valued by society
and, consequently, individuals exhibiting 'masculine' type behaviour are
likely to receive more social reinforcement. It has also been argued that the
reason why 'androgynous' men and women might fare well in some analyses
is because of the salience of high 'masculinity'. Thus, while 'androgynous'
individuals are defined by virtue of high 'masculinity' and high 'femininity',
the contribution of 'femininity' may, in fact, be negligible (29).
According to this passage, these men in the novels are the first victims of both
their societies and cultures. By mocking their fake values and ideals, they keep
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holding them back causing them to become frozen in their past values. Beckert
continues:
Patriarchy is a social structure, not a conspiracy among men. It is not
always intentional; men need not intend to oppress women. Men too are
subject to the enormous pressures of a social system that creates paths of
least resistance consistent with patriarchy, such as going along with the
locker room chatter about babes. Men as well as women are damaged by
patriarchy. For example, masculine men are hurt when they learn to repress
emotions and to deny their needs for connection and intimacy in order to
avoid being punished as sissies and to maintain the control necessary to
protect themselves from other men. (30)
For this reason, The Sound and the Fury, for instance, deals with different men
and each symbolizes different social disorders but this research focuses on
Quentin. Compson’s family consists of three sons and one daughter. Benji, one
of the three sons, is an idiot who, ironically, has the ability to take the narrative.
The other sons Quentin and Jason represent the modern era of fragmentation
and sterility68. The father, who appears to be passionate, strong, and loving,
commits suicide after losing two of his children and most of his money, but this
is due to his passive wife's negligence as many critics believe. The father is seen
as vulnerable and unhappy in his life, in contrast to the masculine picture that
has been previously painted for him. In the essay, "Patriarchy and inequality:
Towards a Substantive Feminism", Mary Beckert continues to demonstrate the
importance of a woman in a man's life:
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Women play a number of important roles in patriarchal culture, though
those roles often vary with race, class, and other "differences." Perhaps
most basic is the use of women and femininity to define men and
masculinity. Men are men to the extent they are not women: masculine,
independent,

invulnerable,

tough,

strong,

aggressive,

powerful,

commanding, in control, rational, and non-emotional. "Real women" are
dependent, vulnerable, pliant, weak, supportive, nurturing, intuitive,
emotional, and empathic. "Real women" and "real men" are essentially
different in patriarchal Culture. (27)
In this sense, Faulkner questions the supremacy of the male world, which causes
women to be seen as behaving badly.

His male characters dominate the

narrative in an attempt to alleviate their fear of losing power and security but
they do not seem to be functioning positively. The family members of
Compson’s family are criticized by Merrill Skaggs in Axes: Willa Cather and
William Faulkner, by describing them as a component of “self-destructive
father, a self-absorbed and self-pitying mother, a fallen daughter, a vulnerable
younger female child, an idiot, a male suicide, and a greedy son mother values
most.”(59) In Becoming Faulkner: "The Art and Life of William Faulkner that
The Sound and the Fury (1929) and As I Lay Dying (1930)", Philip Weinstein
comments in his article about these families as they, “share an unwavering
attention to the devastating family dynamics.” Both novels depict the “helpless
dependency of children on their parents and the frustration that occurs when that
dependency is betrayed.”(62) Despite the fact that they live in the same home,
this family does not function as a close-knit family since they are unable to
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survive in the spirit of the modern family. This chapter demonstrates how male
characters interact with female characters and how society's strict rules add to
their problems. In "Manhood and American Literary History: An Overview with
Selected Bibliography of Masculinities and Men's Studies" Eijun Senaha
displays the suffering of the male characters during the twentieth century:
Twentieth-century literature continues to describe male suffering and
confusion, especially as the result of capitalist materialism and war. Its
protagonists become powerless, lost, and then insane as their identities are
shattered. Representative of these new feelings of male ambiguity are the
so-called anti-heroes of the lost generation… the fantasy of Victorian
manhood in the 20th century and create totally un-heroic protagonists to
present authorial anxieties…They are harmless, neurotic losers. (100)
The preceding paragraph shows the suffering that men experience at the age
stated in the novels. In The Transfiguration of Biography, Judith Wittenberg
claims that every member of the Compson’s family is in some degree either “a
victimized child or a betraying parent.”(76) The family hypocritically claims
that love unites this family but the narrative lacks love and compassion.
According to Melvin Backman, the Compson family is “besieged by
hypochondria, alcoholism, idiocy, suicide, promiscuity and the threat of incest”
due to the social disorders they experience, but the main reason for their fall
“rests upon the destruction of love” (30). Men in the novel lack love and
passion and they keep looking for distorted images of women to seek love that
they are both deprived of.
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In this regard, women are depicted with various derogatory images that
demolish the true female image that these men have in their minds. Caddy in
The Sound and the Fury, for instance, is the source of love and passion for her
brothers Quentin and Benji since they cannot find love from their parents.
Therefore, after growing up and having an affair before marriage, both dislike
her and question their own identities in comparison to hers. These men are
traumatized and victimized even when they are in their thirties.
Quentin, the first man to be analyzed in this chapter, appears to be stuck
in a family crisis despite being educated and sensible in handling situations. He
feels abandoned and deprived of the warmth of all female images that he craved
for whether it is a mother, a sister and even a lover. The narrator mocks the
image of a weak educated man who still lives the dream and fantasy of the old
South.
In this sense, Quentin lacks the mother’s image, and he expresses his
desperate desire to have a real mother, not just the sound of one by saying “if
I’d just had a mother so I could say Mother Mother” (109).This particular
sentence is very insightful to express the loss of the mother’s image that he tries
to preserve through pronouncing “Mother". He mentions his desire to say
“Mother" twice in his section, to stress the illusions that he lacks this image
while his mother tries to protect them and feels proud in educating him at
Harvard “Harvard my Harvard boy Harvard Harvard”(79). However, this is
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not seen as a sign of a good mother. In William Faulkner and the Faces of
Modernity, Jay Watson comments:
The bad-mother theme as stridently, and with such a sense of betrayal
…thinking of his own raising, he condemns Mrs. Compson as a
nonentity…he even fantasizes about being a mother, or more precisely
about not about being one, holding the paternal phallus at bay to prevent
the dysgenic conception of Caddy's seducer, Dalton Ames (80). These
associations reach a crescendo in Quentin's nightmarish image of the
maternal body as biological prison. (190)
Quentin seeks out another strong female figure capable of satisfying his love
desire, which he sees in his sister Caddy, to replace this image of a mother. She
is the novel's central character, the past and present face of love, the past and
present true face of a missing woman. Philip Weinstein describes Caddy's love
for her bothers as a “belated replacement of the missing mother” (89). She is
effective in instilling affection and passion in her family members, but they
want more than love; they want her to remain a child who never grows up, and
they want to govern her life according to their preferences.
As a result, Caddy is a victim of males’ power in her society because
once she exercises her femininity as finding a man who loves her to show him
her desire to be loved and tries to find love herself, she is misjudged by her
society and mainly by her family. Watson continues to express that “the
Compsons express concern that the family's claim to whiteness has been
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compromised. The behaviors of the girls in particular, first Caddy and then
Quentin, elicits racial doubts and suspicion."(191) then he continues to show the
struggle that male characters have to face due to female characters: "we begin to
sense the enormous social and racial pressure that falls on the daughters of the
elite (or once –elite) white families like the Compsons, the burden of
preserving, and embodying, the racial integrity of the family name." (191)
When Caddy climbs a pear tree to see her grandmother's funeral, her
brothers see her "muddy drawers," a picture that foreshadows the muddy future
they face as a result of this curious sister. This muddiness is linked to bodily
impurity and hints at the fall of the family and land. In "Means and Meaning in
William Faulkner’s The Sound and the Fury", Kontein Trinya analyzes the mud
image as "in the same context that we are told of her “muddy drawers,” .This is
said to have been the author’s obsessive image which was a foreshadowing of
her later corruptions. That, Disley, after this, calls her a devil during the said
period of her supposed state of “innocence," also stresses the point."(6)
In this respect, Caddy has a disobedient nature which is explained to
Quentin by his father. The father conveys his son a subtly different view that
women are never "pure" or "virgins" because these laws were established by
men, not women. He states that “men invented virginity not women.”(96)
Later he says “Women are never virgins. Purity is a negative state and therefore
contrary to nature. It's nature is hurting you not Caddy....On the instant when
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you come to realize that tragedy is second-hand"(143). According to this belief,
women are considered virtuous if they preserve their virginities and evil if they
lose them. Society labels certain values and deludes men to believe them. It
constructs these ideals to dominate people and make them slaves to them while
ignoring their thoughts and desires. It ruins their lives because they are obsessed
with these ideals and lose the real world. As a result, people are victimized by
these rules and live as ghosts; they do not collapse because of a woman, but
because of the laws that prevent them from living. It is not Caddy who makes
Quentin commits suicide but it is his beliefs and images, and society that pushes
him to stop living in the present. The father commits suicide due to the
corruption and negative lifestyle of the modern world. He is humanized by the
glorious ideals of the past that do not live in the present, not the guilt he feels
from his daughter.
Caddy,69 the sister that haunted the male characters' thoughts, is
satirically presented as immoral as seen in the previous chapter. However, the
society and everyone in her family members ignore the fact that she is a hard
worker who earns her own money. She is silenced in the text and wishes to be
seen as a little pure child, but they do not want to see her grow up, and she is
later seen to be financially responsible for her family and her daughter. Even
after twenty years, the narrator mocks the way culture and the narrative freeze
Caddy as a child. She is seen as an unsuccessful woman because she does not
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want to embody what is expected of her as a child. She is victimized by these
laws that are devoid of forgiveness. She refuses to be viewed as a bad sister.
She replies to her culture that her desire not to stay at home and doing nothing
for her society but taking risks through going out of the house. She views
ironically the concept of being a married woman who is marginalized for having
a successful career and, for this, is seen as a bad sister. Her brothers are afflicted
by their southern rituals, their father's views on women, and phony ideals that
do not fit with modern lifestyles. The narrator mocks these male characters'
views, ideals, and concepts that only lead them to destruction and loss.
The narrator satirizes the southern cultural values that lead their men to
incapability which is embodied in the retarded Benjy, the sterile Jason and the
suicidal case of Quentin. Quentin drowned himself to death, and a similar
picture can be found in the Waste Land, as water does not signify life but death.
In a Companion to Modernist Culture David Bradshaw and Kevin Dettmar
explain the image of water as "Just as water commonly figures life and fertility,
its absence in The Waste Land represents sterility and desolation. The
inhabitants fear life and so fear water."(330) Male characters suffer during that
age in these novels and Diane Price Herndl presents their situations in Invalid
Women: Figuring Feminine Illness in American Fiction and Culture:
"victimized (male) characters are obsessively created by early
twentieth-century men…the gloomily bruised modernist antiheroes
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churned out by the war suffer specifically from sexual wounds, as if,
having traveled literally and figuratively through no man’s land, all
have become not just no-men, nobodies, but not men, unmen”(180)
The South in these novels creates ghosted men who are frozen in the values of
the past. These men try to exercise their authority over both women and men in
the novels but they fail and thus abandon that. In these novels, societies oppose
the idea of women becoming powerful and autonomous, but the female
characters ridicule these old ideals that have held them back for years and
demonstrate that they are good and successful people as any man. For instance,
Caddy has never had a section of her own and never expresses her ideas about
life but she is seen progressing. The narrator never mocks her business or the
way she deals with money but she is a big supporter of her family to the extent
that her brother Jason is shocked and accuses her of being immoral. The
narrator satirizes the absence of love and the way society burdens people with
laws and orders.
In this respect, Yoknapatawpha County and Riyadh are the places where
men are confused with different and mixed feelings. Both share the same
prejudices of race, honor, and class and they are victimized by these values. In
The Image of Man: The Creation of Modern Masculinity, George Mosse
explains the meaning of honor: "Honor, in accordance, with the tradition of
chivalry, was attached to the individual himself, to his reputation, standing, and
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dignity. But the concept of honor also entailed in ideal manliness-to be called a
coward was the worst insult"(18).
Comparing Quentin’s situation to Ghaleb’s in Al Qundus, the second
male character in this chapter seems to suffer from the lack of female figures as
a good mother, a caring sister and a passionate lover. Ghaleb suffers during his
childhood from the absence of a mother due to his father's stubborn decision
that is mentioned in chapter one. For this, he is unable to see any good model
for mothering and even a good female figure. All female figures are seen as bad,
ruthless, careless, rebellious and finally destructive to males' identity. Ghaleb
wants to see Badriah, his older sister, as a substitute for his mother, but she fails
to offer him the love he needs. Then he finds that love and care in Mona, the
third youngest sister, but she tries to find a different love since she notices
different looks towards her. “Mona isn’t a child now. She's seventeen… why
does she lean her head on my shoulder? Why do I feel dizzy? Why do my hands
shakes?" (141). He does not know how to love her as a brother because he “tries
to experience how to be a good brother like those we watch on TV."(142).
Like many families in the novel, this family suffers from the absence of
love which means having an affair with the opposite sex. Then he continues to
have affairs with different women to fill the void in his life, but ironically, even
though he remains faithful to the untrustworthy married woman, Ghada. He is
seen as a decent man by the readers. From Ghaleb's point of view, Ghada is
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seen as the fruit that gives him the sweet taste of love when they are young but
later gives him the bitter taste of losing a true image of a female character when
they are in their forties. Ghaleb is involved in a family crisis, and to make
matters worse, his father never trusts him with anything. He keeps searching for
love and someone to depend on him to find his worth and identity70. He views
himself as playing the same role as his parents and once he rejects acting this
role, he feels empty and not growing. Betty Friedan explains this emptiness as:
There are two key methods of evading growth. One is “noncommitment”:
a man lives his life—school, job, marriage —“going through the motions
without ever being wholeheartedly committed to any actions.” He vaguely
experiences himself as “playing a role.”… Dependence on another person,
which is often mistaken for love. Such extremely intense and tenacious
attachments, however, lack all the essentials of genuine love— devotion,
intuitive understanding, and delight in the being of the other person in his
own right and in his own way. On the contrary, these attachments are
extremely possessive and tend to deprive the partner of a “life of his
own.”…The other person is needed not as someone to relate oneself to; he
is needed for filling out one’s inner emptiness, one’s nothingness. This
nothingness originally was only a phantasy, but with the persistent selfrepression it approaches the state of being actual. (311)
In this sense, Ghaleb tries to find his center and self through different female
centers and selves but ends up being lost and marginalized: “The repression of
genuine, spontaneous impulses leaves the person with a painful emotional
vacuousness, almost with a sense of nonexistence” (311). All of these female
characters progress, resist male domination in the name of love, evolve, and
find ways to thrive in the modern world, while these male characters do not
grow or develop for the future. They are trapped in their memories of the past
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and traumatized by the present. These women are seen positively since they are
able to empower themselves either by getting education or finding a job.
Women in this sense are strong and sensible and both novelists ridicule the old
values that portray women negatively.
In The

Sound

and

the Fury Faulkner

combines

the first-person

narration71 with the stream-of-consciousness techniques 72. The first-person
technique encourages the character to reveal himself/herself directly, whereas in
the stream of consciousness the narrator reveals the confusion and what is
beyond the character's ability to present logically. It presents his own thoughts
that are not controlled by either society or logic. Quentin tells Caddy in The
Sound and the Fury that:
Father will be dead in a year they say if he doesnt stop drinking and he
wont stop he cant stop since I since last summer and then they'll send
Benjy to Jackson I cant cry I cant even cry one minute she was standing in
the door the next minute he was pulling at her dress and bellowing his
voice hammered back and forth between the walls in waves and she
shrinking against the wall getting smaller and smaller with her white face
her eyes like thumbs dug into it until he pushed her out of the room his
voice hammering back and forth as though its own momentum would not
let it stop as though there were no place for it in silence bellowing. (4)
This passage shows the lack of punctuation that satirically mirrors Quentin's
confusion: the father, who is viewed as a good parent and the ideal source of
his wisdom, is drinking and threatening his life. On the other, hand
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the mother is seen a bad person who leads to a tragic family. Quentin’s section
of the novel can be seen as a conflict between two aspects of his mind: the
previous ideals that he grasps from society and father, and the modern thoughts
that clash with his belief and ideals. Quentin fails to control his thoughts and
everything comes to his mind. He says:
one minute she was standing there the next he was yelling and pulling at
her dress they went into the hall and up the stairs yelling and shoving at her
up the stairs to the bathroom door and stopped her back against the door
and her arm across her face yelling and trying to shove her into the
bathroom when she came in to supper T. P. was feeding him he started
again just whimpering at first until she touched him then he yelled ..."
(185)
Quentin's lack of power is shown, and the use of the past tense expresses his
inability to live in the present. The past tense dominates his section without any
hope or expectation from the present. Jean-Paul Sartre discusses the meaning of
the past in “On the Sound and the Fury: Time in the work of William Faulkner”.
He notes:
The past takes on a sort of super-reality; its contours are hard and clear،
unchangeable. The present, nameless and fleeting, is helpless before it. It
is full of gaps, and, through these gaps, things of the past, fixed,
motionless and silent as judges or glances, come to invade it. Faulkner's
monologues remind one of aeroplane trips full of air-pockets. At each
pocket, the hero's consciousness "sinks back into the past" and rises only
to sink back again. The present is not; it becomes. Everything was.”(80)
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Ironically Quentin's father gives him a watch of his grandfather that only
traumatizes Quentin to modern standard of time. He is haunted by past and its
values that burden him. Quentin's section73 presents a method that reveals
repressed fears and anxieties that suffocate him. Since he is a weak person, he
commits suicide due to his inability to cope with life, his obsession with his
sister's virginity, and finally the culture's pressure to clean his honor by killing
her lover. In his essay "Criticism in New Composition: Ulysses and The Sound
and the Fury" Michael Groden explains "As Quentin's day progresses, so does
his inability to live in and to focus his mind on present reality, and the passage
of time is accompanied by changing narrative techniques designed to reveal the
growing domination of the past over the present in Quentin's mind."(272)
Through Quentin's section, the novel depicts the stages of this loss men
undergo, as he becomes trapped in the past and dies there. In the novel, each son
satirically represents a stage of life. Quentin stands for the past, Benji for the
present and Jason for the future. The past is dead and the present is deformed by
Benj's narrative because there is no progress. Then the future is sterilized by
Jason's section that represents the machine age and dehumanization of humans.
Male characters in this chapter are immersed in their memories, Quentin,
Darl, Ghaleb, and Mutaz. They all spend large time and effort in recalling these
past events and memories. These events do not define the existence of
Faulkner's or Alwan's male characters alone but the entire era of their novels.
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According to these characters, the present does not exist and therefore no hope
for the future, which is similar to a wasteland. Past experiences are transparent
and secure in their minds, and the present is just a delusion of what they have
acquired in the past, so some are hallucinated, like Darl, and others commit
suicide, like Quentin, while others are sterilized, like Ghaleb and Mutaz in Al
Qundus and Jason in The Sound and the Fury. The present is not safe and
comforts the past so they cannot remember present events or conversations.
These characters are engulfed by the past and cannot move forward to the
present with new ideals and beliefs.
The story of The Sound and the Fury is narrated through the eyes
of Caddy’s three brothers, and not by Caddy herself. Satirically, the narrators
try to demolish her from the text as the society demolishes her before but she
remains the center of the narrative. Caddy reflects a different positive aspect for
each child: a supportive mother for her mentally handicapped brother Bnejy, a
nurturing sister and a badge of honor for Quentin, and finally, a reliable source
of financial support for Jason. Faulkner satirically portrays her as a victim of her
society but she never submits to these negative thoughts. Her brothers are the
ones who are more victimized and frozen by their society than her. She moves
on in her life but they preserve the past to live in the present without developing
it.
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Many white Southern men in the novels have refused to find new
identities that make them strong and violent. The old identity is based on
mastery, racism, and misogyny but they are weak and fragile to obtain new
values. Craig Thompson Friend hints to the evolution of Southern white
masculinity after the Civil War in his book, Southern Masculinity: Perspectives
on Manhood in the South since Reconstruction. He records a shift away from
the emphasis of honor through “mastery” of women and slaves to an emphasis
on honor through “aggressiveness ،sexuality, and physical force” in a society
where “competition became the means by which honor and power were
demonstrated (xv, xix).
Many of these men are victimized by these old values and still cling to the
old concept of masculinity because it seems to offer a mythological sense of
power and security. As it is seen in the novel, the American South's musicality
is linked to the idea of "honor" that can be either gained or defeated through
violence, bloodshed and mastery over the other. Many generations inherit this
concept but after their defeat and loss in the Civil War, this issue has become
problematic for white men since they are traumatized by deluding concepts. In
these novels, the South is portrayed as a white construction of masculinity that
is overcome by its own culture, resulting in traumatized and lost men. Betty
demonstrates the image that a character is creating for himself:
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For “self-realization” or “self-fulfillment” or “identity” does not come
from looking into a mirror in rapt contemplation of one’s own image.
Those who have most fully realized themselves, in a sense that can be
recognized by the human mind even though it cannot be clearly defined,
have done so in the service of a human purpose larger than themselves.
Men from varying disciplines have used different words for this
mysterious process from which comes the sense of self. The religious
mystics, the philosophers, Marx, Freud— all had different names for it:
man finds himself by losing himself; man is defined by his relation to the
means of production; the ego, the self, grows through understanding and
mastering reality—through work and love. (353)
The father in The Sound and the Fury is victimized by the old values and the
source of satire since he is seen as a good father who has the most negative
influence on his sons, particularly Quentin. He has a hidden role in deluding his
sons but only the mother is seen negative. He inherits these false concepts of
honor, patriotism, purity, and masculinity that cannot live to his present. He
satirically mocks men's view and futile desire to control women's sexuality but
ends up committing suicide due to many reasons but mainly his daughter’s
affairs. He questions the old identity of the South and calls it as “victory and
illusion of philosophers and fools” (76) and accusing men that “it was men
invented virginity not women” (78). He believes it is like "death: only a state in
which the others are left."(87) Furthermore, he prefers living that stage of death.
The father never expresses nostalgia but appears to be absurd and doubtful
about it. Even when he gives his father's watch to his son Quentin, he satirically
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mocks both the old Southern values that are represented by his father: " I give
you the mausoleum of all hope and desire" and then time " I give it to you not
that you may remember time, but that you might forget it now and then for a
moment and not spend all your breath trying to conquer it."(76). According to
him, these concepts deprive a man of living peacefully.
The past is seen passing through that watch to Quentin. This watch
witnesses all values of the past of different generations, which consequently
symbolizes living the past in the present. He passes not only the watch but even
the time and values of the past. Both Quentin and his father are trapped by their
own fathers' past and both have the same tragic ends. That watch satirically
symbolizes the fixed and unchanging nature of its beholder. Ironically, he says
"a mausoleum for hope and desire"(67) but he means failure and death. It
represents the pessimistic view of the future due to the socially, culturally,
economically and even politically rapid changes. The past becomes an illusion
and men and women are faced with a horrible death.
The narrator mocks the watch and all the values of the past. It symbolizes
the fake values of "people's codes of honor"(142), "victory"(76), and "hope"(67)
that men in the novels admire. Ironically, the father gives his son a visual
symbol that he carries with him and wants him to forget it. The father carries the
old watch that deludes him and passes it to his son who inherits the same
dilemma that the father has of the past. There is a sense of shame and disgrace
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of their past but both cannot cope with their present. The father says "the battles
is never won…not even fought"(76) to represent the change that men face in the
South. The old masculine values that they carry through generations have
deceived them. There is no pride, triumph, honor, or tales of bravery and
nobility to tell, and there is no hope.
Quentin, the Compson family's elder son, was raised and adopted the old
Southern values, so he is fascinated with the idea of honor. Caroline, his
mother, is a victim of the South, who is taught that a woman's role is to be a
"lady" and never grows up. She reflects much of her society’s expectations as a
dependent woman for a man's guardian. She is obsessed with the idea of honor
too like any Southern woman. She is mistreated as a selfish mother, as other
mothers depicted by Faulkner, since they have been socialized to believe that
they need protection and care. Instilling these principles in her children, they
satirically struggle to thrive in modern culture, except for Caddy, who is willing
to accept a/the new change that mocks old Southern ideals such as being a
dependent woman and never having her own company. Quentin is traumatized
when these values that he has absorbed since childhood do not function in his
society. His traumatized nature is seen through his memories when he speaks
with his father. These are presented as flashbacks rather than coherent
memories74. He continues to seek an identity that will allow him to ignore the
past, but he knows that he cannot "forget time," but can only "remember time"
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of the old South, which will lead to his destruction and suicide as a victim of
that South. He says “I give it to you not that you may remember time, but you
might forget it now."(67)
For this, Quentin cannot forget the values of the south that he inherits
from his parents. He is a victim of his society that links the honor of the family
to his sister's body. Adrienne Rich in her article, "Women and Honor: Some
Notes on Lying" discusses the concept of honor as:
Male honor also having to do with killing…male honor as something
needing to be avenged: hence, the duel. Women's honor, something
altogether else: virginity, chastity, fidelity to husband. Honesty in women
has not been considered important. We have been depicted as generically
whimsical, deceitful, subtle, and vacillating. And we have been rewarded
for lying.(412)
Without a doubt, he has seen his people feeling ashamed and humiliated as a
result of their daughters' unsuccessful upbringing as an asexual. He keeps
wondering to "forget" but ends up to "remember" these values that are projected
by the South. His conversation with his father signifies this struggle. The father
realizes that the South is the carrier of all rules that give its people sensible
reasons to judge others’ action. The South satirically gives men all the right to
exercise their sexual desires without being condemned75. It is ironically
shameful for men and boys to be virgin but it is an honor if it comes to their
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family members. He mocks this view of the South that hypocritically
contradicts itself with its ideals. They respect women's honor and purity in a
satirical way, but they satisfy their desires with other married women. They
need non-virgin women, mostly married women, who are honorable, pure, and
virgins at the same time. They have rules for women and the most valuable trait
is to be virgins. It is a lie and a tricky game these men use in the South to
manipulate their society with in order to protect themselves in the name of
honor. Quentin tells his father's words that present both of them as victims of
this South:
In the South you are ashamed of being a virgin. Boys. Men. They lie
about it. Because it means less to women, Father said. He said it was men
who invented virginity not women. Father said it’s like death: only a state
in which the others are left and I said, But to believe it doesn’t matter and
he said, That’s what’s so sad about anything: not only virginity. (78)
The father's words satirically describe the way men are being victimized and
obsessed with their ideals. Benjamin Kahan explains the issue of virginity in
Celibacies: American Modernism and Sexual Life, he states:
Quentin defends his promiscuous sister Caddy's virginity in an effort to
restore and revivify southern honor (a code that Quentin's father
continually disparages) after such "rapes" as Sherman's march and Dalton
Ames's liaisons. Without success, Quinten attempts to remove himself
from sexual economies tout court –"It's not having them (gentiles), It's
never to have had them." Quentin wonders why he cannot change places
with Caddy –"why couldn't it have been me and not her who is unvirgin?"
Here, Faulkner figures Quentin's virginity not as a force but an
ineffectuality. Quentin's father tells him, “women are never virgins"; this is
literary an unlivable proposition for Quentin, contributing to his suicide.
(12)
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Quentin mocks at the South that is shameful and laughs at a man for being a
virgin but at the same time appreciates and values the concept of virginity. If
these men appreciate virginity, then this might mean they have affairs with
married women. He mocks the concept of honor that teaches men to dishonor
other women for men's justification. This fake value deludes men to feel
"ashamed" if not doing it but "proud" once they are experiencing it. He
satirically mocks these inventions of men because they are not honorable men
and cannot trust their values. The father explains to his son that in the South,
sexuality is highly valued and only projected as right and wrong for women.
Men are not judged because it is a symbol of their masculinity and strength, but
ironically, it means nothing to women because they place high importance on
their own identity.
Quentin words show that women are smarter than men because they care
less about sexuality and focus on other things. Women recognize their true
values which is unrelated to their virginity. As a result, they did not invent
virginity honor, so it has no meaning for them, but it does for males in the
South. He satirically represents the sexual control of women through their
bodies that even every man fails and "defeats" to control. He mocks this concept
of controlling in the South that limits women to submit to their laws. He
sympathizes with women as being victims of this "ashamed" South. After
experiencing the old values that he was victimized by, the father realizes that
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the concept of "virginity" means nothing “to believe it doesn’t matter."(78)
Because it is another "illusion of philosophers and fools" because these values
make them sad and obsessed "That's so sad about anything: not only
virginity"(76-78). These men in the South are satirically the product of an
attachment to this culture that makes men victimized by their own values.
In contrast to Quentin's fascination with virginity, Mutaz in Sofia is the
most fascinated by the notion of virginity. He narrates:
On the 11th of October …Sofia decides not to die virgin, she wrote it
in her wishing list…she underlines it as an obligatory wish… not like
other wishes… She said: “death will not take it."…I don’t care about
these old neighbors whom they talk about everything, not the entire
people in the building, dead people don’t care about backbite of the
living... I will die, you will leave, let the world drowned in the sea
after us (37)
Sofia talks of old people first in this passage because they reflect old traditions
that she would rebel against, not only virginity. They still have these old ideals,
but they are frail and have weak echoes, so she rebels. Even if the entire
building knows, she seems unconcerned about it. She is unfamiliar to them, and
she prefers to be around strangers. Unlike Mutaz who travels away to rebel
against the old, Sofia is courageous when she rebels in public and in front of
these people. The narrator satirically mocks people who misjudge women
according to their virginity because it means nothing in comparison to their
identity. Women should be seen through their minds not their bodies and mainly
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through virginity because it confirms nothing. The narrator burlesques men
because they have created this and they consider it in their world as shame,
purity, and honor. People are obsessed with honor, and they forget about
people's true interests, which are stifled by values. Since this is not the time to
pass judgment on others, the narrator does not say if this action is right or
wrong, or what they have done. Instead, he lets everything be fragmented and
de-centered.
Moreover, the narrator even sympathizes with Sofia because she is
deprived of living a life as a human being and unprivileged in choosing the right
man. Sofia is victimized by her society, and she is unable to find the right man
with whom to share her life. When death comes, everything happens quickly
without any logical thinking. She cannot find a husband with whom she can
start a real family. The narrator hints to this by saying that many men died in
the war, that many immigrants, such as her brother, have been victimized, and
that many people do not trust life. As a result, she is unable to find a man with
whom she can share what remains in her life as Mutaz. The narrator alludes to
the crisis that Sofia's community suffers from. After the war, marriage
opportunities become increasingly scarce, but even if this happens, Sofia has the
option of living as a prostitute, but she chooses to live with dignity, despite the
fact that the narrator depicts her negatively after she loses her virginity. She
does not live with low standards and does not use her body to have money. She
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"has a job at the bank." (17) and lives peacefully till cancer threatens and shakes
all her values and beliefs. Sofia is not a bad woman but she needs love and
affection. She wants beauty and music to live more than her decaying body.
In a rather harsh pornographic view, the narrator uses a male voice to
describe the process of converting a woman from virgin to non-virgin. “She
realizes for the first time the meaning of not being fully controlled by the law of
the upper body."(47) This is not for Sofia but the narrator satirically mocks
viewing women trapped by their sexual bodies. Describing this type of
relationship, Mary Becker observes, "Sadistic pornography and much domestic
violence are more understandable when one considers how love, need, fear,
envy, hate, and resentment combine in the feelings of many men toward
women."(30) This is why so strict laws have been enacted for women since
once awakened; they cannot be controlled as previously thought. The narrator
mocks this perception of women because they are portrayed as bad and because
they are not enslaved to their desires as the men in these novels believed. Men,
such as Mutaz, value virginity and have a certain category for women when
they become active. This is the fear of men not women, which he condemns.
The narrator mocks Mutaz’s belief when he notes "I imagined turning her to a
full woman with wings. She was late before she reaches her full identity and full
existence. I felt that I made her a queen to her femininity, recharging her hungry
hormones system, her long starving desires that are incomplete!"(47) .The
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narrator mocks this male's belief that changes her to be different while she is the
same person with the same heart. He also mocks society because it makes Sofia
who is unable to choose a man and move on in her life. He mocks the idea that
men have in their minds when they break a woman's virginity as attackers or
conquerors, claiming that they have made a significant physical adjustment to
her, which is not the case. It is only Mutaz's view while Sofia's view is absent
because it means nothing to her. Her inner thoughts about this experience are
never mentioned or hinted at. She never cries or regrets, and has never been
seen as weak. It makes more meaning to men and that is why he speaks about it.
So Quentin and Mutaz have the same image about the virginity of women but
there is another aspect that holds Quentin's thoughts and leads to his loss rather
than his sister's promiscuity.
Another significant aspect of Quentin's character can be seen in his act of
keeping his grandfather's watch; he can’t ignore the concepts of the South such
as ‘honor,’ ‘virginity,’ and ‘shame,’ and replace them with ‘forgiveness,’
‘understanding,’ and ‘tolerance,’ because these values govern people, including
Quentin and Compson's family. They are a religious group as the principle
of forgiveness is stated in the Bible. However, people are blind to the true
meaning of forgiving others' mistakes. People in the South are victimized by its
values as they are raised to seek revenge once they are angered rather than
behaving peacefully and forgiving their enemies. The Southern culture in these
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novels fabricates many values, and men and women are victimized by them.
Quentin as he holds his grandfather’s watch is unable to embrace his father's
convictions since these values shape a man in the South.
A man in the South inherits and links the concepts of " honor", "pride",
"virginity" that identify a truly masculine and powerful man. The father appears
to contradict these masculine values but his son still embraces and sees that “it
does not matter" not to believe in these values. The father has a major role in
contradicting these values but satirically is seen as a good father. Unlike the
mother who is seen as bad since she tries to protect her children from each other
and the world around them. Simon Varey, as discussed in Chapter One,
comments on the same view that idealized honor, pride, prejudice and other
concepts. For him, they "do not work in a world that is dominated by corrupt
self-interest and desire for money. The novel was written during a phase of
capitalism (in the guise of limited democracy) that pushed corruption, selfinterest, and money into the limelight."(33)
What is recurrent in male's representation of women is the fragmentation
of logic more than an image of a woman. The novelists use the stream of
consciousness technique to elaborate the loss and fragmentation that these make
characters suffer from during the modern age. This age is the age of illusion and
terror and this is seen through these characters. It is the age of depression and
lost cause76. The age that men lost all values that used to be appreciated in the
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previous era. In his book Idea of the American South Michael O'Brien
summarizes this relation in a useful way: "By modernism I mean that shift in
sensibility that has been closely linked to, but not necessarily sympathetic with,
the process of modernization, the growth of industry, cities, secularization,
democratization, and a mass bureaucratic society.... Modernism is, in short, a
sensibility in dialectic with modernization."(xvii)
The third major character in this Chapter is Darl in As I Lay Dying. Many
critics view him as a misogynist toward his mother and sister due to his
treatment to them. In After the Great Divide: Modernism, Mass Culture, and
Postmodernism Andreas Huyssen comments "As I Lay Dying might be taken as
a kind of grotesque Agrarian fable, one that allegorizes a phase of lapsarian
southern history: the loss of the self-sufficient yeoman farmer to the growth of
large-scale, mechanized, agri-business, to greater opportunities in the towns, to
the homogenizations of mass culture and a consumer economy."(74). Even
more in Old South, New South Wright describes the new South:
The Bundren family, deprived of its wife and mother, struggles to
mobilize itself. Burdened by the dead past, which continues to exercise
its will ghoulishly over the present, the Bundrens momentarily lose
their balance. The family is threatened with disintegration: Along the
way, Addie disappears into a box, a river, and a hole in the ground;
Jewel disappears into the country-side; Vardaman runs off; Cash slips
under water; Dewey Dell vanishes into a basement; and Anse goes into
a house for a long time. Eventually, the forces of reintegration muster
themselves, but it is difficult not to read the story as a fable of social
upheaval, as I have suggested, with the modernization of the South
implied both in the Bundrens' move to town and in their centrifugal
impulses away from the broken forms of family and community."(83)
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More than seeing his mother as a bad one, Darl's father, Anse, is another cause
of his devastation and loss. He is portrayed as a good character, despite the fact
that he is not. 77. Anse Bundren is usually lazy and the main character of
sarcasm but he is seen as a good character who listens to his wife. Since he does
not cheat on his wife He says:" I have heard men cuss their luck, and right, for
they were sinful men. But I do not say it's a curse on me, because I have done
no wrong to be cussed by"(27). Nevertheless, he always insists on getting his
own way which leads to wrong decisions. Despite being a poor peasant, he is a
simple parody of a southern patriarchal plantation. He describes his wife:
“It was her wish,” pa says. “You got no affection nor gentleness for
her. You never had. We would be beholden to no man,” he says, “me
and her. We have never yet been, and she will rest quieter for
knowing it and that it was her own blood sawed out the boards and
drove the nails. She was ever one to clean up after herself.”(21)
The narrator derides the way he complains and praises the way Addie Bundren
thinks but he acts differently as if he is revenging her. Anse is seen as greedy
and foolish in criticizing Addie's way of using his money for teaching his sons.
He says, “Making me pay for Cash having to get them carpenter notions when if
it hadn’t been no road come there, he wouldn’t a got them."(30) Addie knows
how to teach her son a skill so he can be an active person in his society. Anse
views this as a mere waste of money. In this view, Addie is a bad wife who does
not help him to save money but to look after his children. He is a stingy person
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but more importantly a stupid one, too. However, this is not spoken about
directly by any narrator. Anse criticizes the way life changes from rural to
urban: "his eyes full of the land, because the land laid up-and-down ways then;
it wasn’t till that ere road come and switched the land around long ways and his
eyes still full of the land, that they begun to threaten me out of him, trying to
short-hand me with the law."(32) Anse sees his son Darl noticing the changes
that happened to their place. Likewise, He cannot accept the changes that
happened to their community. This new change threatens him and the new law:
"road come and switched the land around long ways". The family members go
through financial depression due to poverty, and the mother tries to defend them
rather than the father, but she is satirically portrayed as a bad person.
The novelists use male narrators to focus more on their emotional abuse
towards women rather than their physical abuse. Women are seen as evil,
debased, sexual objects, and more or less subhuman by these male characters.
Faulkner and Alwan draw attention to female characters' complexes, deep
analysis of gender relation, the changing roles of women and men of the third
millennium, which reflects the crisis of masculinity in the descending
patriarchal society in the novels. The novelists depict the cultural misogynist
treatment toward all men and women mainly through sexual issues. The male
narrators attack the physical appearance of female characters and their sexual
desires because of being involved in sexual matters. John Haffenden in his book
Novelists in Interview states that "people behave very strangely and yet go on
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being themselves”(6). Both novelists depict their characters from a male
perspective, write prevailingly about male protagonists, and express their pains.
Their female characters are recognizable and known as negative types rather
than genuine characters. The male characters in their novels remain single till
the end because they cannot place any positive female model to share their lives
with. This can be seen mainly in As I Lay Dying, the sound and the Fury by
Faulkner and Al Qundus and Sofia by Alwan. Women like Addie Bundren and
her daughter Dewey Dell Bundren, Caddy, Ghada, and Sofia are viewed as
victims, sexual objects, and manipulators in their cultures, but they are more
cunning than their oppressors even though they are portrayed negatively. They
manage to escape and rebel against the moral rules that are created by male
characters and their societies.

Similarly, male characters are portrayed negatively by Faulkner and
Alwan. They are seem to be weak, passive, caricatured or ridiculed. The
narrators gibe these characters because they marginalize the image of female
characters and accuse them of being a complete failure in their lives. These
male characters are villains due to their corrupted societies and they like to
exercise their villainous nature toward female characters. Male characters are
seen as lost and dehumanized as a result of the growth of female rights, the
invasion of female characters into business, and female education. The distorted
images of male characters reflect the dilemma and fear of losing control over
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these female characters and creating more evil female characters. The narrators’
comic or satirical purposes are served by these female characters.
For example, in as I Lay Dying Darl is seen practicing his emotional
misogynistic style toward women. He is incapable of speaking freely either to
his mother or sister. He only contacts them through his mind and vision. 78 There
is no dialogue between him and these female figures in his life. He cannot
accept women's changing position and status in society as it is seen as alienated
and limited. The novels under study graphically illustrate the link between
mental chaos and physical agony of both male and female characters.

Darl, on the other hand, is seen as a schizophrenic character who cannot
understand the laws and orders of his community. He is one of the victims of
this society that leads him to lose his logic of things. Michel Deville and John
K. Simon comment on Darl’s behavior by saying he "must be encompassed in
the frame of schizophrenia (1)", Darl is unable to absorb all the values that his
society cares about such as his sister's virginity and his mother's infidelity that
occurred many years ago. In Faulkner: The House Divided. In As I Lay Dying
Erich Sundquist defines that Darl’s insanity preceded his inability "to contain
his consciousness within the boundaries of sanity" (294). This can be seen in his
mental fragmentation which is described at the end of the novel. Other critics
who are interested in the effect of wars during the twentieth century, such as
Susan Scott Parish (2015) and William Branch (1977), observe that "Darl’s
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unbalance is mainly explained by his participation in the Great War, the
triggering event of his subsequent madness."(197). Darl's social, political and
religious values are not stable and he cannot find an excuse for any behavior
because these rules are believed to be true and stable but in reality, they are not.
In "The Ideology of Madness: The Rejected Artist vs. The Capitalist
Society in As I Lay Dying."Jared R. McSwain questions Darl’s madness that
society cannot see his sensitive soul:
society simply sees that he is "full of the land all the time" where "all" of
his "time" is spent merely "pondering about" on the "land" instead of
working to be "a good carpenter" or making "money" like his
brothers…society does not value his artistic perception, transcription, or
creativity, but simply sees that he is " pondering about" all the time
instead of working, and whatever work he could be doing as no blatant
connection to the obtaining of capital unlike directly making money or
perfecting a skill wherein he could obtain capital."(8)
In this respect, society focuses on criticizing the situation mainly "the construal
of the character’s alleged insanity against the socio-economic and political
background where the narration takes place, as a means of unveiling the
ideological and cultural variables that contribute to the portrayal of Darl as a
deviant figure."(9). In “The worry that you are yourself”: Darl’s unforgivable
neurodiversity in As I lay Dying” Neil Hallgarth, studies Darl as insane and
interprets his behavior as a neurodiverse character. Darl is not an insane
character but a close reading presents him as a traumatized character after
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participating in WWI. "He had a little spy-glass he got in France at the war."
(146) He is victimized by his environment and behaves violently towards all
women and men. Thus, for Darl Bundren what he envisions is reality that and
insisting on what to be is and is not. Questioning his identity, Darl observes,
I dont know what I am. I dont know if I am or not. Jewel knows he is,
because he does not know that he does not know whether he is or not.
He cannot empty himself for sleep because he is not what he is and he
is what he is not... since only the wind and the rain shape it only to
Jewel and me, that are not asleep. And since sleep is is-not and rain
and wind are was, it is not. Yet the wagon is, because when the wagon
is was, Addie Bundren will not be. And Jewel is, so Addie Bundren
must be... And so if I am not emptied yet, I am is. (63)
Darl cannot identify himself as anyone. He does not see himself as a living
human being. He tries to describe himself through Jewel, but fails, then through
his mother, but fails once more. Since he sees the positive chemistry between
his mother and his illegitimate brother, he does not try to connect his name to
his father, but rather to his mother and his illegitimate brother. His mother
makes him feel as if he can't feel like a man, but this isn't the case. Mary Becker
reflects this situation of emptiness when saying:
"For many men, women are links to the world of emotions, especially their
own. Such links are important because patriarchy teaches men to repress
their emotions and hide their vulnerabilities. "Men often look to women as
a way to ease their sense of emptiness, meaninglessness, and
disconnection. However, the patriarchal expectation that "real men" are
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autonomous and independent sets men up to both want and resent women
at the same time."(28)
Darl in this sense cannot see the reality of anyone or the real identity of his
family members. He cannot search for a woman to marry her and cannot
visualize or find love because he cannot identify himself with any woman
except his mother. He sees all women as immoral and unfaithful so he cannot
trust them. After returning from the battle, he is seen questioning everyone's
identity. Before that, he is a normal character and his father mentions that in the
beginning of the novel. Susan Scott Parish claims, "We consider that Darl was
sane before he was draft and sent to Europe" (73). For us this assumption is
supported by Anse saying that "Darl was alright at first, with the eyes full of the
land, because the land laid up-and down ways then. It wasn’t till that ere road
come and switched land" (22).
In this sense, Darl’s experiences can also be retrieved from Dewey Dell’s
account: “Darl …sits at the supper table with his eyes …filled with distance
beyond the land (17). This idea is emphasized and later on repeated by Dewey
Dell when she mentions that "the land runs out of Darl’s eyes" (69). From these
passages, it is clear that Darl is uninterested in people and their lives, but he
finds himself lost in the midst of them. The narrator satirically mocks the life
that he has before and causes more damage to his life. He mocks the life that he
spends after the war that makes him inhuman and exercise his power over
women. He is more influenced by the war and society's masculine rules than by
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female characters. It is the fighting, not the female characters, that renders him
inhuman. Women around him are unable to assist him in overcoming this
trauma because this is not their task, as it was previously assumed, and they
have been traumatized for many years. They are traumatized by war too when
they become only tools to men.
Another tragic event that affected Darl's soul is the death of his mother.
After losing his mother, he seems to remember the feeling of loss and witness
death again. This leads him to behave badly and aggressively. Darl seems to be
the most wounded character of them all, having participated in the war and
understanding the significance of death. When his mother denies his presence,
she is viewed negatively and has a greater negative impact on him than any
other factor: “Then I found I had Darl. …It was as though [Anse] had tricked
me.... But then I realized I was tricked by words older than Anse or love …and
my revenge would be that he would never know that I was taking revenge (99100). Darl is the only character who wants his mother's affection since he
polarizes his being on hers by not identifying his own. When he knows that she
rejects him once she had him, he is frustrated. He keeps questioning his own
identity through her and through Dewey Dell. His misogynistic treatment
toward his mother is due to his desire to acknowledge himself. Her death means
the death of his acknowledgement. For him, each one knows his identity “Jewel
is, so Addie Bundren must be” (47). Unlike Jewel, he is not loved, and thus he
doubts himself: “I dont know what I am. I dont know if I am or not” (46).
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Because his mother does not show any sign of love towards him, he believes
that he has no mother and tells others about it. According to Calvin Bedient,
"the created postulates the creator. But Darl maintains that he has no mother,
and the absence of the creator throws into doubt the reality of the created"
(268).
In Southern Literature and Literary Theory, Jefferson Humphries
comments: "Darl cannot deal with this. However, when he sees two backs in a
spy-glass picture of a woman and a pig, he thinks of an incest, much like the
two attendants. He knows what that is, and this is cause for his cosmic
laugh"(249). The novel begins when Bundren men are adults but they never
complain about their childhood. Darl's search for a solid identity explains his
weird character among his family. He is jealous of his younger brother Jewel
and keeps questioning his identity. He also questions his sister's affair without
words and she replies to him without words. Darl's monologues define his loss
and his need for identification, as he thinks, "I don’t know what I am. I don’t
know if I am or not” (76). Homer Pettey in the article, "Perception and
Destruction of Being in As I Lay Dying" explains:
Darl's desires to reconcile perceptions with existence, specially his
frustrated attempts to construct his world, while simultaneously destroying
Addie's influence over him. Darl figuratively places Addie with metaphors
of confinement, frames that serve as sites of death. As much as Darl wishes
to ground his existence upon his perceptions, invariably the disintegration
of representation –the disparity between word and word –negates not
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Addie's haunting presence, but his own being. Darl's madness, then is due
to an inability to recognize his own perceptions as a network of symbols
that do not convey reality, but displace it and negate it. Darl's modernist
tragedy of being is also the dark, destructive comedy of representation and
language. (27)
From this passage, Darl Bundren is the most complicated character in the novel.
It is his actions that reflect a mind that is thoughtful with its ins and outs and
every detail of life. The style is more complicated and the presentation is mostly
in poetic imagery. He is the character from which we get perspectives on other
characters that go right to the heart of that character. And these points of view
are often expressed with a keen eye for detail. Darl, on the other hand, presents
a negative image of his mother. They have a very problematic relationship since
Addie practically denies Darl’s existence but after having him, she never
ignores him.
Many critics attack Addie’s acknowledgement of him from the moment
he was born: “Then I found that I had Darl. At first I would not believe it”
(164). For this, many critics believe that he was not loved by Addie. Therefore,
Darl rejects her as his mother: “I cannot love my mother because I have no
mother,” (89). While the other children talk about Addie as ‘mother,’ he only
refers to her by her first name, ‘Addie,' and addresses her as ‘Addie Bundren.’
mainly after returning from the war. The tensions between these two characters
can be found throughout the novel, in Darl’s chapters as well as the one that is
narrated by Addie. The mother is seen protecting her children's identity rather
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than destroying them, but male characters perceive this strict action as a bad
mother, so he declares that he has no mother. He notices his brothers attempting
to come up with a new symbolic image for a mother. "Jewel’s mother is a
horse" because he cannot see anything that stands for a mother. He cannot even
compare her to an animal or an object because of his traumatic soul but after
burying her he is the only one who loses his mind.
The idea of deception and lying is linked to the female character more
than males in the novels. For instance, Addie Bundren is deceitful, as Darl
observes, and another female character in comparison to Addie is Sofia, is seen
as a liar by Mutaz. For their own sake, these female characters are seen lying
and denying reality. For instance, the narrator criticizes the view of women as
liars and mainly Sofia, "it is really surprising to see a woman lying, even though
they lie more than they think, they lie unconsciously."(59) Sofia has a bad
nature which is lying as seen by Mutaz. He describes Sofia as a liar: "This might
discover a truth or she's a skillful lair."(56) Mutaz notes that “I realized her fake
nature from first days but I don’t want her to stop lying. It's really astonishing to
see a woman lying, even though they lie more than they think, and they lie
unconsciously!"(59) He later tells her that he cannot believe 79 that she is still a
virgin in this age: "I told her that I don’t believe that a woman who is 29 years
old in a free society never been touched by a man. I hint out that I don’t believe
her stories that I'm the first man. She looked down for a while, then created
different stories about molestation during her childhood that make her hate men
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her entire life"(60). Sofia does not prove to be trustworthy in telling her story
because she keeps contradicting herself each night. She never tells her story in
her own words, instead relying on Mutaz the man to do so. Mutaz gives another
description of her as: "Sofia is a normal woman to the extent she is obliged to
lie to fill the gabs that she has…. She simply says to me: “ok darling, I lied to
you! It wasn’t like this but it was...” (61) The narrator believes that all women
lie and this is a part of their nature to lie and deceive. These women, according
to the narrator, lie in order to achieve their goals, which are mostly men.
The reason for all these lies is to get Mutaz and use his body. He says: "it
is impossible for any woman to pretend loving me from the first sight unless she
is seeking my body."(59) Sofia cannot fall in love immediately with him but she
spends a month texting and calling him. 80 She consents to her first sexual
encounter with him because she loves him, but he does not see this as a token of
affection: "I felt from the first online talks that she is an extremely passionate
woman."(73) This is how they met. He finds her daring because she is "a
woman who speaks without any restriction which amazed me, that put me in
front of a new female style."(75) Then she exposes her desires that he sees in
"her eyes light like Alziz's wife 81, then a river of desires blossom in her
veins."(72). To make her more playful and complex, she wishes "to get pregnant
"(72). Mutaz is terrified and has no idea who this woman is. But to see her as a
vengeful character who desires to "create another human parallels her death is
another playful desire…it is not a desire to taste everything before dying, it’s
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vengeful to leave life without experiencing anything in it."(79). Sofia appears
to be a dangerous woman who is not only looking for pleasure before dying but
having another one who saves and carries her name after her death. For this, she
is seen as bad in the eyes of Mutaz.
Dewey Dell in As I Lay Dying is another female character who is portrayed
as a liar and deceiver by a male character. Darl communicates with his sister
without using words; instead, he communicates with her through his eyes or his
mind:
I said to Dewey Dell: “You want her to die so you can get to town: is that
it?” She wouldn’t say what we both knew. “The reason you will not say it
is, when you say it, even to yourself, you will know it is true: is that it? But
you know it is true now. I can almost tell you the day when you knew it is
true. Why wont you say it, even to yourself?” She will not say it. She just
keeps on saying Are you going to tell pa? Are you going to kill him? “You
cannot believe it is true because you cannot believe that Dewey Dell,
Dewey Dell Bundren, could have such bad luck: is that it?” (34)
Darl is obsessed with his sister's affair but he never tries to help her. He tries to
attack her by reading her thoughts and he is angry when she denies at the
beginning but later she is terrified of her father who might kill her lover, Leaf.
He then attempts to read her thoughts as a victim, claiming that her family
members have bad luck and that she, too, is unlucky, but he is not convinced.
Darl is threatening her without finding solutions to her problems. He says her
name fully to remind her of her family that she links to "Bundren" because she
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is not alone in this shame and her family will suffer as well. For this purpose,
she seeks an abortion, even though it puts her life in jeopardy, in order to save
their lives. After Addie Bundren’s death, Darl sees his sister going to the
doctor's again, but she never tells him about her problems; he is the one who
deceives her because she is too young to comprehend the complexities of her
condition. Darl views his sister's situation:
She will go out where Peabody is…she looking at him, saying you could
do so much for me if you just would. If you just knew. I am I and you are
you and I know it and you dont know it and you could do so much for me
if you just would and if you just would then I could tell you and then
nobody would have to know it except you and me and Darl"(42)
Darl knows and feels his sister more than anyone in the family but deceives to
protect her and views her as the one who deceives the honor of the family. He is
aware that she is in distress, but she refuses to talk about it to anyone, even
herself. He though does not offer any help but keeps attacking her through his
mind game. He leaves her to suffer alone. She keeps repeating the same
sentence many times without any pause which reflects her traumatized situation
that has no end. In Faulkner and Women, Doreen Flower explains:
A number of male characters in Faulkner's novels undeniably exhibit
antifeminine sentiment ranging from mild consideration to overt
repugnance. In The Sound and the Fury Jason Comspon's feelings about
women are summarized in the unforgettable phrase "Once a bitch always a
bitch"; in this same novel Mr. Compson, from whom we might expect a
somewhat more librated attitude toward women, observes: "Women…have
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affinity for evil for supplying whatever the evil lacks in itself for drawing it
about them instinctively as you do bed-clothing in slumber"; in As I Lay
Dying Darl Bundren describes Dewy Dell's breasts as the "mammalian
ludicrosities which are the horizons and valleys of the earth""(144)
Darl uses these metaphors to express his sister's physical change. She is no
longer a child but a woman with an affair and a growing sense of shame.
Because he knows that his sister's body is controlled by another man, he feels
angry and helpless82.
When it comes to Bundren men and their sexual activities, they seem to be
asexual figures, which is a feminine quality. They have never loved or had an
affair with anyone. They just work and eat but they know what people in the
South do regarding the affairs. Darl and Cash speak about Jewel's unstable
health when he was working at night. Cash says, “he cleaned up forty acres of
new ground Quick laid out last spring. …working at night by lantern."(135). He
does it to earn money without his father's knowledge. Cash argues with Darl:
"Taint any girl,” Cash said. “It’s a married woman somewhere. Aint any
young girl got that much daring and staying power. That’s what I dont like
about it.”
“Why?” I said.
“She’ll be safer for him than a girl would. More judgment.”(132)
Cash thinks married women are an easy target for any sexual activity. Girls
must be more careful about their reputation since they are virgins. It seems that
married women have a bad reputation, and some people visit them at night.
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Since young girls lack the courage

and strength to face a bad

reputation, Darl asks his brother Cash for more information:
“You mean, the safe things are not always the best things?”
“Ay; best,” he said, fumbling again. “It aint the best things, the things that
are good for him.…… A young boy. A fellow kind of hates to
see.……wallowing in somebody else’s mire.……” that's what he was
trying to say"(97)
These married women in the passage are viewed negatively because they are
sexually active, while married men do not seem to violate this taboo, even if
they do, no one seems to notice. Women may not have the right to speak, but
they are seen as a safer choice. However, they never consider getting married,
which is also a safe option. In the article "Faulkner's "As I Lay Dying"", Robert
J. Kloss describes this view as:
Cash always more stable than Darl, he knows that the "safe things are not
always the best things," that is, he recognizes that the safest "thing" we all
once knew-mother-becomes, at some critical point, not the best thing for us,
because her loyalties are inevitably divided. She must provide sustenance to
her young and sexual satisfaction to her husband. As the young develop, they
must learn that she cannot also sexually satisfy them.(433)
The narrator mocks the life that they live because they are not good as others
and even they cannot trust women because they are not faithful wives. They are
transformed to be machines without any desires because women are not good.
So both brothers, Darl and Cash prefer to stay asexual. They suspects Jewel's
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affair with a married woman since he loses weights. After following Jewel, Darl
is relieved since his brother finds a work. This presents men in the novel as hard
workers who think of pursuing their dreams, since Jewel buys a horse with his
own money. So both brothers, Darl and Cash, tend to remain asexual, and they
keep looking after Jewel, knowing that he has lost weight not because he loves a
married woman, but because he has found another job.
Darl continues to talk about his mother's never-ending deception, and as a
result, he considers her and all female models in his life to be evil, despite the
fact that they are not. They talk about having an affair with a married woman,
which is similar to what his mother and later his sister did. Whitfield, the
preacher has an affair with a married woman, which is seen as a safe option by
many people, but he is never seen as a bad guy. Since she is married, the
preacher and even the mother are shielded from any negative reputation. The
preacher's affair is covered for both Addie and him. The mother is seen as a
poor woman because she never shares her feelings about her pains and
weaknesses. Darl recalls the events of that night as follows:
That night I found ma sitting beside the bed where he was sleeping, in the
dark. She cried hard, maybe because she had to cry so quiet; maybe
because she felt the same way about tears she did about deceit, hating
herself for doing it, hating him because she had to. And then I knew that I
knew. I knew that as plain on that day as I knew about Dewey Dell on that
day. (100)
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Darl expresses his jealousy of lacking any emotion from his mother. He keeps
spying and observing everyone in his family but never speaks to them about his
feelings and opinion. He expresses his misogynist feeling towards women
because they are unfaithful and untrustworthy. He knows about his sister's
pregnancy while his mother is alive but never tells anyone about it. For Jewel’s
secretive story, they think he has an affair with a married woman but it turns out
that he is just thinking of money and working hard during the nights for five
months to buy a horse. He has a very clear vision and target, this is why his
mother favors him because she can rely and depend on him. The brothers think
of an affair and its consequences. If he has an affair with a girl, they assume she
is married.
The narrator satirizes their view because their sister Dewey Dell is the
girl in the family who has an affair and never thinks of judgment as they do.
Cash says “Aint any young girl got that much daring and staying power."(97)
Dewey Dell, the young girl, has much daring and power to break that forbidden
rule without thinking of the concept of safety or ‘judgment’. The brothers
appear to focus on their lives and try to build something, while the women seem
to be only interested in sensual pleasures and are therefore seen as corrupted.
Addie Bundren and Dewey Dell are seen as fallen women because they do not
use their brains but bodies.
The narrator satirizes the view of women as fallen 83 because these men in
their lives push them to behave differently. Both female characters always seem
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to justify their reason by being "lonely" while they are surrounded by many men
who do not function as a family members. For this, men in the South and
mainly her brothers all seek work and try to establish something and even they
care for the ‘judgment’ of their community, while these female characters are
breaking these orders by following their hot desires. For this reason, Darl
expresses his disrespect to his mother when he tells Cash “I used to admire her,
but I downright respect her now.”(97). But his action and his madness, however,
does not represent his disrespect or even his hate.
However, the man who represents this religion, brother Whitfield
commits adultery with Addie Bundren but still, people respect him. He is a man
of God, but his words and those of others whom he practices do not make him
pure and straight. He is a man of God and people will never believe that he is a
hypocrite but Addie Bundren could be since she is a woman. He believes in the
seven deadly sins and with Addie Bundren, he views her differently from other
women: "after that summer at the camp meeting when Brother Whitfield
wrestled with her spirit, singled her out and strove with the vanity in her mortal
heart"(123). He sees her different and might be an easy target for his desires.
She is not like other women because she has a strong mind in questioning
everything and mainly not believing in God. He plants certain values for people
in the name of religion but never follows them while Addie never believes in
these fake values at all.
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The narrator's main argument here is the hypocrisy of religious people,
whom he mocks the most because they appear to be moral but are really the bad
ones. Whitfield, the religious man, damages this value of religious purity. He is
a fake ideal, which leads to more disillusionment and fragmentation of people.
He is the representative of religion that sends many young men to their death
that time in the name of patriotism. Religious men use the same words that lead
men to sacrifice their own lives for nothing. These religious men do not comfort
the new generation because they lead them to another war that only results in
death and more despair.
At the same time, Whitfield the religious man has his own words, too. He
pretends to be sad after hearing about Addie's death but in reality, he tries to
make sure that she did not tell anyone about his affair with her. He does not care
about her or his sin as he declares. He cares about his reputation as a religious
man in the countryside that might be ruined. He might lose his connections and
his respect. He pretends, in his chapter, that he fights Satan during the night
when he hears about Addie's death. As a narcissist and hypocrite he ends this
fight as "I emerged victorious"(131). He remembers his sin only when she dies
and confesses this sin. He says: "I saw the true light at last, and I fell on my
knees and confessed to God and asked His guidance and received it. “Rise,” He
said; “repair to that home in which you have put a living lie, among those
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people with whom you have outraged My Word; confess your sin aloud. It is for
them, for that deceived husband, to forgive you: not I.”(131).
The narrator disdains this trial that makes Whitfield the judge and the
criminal at the same time. He is free until he recognizes and confesses his sin.
Ironically, there is a voice whispering to him, asking him to ask the husband for
forgiveness. He only talks loudly to himself about the sin because he is a
coward. He only confesses this sin to himself and knows it is a "living lie". He
pretends to be ashamed and miserable for this sin but he is afraid of Addie's
confessing her sin to her family members at her deathbed. A person confesses
his/her sin before dying and seeking salvation at the last moment of his/her life.
He immediately shows his fear that he is fighting Satan during the night, “let me
not be too late; let not the tale of mine and her transgression come from her lips
instead of mine. She had sworn then that she would never tell it, but eternity is a
fearsome thing to face: have I not wrestled thigh to thigh with Satan myself? Let
me not have also the sin of her broken vow upon my soul. (131), He compares
Addie to Satan saying that he "wrestle thigh to thigh" because she seduces him
not the other way round. He does not want to be late because he wants to deny
his sin if she does, she promises him to keep her story till death and she keeps
her story with her. He ironically compares Addie to Satan in that he wrestles
thigh to thigh and victoriously wins over it.
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Later, the priest seems to lament the burden that he might have if Addie
breaks her vow because this is another sin to him. She accepts Satanic desires
and she might break her vow, which leads to more sins that he needs to purify:
"Let me not have also the sin of her broken vow upon my soul. Let not the
waters of Thy Mighty Wrath encompass me until I have cleansed my soul in the
presence of them whom I injured.”(131). He has seen the flood and the water,
and he has seen her in it. “I saw them averted at destruction’s final instant, and I
lifted my voice above the noise of the flood: “Praise to Thee, O Mighty Lord
and King. By this token, shall I cleanse my soul and gain again"(131). As a
criminal, who stays around his victim, Whitfield stays around them to know if
Addie breaks her vow to her family members.
As a religious man, Whitfield believes in words and only words that
purify humans. He tries to stand close to them to observe their reaction to him
because if they curse him, he knows that she has broken her vow. He keeps his
eye on his victim even after her death. He uses religious words to make them
believe that he is a pious person who cares about His missions on the universe.
Besides being a hypocrite, he is too coward to face both Anse and himself with
his sin. He speaks to Anse during his absence and asks for his forgiveness. He
manipulates others and even himself by his words. Even Addie who later does
not believe in words: I framed the words of my confession it was to Anse I
spoke them, even though he was not there."(132). Since her family likes her, he
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scorns Addie as a hateful and distrustful woman: "she lay surrounded by those
who loved and trusted her; mine the travail by water which I sustained by the
strength of His hand "(132). He mocks her because she has love and trust but
she deceives her family. He seems happy and relieved that she does not say
anything about him but this tells a lot about Addie. Although Addie does not
seem to be religious, she keeps her words and secrets till her death. She is a
trustworthy woman even though she has an affair with Whitfield. She makes a
mistake but tries to keep her house calm and stable.
In comparison to this, in Al Qundus, Ghaleb, who has an affair with a
married woman, seems to show the same spirit of Whitfield. At the end of the
endless affairs with different women, he does not seem to be sorry or confess
his sin. Instead, he blames Ghada for being seductive. He only begins to dislike
Ghada after seeing her as a fat 40-year-old woman. Since the memory of a
young, pretty, innocent girl is no longer alive, he is unable to pursue the old
image of her, and it is for this reason that he dislikes her in the end. He suddenly
knows that she is a sin to him and he misses many prayers and time he says:
"few minutes pass by while I was waiting and thinking. Ghada, my family,
Portland, my life, prayers, money."(165) He does not blame himself for the sin
but blames Ghada since she seduces him as" a friend with benefits"(85).
Ghada on the other hand, seems to be more and more discourteous like
Addie Bundren because she never expresses her regret or even asks for
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forgiveness. For this, they are overpowered by men in these novels. Ghada
moves on without thinking about God or even about things she misses in her
life. Unlike Addie Bundren, she continues her affairs with different men as
Ghaleb hints at when she takes her "prostitute lingerie "(297) with her. Even she
is the same woman who is seen earlier as a beautiful “gypsy dancer"(210). In
the novels, men seem to be sorry and seek the salvation of their sin, whereas
women seem to be careless about their sin and continue to seek more pleasure.
The narrator in Al Qunds describes women negatively in the family as" it
might explain the reason of many things such as the religious spirit that
Badriyah embraced after the 40s, Mona's elopement that destroys huge part of
the dam…it will justify Nora's changeable mind that will look logical and
understandable. "(39). Moreover, when his sister turns to be religious, she
becomes the worst person. He sees Badriyah as the wickedest character to be
religious and Ghada is the worst as being the free spirit. He recognizes that his
sister becomes religious after the age of 40s because he recognizes that his sister
becomes religious after the age of 40 to find another source of publicity, rather
than to support her community. She is lonely even among her big family and
being religious might help her to obtain a new respectable mask as he hints out.
She becomes for him another hypocrite who does not abide by the words that
she reads in religion. Religion is the escape to have a reputation and a status.
The narrator says “A woman in her 40s without history and future."(67) As if he
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is hinting that the only way to gain control and feel important in their society is
through religion.
Mona, on the other hand, the youngest sister of the family escapes 84 from
the house and is seen as a bad sister by Ghaleb. No one knows anything about
her but she loves seducing men as explained in Chapter Two. He even mocks
her by saying if she trusts him, he will make her run “as a hungry sheep"(139)
in the West. He will not stop her from doing anything shameful but will free her
in the US rather than protect her reputation and mainly his honor. Then he
mocks the changing mind, claiming that the people around are forcing her to act
in unusual ways. They press her to do everything, despite her lack of beauty, for
her to feel successful and anxious to marry as soon as possible.
It is objective to see Abu Ghaleb's character, a strict man who has no
emotion against women or anyone in his family, in order to understand his
sisters' behaviors. Becky describes “the values of power for men in patriarchy
as: Because this is its core, patriarchy values power, control, autonomy,
independence, toughness, invulnerability, strength, aggressiveness, rationality,
detachment (being non-emotional), and other traditionally masculine attributes
that have proven effective in the battle against other men."(38) His main focus
is accumulating money. He is seen most of the time calculating money rather
than spending time with his family. Therefore, he is seen as a successful man by
his people in the novel. He questions the way each member spends money
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especially women because they spend it on shopping. Women cannot be trusted
in terms of money and they become hungry for spending lavishly in any way.
The narrator describes the life after the sickness of his father: "my father
became sick … definitely Nora and Mona felt that my father ignored
questioning the way they spend money so they use it."(86) Male characters
always think of women as money spender and ignore the fact that they make
them this way. Male characters never try to invest money, so they never teach
female characters how to invest money or allow them to do so.
Ghaleb mentions the way his sister Badriyah tries to invest money then
fails because she does not understand numbers. As a result, she blames her
brother for losing it. "We bought stocks and lost most of it cause of the market.
She said I lost because I travelled a lot."(75) Women are seen as stupid while
dealing with money but they only know how to waste it. In comparison to this,
Ghada gives Ghaleb ideas on how to invest money, while she spends money
on clothes, which is lightly mentioned. She advises him to listen to her since she
is a woman. She says:
- If you have money invest it. It's enough, do you think you're young….
-no I'm not young. You're only young.
She ignored my sarcasm and continues:
-For instance, have a building that makes money. Have a small business
to have fun instead of unnecessary travels."(57)
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This conversation shows her desire to improve his life by guiding him but he
does not accept this advice. Ghada, on the other hand, is regarded as a sexually
active rather than a thinker. She is very concerned about her body because it is
the source of her strength. She is indeed a beautiful woman. She is seen through
her body in the novel more than her mind. Ghaleb describes her: "she definitely
adores her body…always used me to worship it and stopped me for a
distance...I showed her my admiration…till a river of desire came out…I used
to show her much love and admiration…till her body satisfied and her ears
reached her final ecstasy. "(88). According to the narrator, Ghada seems to use
Ghaleb only to satisfy her body because this troubles her. She is a married
woman but after a year she returns to him and uses both; her husband for
producing babies and financial security and Ghaleb for cooling her terrible
blood and expressing admiration of her body and beauty. In Pleasure under
Patriarch Catharine A. MacKinnon explains the idea of controlling women:
Male dominance is sexual. Meaning: men in particular, if not men alone,
sexualize hierarchy: gender is one.... The male sexual role ... centers on
aggressive intrusion on those with less power. Such acts of dominance are
experienced as sexually arousing, as sex itself. They therefore are….a
theory of sexuality becomes feminist to the extent it treats sexuality as a
construct of male power – defined by men, forced on women, and
constitutive in the meaning of gender.(65-67)
Men are thought to use women, but Ghada has a masculine quality in this
relationship, twisting the idea of power that men typically use as a tool of
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dominance and control. Conrad a Filipino neighbor questions Ghaleb "how
come this is possible, she is married and has full life and children, and you live
as a single lover who are used by her at different occasions?”(183). It is not
logical even to men because a man has to do it and he is accusing Ghaleb of
having a feminine side. She is vulgar and seems to be wicked in this
relationship since she controls it. He recognizes the worthlessness of his life
when he is away from home, country and mainly from family members. He
believes that she steals his life even though he knows she is a married woman
and it is impossible for them to gather. He accuses her and sees himself as "A
stolen man by a player woman."(184). She is a wicked player because she only
uses him and stops his life from moving forward.
Ghada looks as a heartless woman throughout the novel. She spends two
years with Ghaleb during her teenage time then when this relationship does not
come to an end, she looks for another life. In her twenties, definitely she has to
get married during that time; otherwise, she might suffer from being a spinster.
She is engaged to another man and she tells Ghaleb about it:
When Ghada decided to get married …she told me about done
details that cannot be changed and we spent two years together. ..We
used to exchanged words as "darling", "sweetheart" spontaneously as
if we are practicing for a promising future. It is true that it was
impossible to get married…she has to tell me gradually about this
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marriage. Is it appropriate to cry while that…? To cry over my
shoulder and tell me that I will remain at her heart? (201)
From this passage, Ghada seems to be ruthless and does not love Ghaleb. She
does not behave as lovers who cry when they get separated. He expects her to
cry and to refuse men for him but Ghada behaves differently. She appears to be
indifferent about this relationship and he believes that he is used as a toy for her.
He has an image of lovers but Ghada breaks this image and behaves differently.
In a very weird way, she takes his "Eqal”, which is a very thick rope, and offers
it to him to beat her85. This act is explained by Paula J. Caplan in her book, The
Myth of Women's Masochism, "Many people who believe in women's
masochism hold to that belief ' women are by nature masochists' because they
fail to understand the way that the common male-female power differential, is
so often used against women –and when they do not see that differential,
masochism is the only way they can explain to themselves why women "allow"
themselves to be hurt."(xxxviii-xxxix)
Ghaleb severely beats Ghada, allowing her to unleash his rage after
learning of her engagement. He describes that day:" I throw a box of tissue over
her then cigarette plate till I broke her teeth….she stood up where I hand my
Eghal and quietly put it at my hand and told me to flog her. Then she crunched
over herself and hide her face between her hands. I flog her twice or three time
strongly and firmly."(205). Ghada appears to be wild in accepting such a bad
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treatment and even enjoying the pain of her oppressor. She seems to be an
animal that needs to be beaten more than a human. Even the narrator implies
that Ghada is cold-hearted in his description of the case and that Ghaleb must
use his body to punish hers. He must flog her so that she can feel the pain of
separation. The reader grows to despise her character as she transforms from a
sweet, innocent girl into a dangerous woman. Ghada appears to be a fame
fatal woman86 because she makes Ghaleb lose his youth while chasing a mirage
image of her. He lost his youth and even his money for a beautiful image that
did not match what he created in his mind. Her beauty deludes him and he
accuses her of wasting his life just like all men in this chapter.
To add to the complexity and ugliness of the story, Ghada returns to
Ghaleb after a year of marriage. This relationship becomes complex in each
chapter and it is hard to understand the real motivation for her return. She is a
fallen woman who does not respect her marriage life and this image is seen in
most of the novels under study. The narrator describes her return:"heyy …who
is the moon? You live romantic life and love and people in war and problems.
How are you? I am Ghada do you remember me? I'm afraid you forgot me? Or
mixing me up with someone else? I'm not Layla or Abeer. I'll call you again. I'm
sorry I don’t have a private number to give you, bye."(207). It is shocking when
she returns and even Ghaleb waits a year for her. She can forget him and move
on with her life, but she refuses to do so and is depicted as a bad married
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woman. She knows that Ghaleb knows many girls as she mentions but she does
not seem to be jealous of that. However, she declares her return so that he might
stop playing with others. She criticizes his romantic mood but ironically does
the same thing herself. She returns for love and affairs, claiming that she is
unconcerned about war and problems. She says: To worsen Ghada's affair,
Ghaleb describes the way she seduces him. He says:
She came in the room as a gypsy dancer and treated me as baron of
Sicily… I'm stuck between the edges of the bed inhabited by a
scary tigress. I didn’t expect from Ghada to make our relationship more
complex than it is with this hot sex…..
-

What is this girl?
I miss you.
I've never expected this to happen.
It will always happen…
Why? Are you going to get divorce?
God forbids, nothing wrong with my husband…
Do you love him?
Love him? Hmm..yes. I think so..
….I need you both."(212)

In this paragraph, Ghada is seen as a fallen woman who only seeks pleasure.
She is a cheater and dares to say it to Ghaleb. She is pushed to behave in this
manner and to be portrayed as a bad character, which reflects the narrator’s
satirical view. Even though she is married, her married life is not what she is
looking for. This husband is not enough and it is strange for a woman to desire
two men at the same time. She has more masculine qualities of polygamy since
she confesses that she likes her husband as well as Ghaleb as, she reveals that
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she needs them both. The narrator continues to tell about Ghada that she “was
dividing herself between two men to create a new woman. Each man in her life
lives differently. This new woman, whom I used to contact for 19 years, is the
same who told me that the game of love doesn’t make her happy." (212). The
narrator now reveals that Ghada is not given for love or affection. She is a
different woman who only seeks a different type of pleasure. She is a sexual
being and her affairs show that she only seeks pleasure but not love or affection.
She is only an object to play with. Since she claims that love does not make her
happy and that she does not weep for Ghaleb, the narrator sees her as a person
who does not deserve love. He sees her as a criminal: "She didn’t cry but never
forgets. She remains a good killer to take care of her victim without
boredom."(224) Ghada in this sense is a corrupted woman who does not believe
in love; however, as previously said, she constantly reminds him that she
deserves love.
As mentioned several times in Al Qundus, the thing that Ghaleb loves in
Ghada is her physical appearance and her body. He has said several times that
Ghada worships her body but after twenty years and after spending time with
him, he starts to distinguish the real woman from the imagined woman in his
mind. He criticizes Ghada because she is gaining more weight: "She doesn’t
seem to take care of her body very well."(264). Ghada has a problem with her
husband and she stays with Ghaleb for a while. In this time, Ghaleb starts
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detecting things about Ghada's appearance: "I wish if I wished for more
valuable wishes than a divorced woman in her 40s with four kids. She seems to
be …and through the past six months she never waxed her arms."(266). He
wished to marry Ghada and be with her but the more he notices her changing
appearance, the more he mocks his love for her and sees her as a player.
A comparison is drawn between the male characters in this chapter and
Mutaz in Sofia who, on the contrary, married before them. However, when he
got married, he was reluctant, despite stating constantly that he is daring and
ready for any new change. This proves that he hides something he cannot
understand about himself. He refers to it as a love project rather than a marriage,
and he satirically criticizes the way men get married in his culture, claiming that
this way is bad. He says:
"Maybe it wasn’t my wife, but from marriage project itself, this temporal
medicine… It takes three years to see things repeat itself again and I feel
bored. This experiment might work, I imagine if my wife get pregnant,
watch her stomach gradually changes, bigger, bigger. It seems to be she
was incapable of being pregnant. I wish if she had children! Growing
up…changing, my house will be the source of change that I seek, I will
never seek change outside. I'll have many children, I'll fill my house with
them, their cries, their noise, their smells, and their different moods…my
brain will be drunk.”(31)
For Mutaz, Marriage is merely a project devoid of emotions; two people meet in
one place, and without notice, when men become bored, they divorce their
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wives and blame them for being indifferent, among other things. Mutaz got
married, which he considered it as a project and seemed to be nice in the
beginning. However, when his wife cannot give birth, he divorces her. The
question is why he does not marry another woman to have children. Strangely,
he keeps blaming the ex-wife who became a loose woman and made him lose
his identity. The shadow of his ex-wife never disappears from his mind and his
narrative. Even when he tries to meet other women, he remembers his ex-wife,
which hinders him from establishing a family. Even when he divorces her, he
thinks of having children from her not from any other woman. Even though she
is absent, she harms him, causing him to become lost, unhappy, and depressed.
He meets women who are victimized by different factors to feel alive again but
they make him feel worse. They all suffer from this sick society that produces
fake desires and fake humans. He wants emotions since he feels sad after losing
his wife. He divorces her but feeling sad and this is due to his lack of
understanding his depressed condition.
The narrator criticizes men's negative perceptions of women, claiming
that men have a preconceived notion of women and that they want to destroy
their dignity in order to satisfy their desires. He satirically mocks this masculine
view of creating toys more than women who are independent in their actions.
He ridicules masculinity because men try to break women’s image once they
are different from what is imagined and no longer lives in the real world. He
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makes fun of men's perceptions of divorced women, and Mutaz is one of them
because he wants to marry Sofia for being a virgin. A divorced woman is seen
as bad and has less chances of marriage, unlike men. This is a view shared by
men as well as society.
Mutaz blames his ex-wife for not giving birth and he speaks about his
mood: "my wide grey sadness that is born in Riyadh long time ago."(33) He is
dehumanized a long time ago because he cannot see what is black and what is
white. He chooses the color grey for his sadness which symbolizes his sad mood
but at the same time, it is his neutral color. He is bored and confused because he
cannot pick and change what he has and what he used to believe. He is torn
between upholding old principles and creating new ones.
Mutaz talks about his wife and how he wants to alter her to suit him in
order to create a new woman who is perfect for modern tastes. He is bored with
his usual wife, so he decides to change her and "made her as Pygmalion"87.
Because she remains good to him " "for this I divorced my wife, she stayed with
me for three years, I started feeling sad. I work hard to make her my heaven not
only my wife. I made her as Pygmalion; she was submissive and capable of
beauty.”(68). Later on, the narrator aggressively presents the society’s view of
a divorced woman88 because she becomes a victim of this society but she is
incapable of speaking about her situation89.
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According to this culture, man cannot be blamed for the divorce since he
has a reason and, as a husband, he is always

right. He claims she must face

society, not him, because this is not his fault, but his right, and he never
considers hers: "I’ve never felt guilty… if society makes divorce painful for her,
hurting her and not hurting me, it’s not my fault… her problem is with society
that makes a divorce woman as a tissue that cannot be used again."(68). He is a
member of society that refuses to marry a divorced woman; therefore, he
contradicts himself. Society respects a married woman because she is good to
hold her house but only weak and bad women get divorced.
In this sense, a divorced woman is a failure and has to face the
consequences alone. Another issue is that women who are unable to conceive
are considered useless, and men are willing to abandon them. However, we see
in the novels that women are loyal and willing to continue their lives with these
bad husbands, even though they are impotent. Even though the narrator divorces
his wife, she still controls his life, she has this influence on him because he
cannot move on in his life without thinking of her. She seems to know how to
enjoy her life, stay beautiful but he cannot: “in the drawer there is a half-bottle
of nail polish from my ex-wife, clips of models she collected from
magazines…and Quran."(123). Men are lost and only recall past experiences,
while women are seen enjoying their lives and doing what they wish and dream
of. Men are trapped in the old rules inherited from their forefathers, to live with
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certain learned rules and expectations. However, when they question these rules
and women refuse to accept these rules, they are lost and condemn women as
selfish and not worthy of a decent life because they welcome any change.
Women are victims of this sick society but they have a very strong immune
system that leads them to have a different life. Men are seen as victims, lost and
unable to change their lives because of women while the reality is they cannot
change their lives because of their own view of their lives. Becky explains this
victimized nature of men:
In our late capitalist patriarchy, "men collectively exercise power over
women, but are themselves as individuals increasingly under the
domination of increasingly institutional patriarchal powers."…Many men
are severely oppressed as members of certain racial or class groups. And
some of the ways in which men feel less than powerful are attributable to
the costs of conforming to patriarchal ideals of manhood, such as basing
self-worth on performance, hiding doubts and vulnerabilities, and
repressing feelings. (31)
When Mutaz tries to replace his wife’s image with a new dying woman, he
becomes more complex and traumatized: "Today is my first day to an open
wound that is represented by Sofia's apartment. Despite flowers, light, sea, and
Sofa's face full that is of stubborn desires."(33). He sees Sofia as the new
change because she rebels against the old laws with her "stubborn desires".
Sofia challenges death to live her life in the last days as she desires. Life has
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deprived her of all meaningful beauty and now she wants to rebel against
everything.
The narrator mocks people, community, society not Sofia because he
questions them about the concept of death. He wonders if death is needed to
comprehend the sense of death and life. Is it necessary for young people to die
in order for them to realize what they have lost? Is it really necessary for them
to die in order to doubt their beliefs? Do those people need gradual death in
order to live the life they want and to realize their dreams in their remaining
days? Is it really necessary for cultures, customs, and civilization to perish along
with us? Do these ideals make people happy when they die? When people
realize they are dying, they do something positive, they do what they want,
while before they were preoccupied with their material lives, or preoccupied
with pleasing others, or preoccupied with being hypocritical like others and not
living the life they want to live.
The narrator presents Sofia as a young lustful dying woman. She is
another victim of the Lebanese war90 that makes her, her brother, her family
members and even her county victimized and lost 91. They physically survive the
war but psychologically still wounded. The memory of the war still traps them
from moving forward in the novel. After the war, people immigrate to better
their lives but they are lost and uprooted. The narrator depicts Sofia as a
different from any other woman. Before dying, Sofia has a wishing list and the
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narrator –Mutaz reads one of her wishing list which is “to make Mutaz
comes"(35). This wish shows how she rebels against her culture, her people and
even her old beliefs. She wants to disappear from those who might call her
different names not because she is afraid of ruining her image but because she
wants to have a private life. She wants to freeze her previous image to them and
has her wishes fulfilled without them. She must move if she wants to rebel
against these social rules. However, living in an unknown place clashes with
what she believes to be right for a single woman. In her last days, she wants to
live the impossible without hearing people criticizing her.
Mutaz, on the other hand, is seen as a bad person since he narrates the
story and reveals much about his inner thoughts. He does not seem to be a
normal human being. He says "wash me with water sin” later on" wash me in
sin"(37) Mutaz knows he is a sinner but he wants to purify his soul from
everything related to sin. He wants to be washed completely by sin and this
shows his dehumanized nature to what he previously believed to be a sin and
shame. He used to believe that he is nothing and worthless because he has no
purpose in life. When Sofia calls him to meet her, he accepts this challenge and
believes that “I’m in a universal mission, doing it for the first time, there is an
earthly angel who wants to die as other angles."(38) Mutaz believes in his value
to corrupt Sofia as a way to make her alive and therefore feels his importance.
He sees her weak and desperate, begging for a direct love affair. Sofia wants to
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die as a corrupted woman: "I come toward a woman who is tired physically and
unstable psychologically …she does not want to be blamed… I'm a floor, or I'm
a vessel, or maybe I'm the "nobody" that she wants him to blame her."(38)
Mutaz sees Sofia according to the culture that blames and punishes. It is the
same society that blames his wife for being a divorced woman. Sofia is going to
be blamed for having an affair with a stranger and not dying as a virgin. He
does not care about others because these women do not care about their images
and satirically present the good as bad and the bad as good. The narrator mocks
Mutaz and the society that uses the weak to pass passive judgments on them.
Satirically, he mocks this degradation that views those women as the main
victims.
However, Sofia and his ex-wife are seen as weak and passive.
Interestingly, Sofia mocks the view of her society: “everything around you is
burning, harmful, not allowed to be touched, not allowed to talk about
freely!"(45). She's alluding to the old ideals that people pick up as a result of
various cultures, resulting in people being toys to things rather than doing things
for them. These ideals have enslaved people more than people enslaving them.
She despises people who impose rules that make them slaves rather than human
beings.
Finally, this chapter analyzes the males’ negative views toward women.
The male characters are haunted by the past and seen as unable to move forward
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to the future. The search for a true female figure is never seen successfully
presented in these novels and thus this image is dead. The male characters
cannot create an image of themselves to look upon and satirically link their
identities to females. They cannot decide what they want to be in the future and
blame females for not helping them. Betty alludes to the concept of searching
one's identity:
The search for identity is not new, however, in American thought —though
in every generation, each man who writes about it discovers it anew. In
America, from the beginning, it has somehow been understood that men
must thrust into the future; the pace has always been too rapid for man’s
identity to stand still. In every generation, many men have suffered misery,
unhappiness, and uncertainty because they could not take the image of the
man they wanted to be from their fathers. The search for identity of the
young man who can’t go home again has always been a major theme of
American writers. (102)
These male characters are experiencing an identity crisis since they cannot find
an image they can peruse of themselves and this image of themselves to show
them the purpose and meaning of their lives. Since they cannot find this
meaning and this image of themselves, they label women as bad or dead. For
this, female characters are dead to them and they do not look upon them as good
models for anything. Even though female characters are presented as bad, their
death causes more trauma to male characters. In this sense, the sterility of these
male characters leads to the death of everything beautiful. The next chapter
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presents the image of dying women and how female death causes more
dilemmas to these male characters who view them negatively.
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Deathbed Scenes in William Faulkner and Mohammad Alwan selected
novels:
This section shows the representation of women’s death in modern
literature mainly the death of Addie Bundren in As I Lay Dying (1930) by
William Faulkner in comparison to Muhammad Alwan's death of Sofia (2005).
Literary figures such as William Wordsworth, Emily Dickson, Joseph Conrad,
Virginia Woolf, Ernest Hemingway, F. Scott Fitzgerald, James Joyce, Gustave
Flaubert, and Wilfred Owen, and many others have addressed the issue of death
from different perspectives. Jeff Koloze in his article "Death Scenes in
Literature from the Nineteenth Century to Current Fiction" states that: "dying
characters in nineteenth-century novels were treated with respect, the dying in
the twentieth-century works are often dehumanized, belittled, and reduced to
entities that likely to benefit from euthanasia"(290).
Novelists therefore used death as a vehicle for sentimentality. Death
illustrates social, cultural and psychological protest.
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Kivisto in their book Death in Literature argue: "Literary descriptions of death
are thus not merely preoccupied with the painful scene of dying or individual
loss, but the concept of death can be understood more widely as a site of many
projections and fantasies and as a metaphor of many social issues. Literature
can also discuss death through metaphors and characterizations."(viii) Death, in
the past, was taking a strong moral dimension and a form of a fair punishment
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but this cannot be seen in modern novels. Karl S. Guthke in The Gender of
Death: a Cultural History in Art and Literature for example, argues "death
necessarily becomes gendered as a cultural product. Since death as a source of
love is widespread, even as a universal theme, it necessarily becomes eroticized
in these products…while male death characters were more common in the past,
female death characters have become increasingly popular in the twentieth
century"(173). The representation of death illustrates a crisis witnessed by dead
bodies in many texts. Words fail to adequately express fully such a crisis and
silent death takes a central stage in projecting such a tragedy.
However, the issue of death and dying is as old as human history. Death
and dying have been a central theme for some novelists, and a marginalized
issue for others. Han John and Clark Triplett demonstrate this issue in their
book The Final Crossing: Death and Dying in Literature "Death has served as
an important literary device for in many texts. An obvious example of this is the
use of the elegy…use death as a tool for expressing sorrow and lamentation
over someone's departure from this world" (2).
Death in this respect has value and meaning in literature and the death of a
female character has a great influence on the narrative. It conveys a message of
the decay of humanity and especially femininity. In the past, based on biased
images, female deaths were described as beautiful and sorrowful to see a
woman dying but in modern times it is complex and chaotic. Edgar Allan Poe
writes in 1846, “The death of a beautiful woman is unquestionably the most
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poetical topic in the world,” The beauty is seen in the bodies of beautiful dead
women in the past but in the modern times this image is grotesque and
threatening the living. By focusing on this issue, this part presents an overview
of the feminist theory on the female body and its representation in both cultures.
The beautiful dead bodies are often employed only as narrative tools leading to
(often male) stories of investigation and questioning. Women are seen as an
object of sexuality, corruption and the main reason for male character
degeneration. Beth Ann Bassein clarifies in Over her Dead Body Poe's famous
proposition by claiming, "Connecting women with ' the most passive state
occurring, that of death, Poe has done damage to the ' self-image and aspirations
of generations of vulnerable readers', and advocates that Poe's imagery by
'exorcised' from contemporary culture… and concludes that such images'
constituted a further step in the marginalization of woman" (24).
This "passive state" can be compared to Sofia's state in the novel under
study, as a beautiful dying woman. Alwan's narrator describes her as body more
than as mind whereas Faulkner's narrators describe Addie as a wasted body who
carries nothing but pain and despair to her family. The narrator says “She
prefers to die beautiful with a beautiful brown hair, not bald with puffy face,
arms and legs"(14). Sofia prefers to die without chemical medicine because she
knows it is a hopeless process and lacks family, friends, and love from her life.
She is depressed to give up watering what is dead and realistic. Despite cancer,
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Sofia is strong even in her weak condition; "this woman is stronger because
she's strong when she's sicker!"(129). Mutaz sees Sofia as a strong person when
she is sick and weak. He feels his power, sympathy, meaning and self when
Sofia is weak. He perceives her as a threat because she stands as equal to him
and he doesn't have any control over her. He wants to feel powerful in her
weakness, healthy in her sickness, alive in her death and marginalized in his
importance and centrality. She knows her real condition and knows death is
coming. She does not pretend to be stupid or naïve because this is her life and
she is aware of it. Mutaz sees her preferring to die "beautiful" but she prefers to
live the few remaining months without pain. She wishes to die without
experiencing any pain or suffering of medicines. He views her as a lovely object
in search of beauty, whilst she refuses to perceive herself “Not to see part of her
dies before all"(14).
Whereas, in As I Lay Dying is told in individual sections, so that the
narration of the story shifts from one character to another. Most sections are
narrated by Addie's Bundren family members or by neighbors. In the case of
Sofia, the story is delivered in 17 chapters by the same narrator, who is
ostensibly Mutaz. As I Lay Dying is told in fifty-nine sections by fifteen
narrators and their names are written on the top of each chapter. Both novels are
narrated by unreliable narrators because there are many contradicting events and
situations which therefore let the readers decide and find the truth within their
narration. Using different narrations in each section helps the reader to have a
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deep insight into each character. The narration is not straight and only told in
the first person, yet it allows each character to contribute and convey his or her
inner thoughts. No one speaks about them or narrates what they think or
experience, they present themselves and their thoughts openly to the readers and
from different angles.
For this, the reader can see one event but from a different prospective;
while in Sofia this is not the case. The reader is forced to believe and
sympathize with the narrator. The narration is told by a third-person narrator
and the reader gains a better understanding of the storyteller. The feelings,
actions, life of Sofia are told and seen through the narrator. He never allows her
to speak about herself during her life. In the meanwhile, Faulkner uses an
interior monologue to understand and know what the character is thinking of.
Alwan too uses the same strategy with Mutaz and the narrative is controlled by
Mutaz’s interior monologue.
Sophia is one of Muhammad Alwan's most well-known works. The name
of the protagonist of the novel and also the title of the novel, has a rich meaning
that reflects the philosophical ideas of the novel. Sophie has a meaning "in
Greek that the “love” (Philo in Greek) of “wisdom” (Sophia) and Sophia:
wisdom, so that the meaning (wisdom love) and the word wisdom - Meaning
(moral): It means the control of the human itself. Mutaz at the end if the novel
gains this maturity and a new way of dealing his pain through writing his story
with Sofia.
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In this chapter, the focus is on the satirical depiction of female death
through a varied representation of female death. The examples in this chapter
depend on the similarities and the differences in both William Faulkner and
Muhammad Alwan. Like Faulkner, Alwan narrates his story through applying
the stream of consciousness and through shifting points of view. More
importantly, both novels, As I Lay Dying and Sofia feature existentialist
concerns and particularly foreground death as a central theme. Both novelists
are different in tackling the issue of death and they deal with similar issues and
points such as the deathbed. In their writings, they reflect the negative image of
their societies 92 from their points of view. They narrate their novels using
different forms of prose and different details as well.
The reader is introduced to the theme of death and coffin from the
beginning in As I Lay Dying, which is the same thing in Sofia. Alwan sets the
theme of death from the first chapter. He describes different images of death but
later describes who is dead. The first section appears to be more philosophical
about the concept of death and rejects the idea of death for humanity. In As I
Lay Dying, there is a hint at the drastic death since she does not die peacefully.
Because she is not a believer and a good character, there is a description of a
harsh death. However, a close reading shows that this not the case. As believed
by her people, she deserves a painful death since she is a sinner, but because she
refuses salvation and never confesses her sins, she dies alone and painfully.
Cora describes her death:
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Not like Addie Bundren dying alone, hiding her pride and her broken
heart. Glad to go. Lying there with her head propped up so she could watch
Cash building the coffin, having to watch him so he would not skimp on it,
like as not, with those men not worrying about anything except if there was
time to earn another three dollars before the rain come and the river got too
high to get across it. Like as not, if they hadn’t decided to make that last
load, they would have loaded her into the wagon on a quilt and crossed the
river first and then stopped and give her time to die what Christian death
they would let her. (23-4)
There is no regret for death because she is a wasted body and here emerges the
satire. In the past, there is a possibility for a last-minute confession which helps
the dying in having a peaceful death and salvation. In modern death, there is no
salvation. In comparison to Addie's death, Death comes silently and brutally and
does not need any confession for any purification. Mutaz is the only character
who describes Sofia's slow death:
Her body lies on the bed like a split spider. Her neck is clearly seen while
her head is stepping back. Her legs are in the shape of "x", when she closes
her eyes, they don’t close together at the same time, but one close then the
other follows it…on her arm there is a blue spot...even at her back, and her
hair is dry and frizzy, some under her and other on the pillow, and some on
her wet forehead, and some are totally dead...as preceding her, dead!(1112)
In Over Her Dead Body, Leslie Fiedler describes the past view of the last
minutes:
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In their last moments the dying have a vision of the after-life, of dead kin
waiting for them on the other side. At the same time a central part of the
deathbed ritual includes the farewell greetings from kin and friends and the
redistribution of the social role and property rights… equally significant is
the way the deathbed scene regulates the mourners' psychological
adjustment of their loss, again in respect to the past and the future. Notions
of 'good death' were introduced into Christian culture to suggest that the
moment of death be seen as the correct fulfillment of and so a judgment on
a person's life. (78)
While in As I Lay Dying, Anse describes the way Addie is dying which has
more depth than Sofia:
She’s goin, is she?”... In the sulphur-colored light...Like our rivers, our
land: opaque, slow, violent; shaping and creating the life of man in its
implacable and brooding image …I look at her, at her face... Her eyes look
like lamps blaring up just before the oil is gone… She watches me: I can
feel her eyes…Seen them drive from the room them coming with
sympathy and pity, with actual help, and clinging to some trifling animal to
whom they never were more than pack-horses...that pride, that furious
desire to hide that abject nakedness which we bring here with us, carry
with us into operating rooms, carry stubbornly and furiously with us into
the earth again. I leave the room. .. A minute later she calls his name, her
voice harsh and strong. “Cash,” she says; “you, Cash!”(45-55)
The description of the weather as sulfur-colored hints at the bad death. Anse
keeps focusing on the idea of dying and going. He never tells her to be strong.
He stands watching her die and Addie shows more power over him even though
she is lying. She gets him out of the room. As a sign of the tragic death, Addie
knows that this is the wrong decision that she makes in her life. He is not the
person that he should be with her in her last moments. She would rather die
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alone than be with or see a helpless man in her final moments. He shows
superiority over her when she is dying. In Over Her Dead Body, there is a
description of such gendering:
Elias Canetti invokes such gendering when he describes the moment of
survival as a moment of power and triumph. Horror at the sight of death
turns into satisfaction, since the survivor is not himself dead. The dead
body is in the passive, horizontal position, cut down, fallen, while the
survivor stands erect, imbued with a feeling of superiority. By implication
the corpse is feminine, the survivor masculine…depending on the values
attributed to positions of the feminine (vulnerability, inferiority) and of the
masculine (domination, superiority). (65)
When Addie feels that he is superior to her, she yells the name of her son to
fasten the coffin. Anse enjoys feeling superior to her. By encouraging her to die,
he relishes the view of seeing her inferior to him. By the same token, Mutaz is
seen enjoying such a superiority he says: “she is between my arms as toy almost
expiring. I make her stand whenever I desired, I make her sit whenever I want,
no one stops me to do anything I desire and she never objects."(12)
There is another kind of death, the peaceful death is seen in Catherine's
death in Wuthering Heights which Alan Warren Friedman describes in his book
Fictional Death and Modern Enterprise is "aestheticized as a peaceful drift: "
She drew a sigh, and stretched herself, like a child reviving, and sinking again
to sleep." Death, Nelly Dean Claims, restores Catherine to the innocent state
before passion claimed her:" She lies with a sweet smile on her face, and her
latest ideas wandered back to pleasant early days. Her life closed in a pleasant
dream"(45). This is different from modern novels because there is no hope or
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dream after death. Death is vulgar and brutal. The female dying characters are
not happy with their lives and still they want to live. Alan Warren Friedman
continues to describe Addie's death as:
Faulkner's as I Lay Dying "inscribe a pattern of material and psychological
decay within the topos of the deathbed monologue… Faulkner's Addie
Bundren, "no more than a bundle of rotten sticks" before she dies, is driven
by a "furious desire to hide that abject nakedness which we bring here with
us, carry with us into operating rooms, carry stubbornly and furiously with
us into the earth again" (43-5) Taken on a horrific ten-day journey to the
cemetery in Jefferson, her unemblamed corpse is exposed to the world by
the stench one witness compares to "a piece of rotten cheese coming into
an ant-hill" (193), the circling vultures (116,177,185,200), and the
astonished gazes of those the family passes. Darl, the one son sane enough
to try to cremate the corpse, is sent by the family to an asylum in order to
escape having to pay the barn he burns down. (81)
A close reading of this part deals with the image of female deathbed scenes. It
also argues how the death of female characters has a great influence on the
narrative and makes male characters unable to think logically. Alan Warren
Friedman in Fictional Death and Modernist Enterprise writes:
R. W. B Lewis asserts that twentieth-century literature" began on the note
of death" but modernist fiction reflects society's refusal to countenance
deaths' quotidian presence: deathbeds and dying were elided; death was
past or future but rarely present, confronted, and mourned. When formally
enacted, death's process shifted from Victorian aestheticization (the death
of Little Nell) to decaying material (Kafka’s “Hunger Artist";
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Hemingway's "Snow of Kilimanjaro”): the beautiful death became the
elided or the dirty death. (21)
To compare modern death with the previous image of death, the diversity
between Victorian and modern deathbed scenes is described by Alan Warren
Friedman in his book in Fictional Death and the Modernist Enterprise:
Victorian deathbed scenes were emotionally extravagant, crowded and full
of activity... for that time one was never physically alone at the moment of
death… the moment of dying reclaimed aesthetic and spiritual
significance: climaxing the life conceived as a work of art and launching
the soul into the next world. Such occasions enact a vision of stable
quotidian order and a direct link between this world and the next. (47)
For modern novelists, death is described differently. Death in modern novels is
portrayed as grotesque and bizarre. Friedman continues,
It was rare in nineteenth- century life or literature that someone had not
witnessed a dying person and paid respect to a "beautiful corpse"; in the first
half of the twentieth century it was rare to have this experience. The modern
emphasis, unlike the Victorian, was on making death private, even secret;
for the decline of traditional religious faith transferred to death the sense of
shame and fear previously associated with sex.(82)
Brenna Mulhall in her article, “The Romanticization of the Dead Female Body
in Victorian and Contemporary Culture" argues that “the representations of dead
female bodies exemplify the feminine ideal: passive, visionless, and
voiceless"(1). The emphasis in modern times is on the meaninglessness of dying
and the way it used to be. They are not just objects of men's adoration, but they
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also require genuine love and care. They are victims of their society more than
victimizers as presented in the novels. Addie Bundren and Sofia are objectified,
used, abused, and pessimistically presented. Alan Warren Friedman continues
to argue that, "postmodernist revenants differ from their predecessors. Braz
Cubas, Lawrence's man who died, and Faulkner's Addie Bundren speak from
beyond deaths” to th' yet unknowing world" (in Horatio's phrase), offering a
perspective that would be otherwise unavailable"(267).
There are a lot of terms and concepts that require definitions and
clarifications. For instance, one of the most significant concepts is the deathbed.
Death, in general, refers to the tragic end of any action or any work of art in
particular. It can echo the way humans escape from real life. Death is an
overlapping term that takes a lot of shapes according to the novelist’s attitude
and the period of the works of art as well. The most important term in this
chapter is the deathbed. It is one of the most important terms as it is the main
point in the comparison between William Faulkner and Muhammad Alwan. It is
the bed in which a person dies and tests one’s finer feeling since these female
characters witnessed joy and death on it. It releases unexpected and unexpressed
feelings of the characters.
According to Leslie Fiedler in her book, Over her Dead Body, she
explains that meaning of bed is “the bridal bed that conjoins the site of
defloweration and death because the virgins dies to be replaced by the woman,
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mourning forever the white thing she once was."(49) Fiedler continues"
however, if the bridal bed can be the deathbed and the loss of virginity a form of
death, the deathbed can also be a bridal bed"(91). Sofia and Addie both die in
the same bed where both had their first relationships. Addie Bundren mocks the
place that changes her, "I would think: the shape of my body where I used to be
a virgin in the shape of a

and I couldn't think Anse, couldn't remember

Anse."(107) Ironically, When Addie Bundren dies, they make her wear her
wedding dress, and they had laid her head to foot in it so the dress could spread
out, and they had made her a veil out of a mosquito bar so the auger holes in her
face couldn’t show"(56).
On the other hand, there is a vividly vulgar description of how Sofia is
deflowered "Sofia is not virgin, she is not virgin anymore. Her hard wish comes
true, and a paper falls from that calendar that carries her wishes, Sofia falls
nakedly on my chest as a wounded white scarf, she falls… that long preserved
virginity she bleeds all on my body" (47) Sofia never expresses her regret or
even her feeling but Mutaz controls both her voice and actions. Mutaz describes
Sofia's bed, "on the wall…hang the certificate of death"(15). Then, he compares
her weak condition to an insect, he says "like some insect that cover her body
with bitter material so other birds will not like its taste"(15). He compares
himself to "a blind bird"(14) who continues to fly even though it is dangerous.
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Although he watches her dying, Mutaz does not compare her to a
powerful fighter, warrior, or even a strong lady, but rather to an insect seeking
endless youth and more life. A. F Fontecha. and R. M. J. Catalán in their essay,
"Semantic Derogation in Animal Metaphor: a Contrastive-Cognitive Analysis of
Two Male/Female Examples in English and Spanish" reveal the way male
writers use humiliating images of women as “a higher number of derogatory
images is used in metaphors for describing women in comparison to those used
for describing men"(773). Even more, numerous varieties of animals
demonstrate the silent cruelty that women endure; they are employed to
entertain men, to enjoy their company, and eventually to be devoured since
women are obligated to serve men. Irene López Rodríguez hints out how
metaphors shape a cultural belief, she states in her article " Of Women, Bitches,
Chickens and Vixens: Animal Metaphors for Women in English and Spanish"
that:
In the encoding of the metaphor, the choice of the animal name does not
seem arbitrary, but, on the contrary, may shed some light onto the
expectations and beliefs society holds about males and females. Actually,
most animal metaphors used predominantly with men are usually based
on the size (big), strength and habitat of the animal (wilderness). Such are
the cases of wolf and toro (bull). Women, by contrast, are seen as small
domestic animals such as hen or periquita (parakeet). (83)
One shared idea with both narrators is the obsession with virginity. In the
Second Sex Simone de Beauvoir investigates male's obsession with virginity as:
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When a woman becomes man's property, he wants her to be virgin and
requires complete fidelity under threats of extreme penalties. It would be
the worst of crimes to risk giving inheritance rights to offspring begotten
by some stranger; hence it is that the paterfamilias has the right to put the
guilty spouse to death. As long as private property lasts, so long will
marital infidelity on the part of the wife be regarded like the crime of high
treason.(108)
The narrator in As I Lay Dying, in this sense, describes Addie's affair with
sympathy hence he uses polite language in this description. As previously stated
by Addie Bundren about the shape of her body after getting married to Anse.
The description of losing her virginity is polite without detailing her reaction
and feelings. The narrator does not give full detail about how she loses it. She
cares about the shape of her body and feels different. Anse did not make her
safe even though he speaks about “Love" (172). But he uses words to get his
way as Mutaz uses the words of love to get Sofia when they communicate
through the Internet " I used to spend hours surfing the internet and so does
Sofia.. She was mine…the first face of the coin is my face, her face is the
second."(74). Mutaz speaks about Sofia's virginity more than Sofia herself. He
describes her desires vividly in a more pornographic description as mentioned
before.
Mutaz describes Sofia's dying body and enjoys seeing her weak and in
need of his support in her last days. In Art And The Committed Eye: The
Cultural Functions Of Imagery, Richard Leppert describes the previous
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fascination of the dying body that continuously mirrors Mutaz situation as “the
rampant misogyny evident in the late eighteenth century and throughout the
nineteenth, and the phenomenal level of male hysteria concerning female
sexuality‘(226). The most striking aspect in the novel is the beautiful poetic text
on which Alwan relies so much93. What the novel lacks is the presence of
various characters and changing events because there is no multiplicity of
narrators or flashback or any of the methods that have become characteristic in
modern novels, except that the novel begins from the end and then events
continue in the present sine there is only Muta and Sofia living in an apartment.
In the last chapters the narrator uses present tense instead of the past tense.
There is a lack of emotional sensations to follow and a clear absence of artistic
construction in it after the death of Sofia. The successive images in the novel
are influential and the duty that must be provided by the writer and the reader to
reach it in the novel. The dying Sofia is the female that Mutaz is looking for.
She is a true figure that mirrors himself. In her death, he realizes how much he
loses himself.
The death of any character, in modern times, is vulgar and only represents
a wasted body and the sarcasm emerges from this wasted body. This picture is
portrayed in the novels of the two novelists, Alwan and Faulkner, perfectly
conveys the destruction, both literally and metaphorically. Some women are
known for their lives, their final hour, others are unknown and simply identified
as bodies.
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The dead modern body represents different aspects than before. It shows
the impossibility of that desired end. Elizabeth Bronfen in her book Over Her
Dead Body clarifies that:
Representations of death in literature are especially problematic in that
they not only confront the materiality of the dead body, but also struggle
with the representation of gender difference. Bronfen's study of the
relationship among death, femininity, and aesthetics focusing on how the
dead feminine body challenges male writer's (and characters) conceptions
of both death and gender."(14)
When the novel begins in As I Lay Dying, Addie Bundren is dying in her
bedroom, "her daughter is fanning her with the fan" (11), two of her sons are
planning to go for money and her eldest son Cash builds her coffin. Her
husband, Anse, is planning to fulfill Addie's wish which is to bury her in
Jefferson, a town where her parents died at because Addie had asked to be
buried there as her last wish. While in Sofia, when the novel begins, Sofia is
alive and healthy to the extent Mutaz suspects her death. She "hires an
apartment"(18), isolating herself, and living alone there with a nurse to look
after her. She spends most of her time in that apartment and does not move
anywhere because she is extremely sick. While in As I lay Dying, even Addie's
dead body is moving and threatening the living, she still has power over the
living, and Sofia, despite being silent, has an influence over Mutaz. Sofia has a
list of wishes and the reader is told about these wishes from Mutaz. The first
wish that the reader is introduced to is “to make Mutaz comes “(35). Sofia
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wants him to come to her and be with her. She never explains the details of her
wish and why she wants him. Then different wishes are introduced and others
are sudden and never written as "getting pregnant … and give birth in the
sky."(72). Sofia and Addie have different wishes and want them to be fulfilled
and only male characters can fulfill these wishes.
On the other hand, Addie's wish is to be buried in her hometown next to
her father's grave “it was her own wish to lie among her own people" (23). Her
wish is hard and causes her family members to experience different troubles and
reveal much more about their true characters. In comparison to this, Sofia hangs
a wishing list on the top of her deathbed and when each wish is fulfilled, she
throws that paper without mentioning anything. Addie is indeed older than Sofia
but both share the same desire to feel alive. Both suffer and are mistreated
during their death and both have an influential impact over the living. 94
The dying Sofia has a major role in shaping or accurately surprising
Mutaz boring life. She is desperate for him to fulfill her wishes. He can see
himself as a hero, a nobleman who has a role in finding a purpose for his life.
Other women need him but "for other purposes"(48).Sofia is dying and she does
not stop him or blame him for anything. He says: "Both of us believe in
temporal glory for things and the quick flash of falling of stars seducing both of
us more than the light of the sun"(36) as he tries to convince the readers, she is
the one who is mirroring him and sharing with him the same temporal urges for
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things. She is the one whom he needs for a new phase in his life, whereas he
needs a dying woman to change the boring phase of his life.
Ironically, men in the novels who seem to fulfill females' wishes are seen
as liars and they accuse women of being dishonest and untrustworthy. They do
not want to fulfill these wishes; instead, they want to meet their own
requirements for balance. For instance, Anse's reason for fulfilling Addie's will
so he "can get new teeth “Darl tells his father reaction after Addie's death "Pa
breathes with a quiet, rasping sound, mouthing the snuff against his gums.
“God’s will be done,” he says. “Now I can get them teeth.”(52) Anse's reason to
go to Jefferson, however, is to get new teeth. Having new teeth symbolize being
young. This new place shape a new life for him so he is looking for a new
substitute for Addie, a new wife.
While Mutaz finally admits that he travels to Sofia not to end her misery
and brings happiness “I was a liar somehow. This was not the thing that drives
me to her. There are other things, mixed desires, many thoughts come to my
head, then I realized that it is ok to stay some time with Sofia"(120).This shows
that he wants to enjoy and not to feel noble and have a glorious story. This is for
his spiritual balance and his own pleasure. By travelling to Sofia and exploring
her, he travels deeply inside of himself. Maybe all the actions that he narrates
never happen and only a lie since he enjoys telling lies more than living the
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truth. There is no Sofia and he satirically tells his dying story in the image of
Sofia.
Furthermore, the corpse has an important role in the novels. Leslie
Fiedler also describes the problematic image of the corpse in Over Her Dead
Body:
There is a problematic image of the corpse "much like the image in
general, is always a body-double, so that whatever the survivors see is only
a reference to some absent and more meaningful concept or image that is
always already lost, always again receding from our perceptual grasp. The
corpse as signifier for true signification is the product of a hermeneutic
desire, its condition, pretextual need and its failure. The futility of an
attempt to attain a true expression of death is, furthermore, doubly
inscribed. "(84)
In this respect, Addie's corpse 95 causes problems to her family members and
more double concepts than the word mother. Her body mocks the morals of her
family and the beliefs of her culture. It is described as Addie's retaliation against
Anse, and she likes the torment — even when she's dead. This is believed by
many critics while her revenge is to open new chances to her family members.
Anse imagines Addie's reaction to them while they move her even though she is
a dead body. He knows that she is laughing not because she is happy but
because she avenges him and controls her family even in her death. As a corpse,
she possesses power, and Anse loses the struggle for control. He says: “I done
my best,” I says. “I tried to do as she would wish it…Darl setting on the plank
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seat right above her where she was laying, laughing." (106). He sees himself
losing even when she is powerless and lifeless. Because he expects an easy ride
but ironically it turns out to be something hard and different. Alan Warren
Friedman in his book in Fictional Death and the Modernist Enterprise
illustrates the meaning of a corpse:
The corpse …"is sacred because the dead person, in the initial period after
his decease, lacks a proper social identity in either world." the focus of
concern was spiritual, not material: the Greeks were not obsessed with the
corpse as a site of pollution, and it “inspired little horror. …the Homeric
corpse could even be a thing of beauty, its potential pollution curtailed by
ritual cremation." (98)
In this sense, Addie's corpse has a value not for being beautiful but being
grotesque96. The journey to Jefferson makes them all question their values and
their bond. Addie is the only one who gathers the family firmly, whereas Anse
is satirically is seen as caring not selfish. He imagines her laughing at him
because he loses and, consequently he suffers. Alan Warren Friedman continues
to explain the image of the corpse and its influence:
Much like the corpse, empty of its soul, representations of death refer to
the absence of full meaning by signaling the presence of meaning
elsewhere. The analogy between image and corpse – so supremely exposed
when the image is that of a corpse- resides in the fact that both conceal and
reveal at the same time; both are doubled in that they point to what is
absent and to their own act of representing. For Blanchot the image and the
corpse stage a 'strangeness' because they are compiled of a doubledness
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and a lack of material reference: 'where there is nothing, that is where the
image finds its condition, but disappears into it. (85)
Lacking dignity, Addie's body is not in perfect shape. It is rotten97 and it is has
holes in her head "When they taken the lid off they found that two of them had
bored on into her face"(72). She is even reversed when her son puts her in the
coffin. It stands against what a sacred corpse stands for. Addie’s death does not
mean birth of happiness and tranquility but rather means a new era of troubles
for each member of her family, particularly the male characters. Her body is
violated by men who mistreat and disrespect her while she is dead: Cash makes
a hole in it and Darl tries to burn it. The narrator expresses this atmosphere as a
judgment over the dead, which hints out Addie as a bad woman:
And the next morning they found him in his shirt tail, laying asleep on the
floor like a felled steer, and the top of the box bored clean full of holes and
Cash’s new auger broke off in the last one. When they taken the lid off
they found that two of them had bored on into her face. If it’s a judgment,
it aint right. Because the Lord’s got more to do than that. He’s bound to
have." (73)
The dead body is not treated with respect, and for narrators its Addie’s prior
life is to blame and not the carelessness of Cash or even the unstudied plans of
Anse. It is even believed it is a bad event since "Whitfield cries “The Lord
comfort this house” (88). There are many bad signs throughout the novel that
hint at Addie as a sinner and because she is a bad person, which will have a bad
death. For instance, there is a hint at the weather in “The air smells like
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sulphur"(76). Another hint is at bad death, which implies that something
unpleasant is about to occur. Even when men talk, they express this "sulphur"
color and smell in:
The durn little tyke is sitting on the top step, looking smaller than ever in
the sulphur-colored light. That’s the one trouble with this country:
everything, weather, all, hangs on too long. Like our rivers, our land:
opaque, slow, violent; shaping and creating the life of man in its
implacable and brooding image. (37)
Interestingly, there is no mentioning of male's death98 in the novel and it is
curious whether a male narrator would be subjected to such hardships or
whether it is just for Addie Bundren.
In comparison to Addie's death is Sofia's death. Since Mutaz presents her
as “she is cursed." (16) Mutaz describes her as cursed and beautiful. He passes
this judgment and gives the illusion that she is the reason for the bad that
happens to her. Sarcastically, male characters appear to be pure and innocent,
and their lives are focused on either money or work, but female characters are
far more interested in the pleasures of the flesh, or even if they are religious,
such as Cora, they seem to be interested in gossiping. For example, Cora is
religious, she is hypocrite because she does not forgive other and usually pass
judgments as if she is the one who is superior to others. Females are not
presented positively, while men are unable to discern a true image from these
women. They are bad, sinners, weak, passive, strong, and hypocrite about their
religious beliefs. These qualities they possess make men ironically lost and
chaotic. The perfect example of a woman is lost and distorted and can not be
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located perfectly in modern novels. It is impossible to find that image in their
societies and the death of female characters intensify this traumatized nature of
men.
In Western culture, mothers usually give their daughters their own
wedding dress and preserve beautiful memories with that dress. In the
meantime, this is not the case for Addie and her daughter, Dewy Dell. There is a
hint at her death, too because her situation is hard and never be solved. In Over
Her Dead Body, Leslie Fiedler, analyzes this view: "that this narrative is
articulated as a moment of non-reading may have to do with the fact that behind
the narrative figure of a mother's absence stood the real event of a daughter's
death. (19) For this, there will be no wedding dresses in the novel and Dewey
Dell is not going to be seen as a bride. She is seeking an abortion and this might
kill her.
To show respect for a deceased person, the body must be buried right away
but this does not happen to Addie Bundren. There is a woman who tells
Bundren family how to respect a dead body but Anse insists on burying Addie's
body in Jefferson. “When Rachel put supper on, “She’s been dead long enough
to get over that sort of foolishness,” I says. Because I got just as much respect
for the dead as ere a man, but you’ve got to respect the dead themselves, and a
woman that’s been dead in a box four days, the best way to respect her is to get
her into the ground as quick as you can. But they wouldn’t do it"(116). She
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demonstrates how to respect a deceased person and offer advice to them, but
they do not listen since Anse ironically desiring to humiliate her more since she
is dead and looking for a new opportunity to marry in Jefferson.
For Bronfen, the "'final coherence' of plots that results from the representation of the dead feminine body reads as repression of the "facticity of
death" a tentative closure to the crisis of representing both death and gender
difference" (14). Faulkner's and Alwan's selected novels imply dead female
bodies as a source of anxiety, even crisis, as they both drive and threaten the
modern novel. Yet as Liza Perdigao demonstrates: "This pattern is
problematized by the presence of the dead body in narrative precisely because
the materiality of that body, in death, becomes unrecognizable…the
representation of the "gendered body, the superlatively beautiful, desirable
feminine corpse" complicates cultural representations of death (64).
In this sense, this part presents an overview of the satirical feminist
theory on the female body and its representation in both Faulkner's and Alwen's
novels. Moreover, it examines the examples of their works that pertain to the
female body and issues concerning the woman’s experience of her embodiment.
The female body is presented as being both the object of oppressing cultural
inscriptions and, on the contrary, the possible sight of resistance and agency.
The issues of the body, sexuality, and feminine experience are investigated in
the works of Faulkner and Alwan.
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The novelists deal with the aesthetic meaning of death. Death has power
over the narrative throughout history. It embodies the fear of losing what is
beautiful and satirizes the ugliness of not living a decent life. Both Faulkner and
Alwan allude to their fear of losing again what is lost and what people keep
losing. Losing a beautiful woman99 is a huge loss and death but threatens the
lives of the family. This section renews and challenges the previous
representation of death. To make it complex, it places the representation of
death in a different meaning. Death's subtle meaning is no longer beautiful, and
depictions of dead bodies, especially dead ladies, are vulgar and repulsive.
Death is dry, cold, crude, and harsh. Due to modernization, it is time to bid
farewell to all morality, ethics, beauty, family ties, and values in the South and
Arabic cultures. The representation of the South in America and Saudi society is
lifeless and corrupted. It is a place that gathers the deadly sins and therefore
ruins humanity. Thus both Faulkner and Alwan highlight the trauma of the
modern age that has led to the death of every single aspect of life through
narratives, titles, and twisted sexuality. Ronald Schleifer, in his book, Rhetoric
and Death, The Language of Modernism and Postmodern Discourse Theory,
states that:
Death is often recognized as having narrative power. Narratological
theories construct events as building blocks of the plot, defined as changes
of state, or transitions from one state to another... Death, too, is a veritable
change in state, a transformation from one kind of being to another kind of
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(non)being, and as with any narrative element, death happens in a certain
place and at a certain time. Consequently, as a narrative event, death both
affects characters and leads the story in some direction. (5)
Death, in this sense, does not bring any catharsis in either of the selected works,
although the plot development does not bring a narrative closure. It neither
brings any solution, nor discovers any puzzle or revelation. It gives a
meaningless sense of the past, present and even the future. Death is not the
ultimate end in modern novels and may not bring any meaningful closure.
In As I Lay Dying, Anse describes the way Addie's health is collapsing and
seems to be happy to tell her about that:
“Have you told her yit?” Anse says.
“What for?” I say. “What the devil for?”
“She’ll know hit. I knowed that when she see you she would know hit,
same as writing. You wouldn’t need to tell her. Her mind——”…
.., “Now, Addie,”
Anse says, … She watches me: I can feel her eyes. It’s like she was
shoving at me with them. I have seen it before in women. Seen them drive
from the room them coming with sympathy and pity, with actual help, and
clinging to some trifling animal to whom they never were more than packhorses. That’s what they mean by the love that passeth understanding"(38).
From the previous passage, Anse wants her to know that she is dying and wants
to feel superior to feel secure. He does not comfort her but focuses on the idea
of now which means die and never show love. This is what Addie states in her
chapter about Anse who cares about the idea of love. She knows that it’s only
words when she speaks about Anse in her chapter. Even the doctor is shocked
by his rude request of telling her that she is dying. He considers it as a "devil".
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However, Anse shows no mercy. He seems to be waiting for her death and
wants to show his strength over her. He does not want her to die immediately
but keeps her as long as he can to feel his power and authority over her dead
body. He keeps telling her that she is going to die throughout the novel. Anse
notices something new in her eyes, which he defines as "more animalistic"
according to his comprehension. "I can feel her eye … coming with sympathy
and pity, with actual help, and clinging to some trifling animal to whom they
never were more than pack-horses". He is scared because he sees something
strong in her eyes and cannot win over her. He hopes she will be weaker and
more submissive but this is collapse in his heart. Addie, on the other hand,
seems to be strong in handling his misogyny. “He better go on and bury her at
New Hope,” Armstid said. (55) Ironically Anse's grave town is called New
Hope" because there is no hope for this family. Addie does not appear to be
expecting anything from her family members while dying. She dislikes dying
at" New Hope" so she prefers dying at her hometown Jefferson where she can
have a new life and be distanced from her husband's family. She does not want
to see or hear them near her grave. She wishes for a new life, one in which she
can be close to her father. If there is another life then, she prefers to start over a
new life away from her hopeless husband. People around her say: “His mind is
set on taking her to Jefferson,” Quick said: “Then he better get at it soon as he
can,” Armstid said."(55)
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Dryly, the narrator sometimes gives the image of a fallen woman to Sofia.
She is the initiator of this relationship, she is hungry for having an affair with
him. The narrator also contradicts himself in creating another image of her as a
decent woman " I felt from our first electronic conversations that she was full of
extreme

passions…

but

she

tamed

these

feelings

with

strong

determination…she was perfect for her star Scorpio"(73). Accordingly, she is a
passionate and assertive character. She is determined and decisive till she finds
the truth of everything. She utilizes this relationship to the things she wants
because she has leadership characteristics and even hates dishonesty. Even
though she is passionate about giving Mutaz an extremely love experience that
he cannot forget, she is very careful in understanding his unstable personality.
Sofia wants to forget her past through Mutaz and establishes a new future when
she desires to have a child. She wants to find herself, save herself and finally
lose herself in Mutaz. In the Second Sex Simone de Beauvoir demonstrates a
woman’s vision of love that mirrors Sofia's situation as:
She at first sought in love a confirmation of what she was, of her past, of
her personality; but she also involves her future in it, and to justify her
future she puts it in the hands of one who possesses all values. Thus she
gives up her transcendence, subordinating it to that of the essential other,
to whom she makes herself vassal and slave. It was to find herself, to save
herself, that she lost herself in him in the first place; and the fact is that
little by little she does lose herself in him wholly; for her the whole of
reality is in the other. The love that at the start seemed a narcissistic
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apotheosis is fulfilled in the bitter joys of a devotion that often leads to self
mutilation.(617)
Sofia in this sense searches for a man whom she can trust and even the narrator
shows this “I know from her that she knew other men before me, she talked to
them, called them, but they did not come to answer her questions"(74). This
shows her decent and determined nature. Sofia knows what she wants and
searches till she finds the truth and what she wants to help her. She has more
feelings for Mutaz and he feels that but tries to turn off the flame that starts
because this relationship to him is only a game and to fill up the gap that his exwife leaves. Mutaz shows that Sofia is an honest and good woman but when he
sees that she is controlling the text he describes her as a daring woman:
She does not feel shy or embarrassed when she talked…nothing can
explain a human being and reveals -her inner thoughts and make her clear
is her actual needs….she speaks her mind freely without any hesitation…
a female who speaks without any restriction kills my cold heart and makes
me facing a new female which needs questioning, examining, loss, and
conclusion (75).
Comparing Sofia to his ex-wife, Mutaz never allows his wife to speak and he
tries to teach her his rules but she “rebels” against him. Now Sofia is a new
challenge and a new woman who expresses her "direct raw feelings"(75). Sofia
asks to see him but he is hesitant to meet her and he questions that and sees her
sickness as a new thing. “If she is really sick, this is something interesting, or if
Sofia lies skillfully, this is extremely exciting."(76)
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In As I Lay Dying, the same image of a falling woman can be compared by
Darl and he wants his mother to reproach but she did not. Darl narrates, "He
stoops laying his hand on hers. For a while yet she looks at him, without
reproach, without anything at all, as if her eyes alone are listening to the
irrevocable cessation of his voice. Then she raises herself, who has not moved
in ten days."(47) Addie does not want to remain weak and submissive. Even in
her final moments, she fights death, Anse, and society. When Anse is close to
her, she stands up even though she is very weak. The moment of her death is
hard but the harder is to have a group of passive family. Darl wants her to regret
and reproach but she does not appear to regret the life she has.
In comparison to the way of meeting, Addie meets Anse and "took
him"(170). In this sense, Addie and Sofia both select men in their lives. Addie
describes the way she sees Anse for the first time "I took Anse. I saw him pass
the school house three or four times... When he saw me he looked quickly away
and did not look back again. (170) So she is the initiator of the relationship and
Anse does not seem to be interested in her. Sofia, on the other hand, is the
initiator too. She meets Mutaz online and she speaks to him “I spent hours
online and Sofia too, we disagree from the first day about the reason of being
and leaving…each one tries to know his-her limit and strength" (74). In this,
both women choose men to complete their lives with more than spending trivial
life without meaning but deprecatingly seen pessimistic.
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The description of these female characters gives them negative qualities as
players while they are not. For instance, both Addie and Sofia seem to be
controlled by their desires, as the narrators proclaim. After constructing an
image of a man in her mind, Addie is ready to feel the need for a man in her life
and starts having a family. Addie says: "In the early spring it was worst.
Sometimes I thought that I could not bear it, lying in bed at night, … and during
the day it would seem as though I couldn’t wait for the last one to go so I could
go down to the spring. And so when I looked up that day and saw Anse standing
there in his Sunday clothes, turning his hat round and round in his hands,"(170).
Therefore, the narrator firstly shows that she is controlled by her desires since
she is attached to Anse. She does not have many options, so Anse is her choice.
She wants to feel alive rather than dead because she wants to start a family. In
the coffin, she tells how she meets Anse, and how she feels sick and unhappy.
Anse seems to be reluctant to make the first move whereas Addie notices this
and immediately asks him. She is smart in investigating his life because she
wants to make sure she makes the correct decision. In The Feminine Mystique
Betty Friedan describes:
She becomes less than human, preyed upon by outside pressures, and
herself preying upon her husband and children. And the longer she
conforms, the less she feels as if she really exists. She looks for her
security in things, she hides the fear of losing her human potency by
testing her sexual potency, she lives a vicarious life through mass
daydreams or through her husband and children... So the aggressive energy
she should be using in the world becomes instead the terrible anger that she
dare not turn against her husband, is ashamed of turning against her
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children, and finally turns against herself, until she feels as if she does not
exist.(328)
Addie mirrors this situation of feeling empty and "does not exist”; therefore, she
is angry and turns against herself more than her family. Sofia also is presented
as a dying woman who wants to experience everything before her death while
she is angry with her society. She appears to be more lustful than Addie, and the
narrator draws vivid pictures of how women engaged in sexual activity. Sofia
on the other hand, wants to have a child from Mutaz to have an identity through
that child. In this sense, she wants to exist through that child. Both novels do not
celebrate the birth of female characters, but rather their deaths. Both novels
make no mention of weddings or couples who become pregnant happily. Sofia's
last wish is to have a child, but she is unable to do so.
As seen, female characters want to have children and family bonds but
this does not work. Sofia reveals her true feelings for Mutaz. She desires to be
pregnant by him. "I had a wish... I get pregnant from you and give birth in the
sky"(72). Sofia shows how she can practice her femininity even when she is
dying. She does not want to die without a name. This is the main purpose for
having "Mutaz as a hope" and having a child is the main desire not “Mutaz".
Betty Friedan continues to spot the light on the symbolism of sex as:
The sexual symbol is easier to see than sex itself as a symbol. If women’s
needs for identity, for self-esteem, for achievement, and finally for
expression of her unique human individuality are not recognized by herself
or others in our culture, she is forced to seek identity and self-esteem in the
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only channels open to her: the pursuit of sexual fulfillment, motherhood,
and the possession of material things. (336)
For this reason, Sofia wants to live through that child and continue her name but
Mutaz does not see this. Sofia knows exactly what she wants from everybody
and her list shows how organized she is. She has a plan to continue her life even
after her death.
Since having a child is not an easy wish, Mutaz speaks about this: "Maybe
she knows that she is going to die before this pregnancy happens, but I wasn't
sure of this …This child may stay hanged between us like a sack of sin, or she
might die and left him in front of my eyes not knowing what he will be as he not
knowing whom he is. In most cases, he will be sick. As his mother! No way, the
idea itself is a hallucination before bedtime" (80). To contradict himself, Mutaz
says that before being married, children are a new source of change, but he does
not want it to be from Sofia. He can arrange marriage papers and marry her to
make that child legitimate but he cannot do this since Sofia is not the right wife.
He is not sure that Sofia is going to die and if he accepts this marriage, he will
be in trouble. He sees Sofia as an incomplete woman because she is sick. If he
has a child, “he will be sick as his mother"(80). But never mentions the
hallucination and the depression that he goes through. He is afraid of taking the
future responsibility of this relationship. He does not want to create another
image of himself since Sofia parallels him thus Sofia mirrors his sick nature.
Although she is physically ill, Mutaz is also mentally ill. He says "oh, this is
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wonderful, I will never feel bothered by being a father of this child "(81).
Because he knows he cannot be a father to any child.
Sofia is a source of pleasure and death to Mutaz but when she shares him
that night her desire to have a child from him, he starts feeling hesitant. She is
excited to think of having a child on her deathbed from him and leaves
unspoken words behind her sentences: " imagine a child growing up in the
middle of pure clouds, just imagine this Mutaz…" then he says she speaks
deeply or as if she were trying to convince me "playing between angels houses,
hiding inside their wings, running in the sky… in my conversation there is a
truth…"(81) Mutaz never allows her to say this truth and speaks her mind freely
because the truth makes him scared. He wants to make sure that he is not going
to be responsible for this child even in the sky. He wants to kill this idea or even
make sure that Sofia is not planning to do something that he does not want to
“does he going to remember his father on earth? But Sofia answers this question
cleverly " he will forget his mother on the sky too, darling, he does not need
us…"(81). Sofia hinting at having a child form a rich man who can make her
child live happily and forget his dead mother but Mutaz does not understand
this hidden message. He says:
Sofia dreams loudly, sharing me her sudden thoughts, she does not wait for
me to make a decision, or an approval, she does not pass this to see my
agreement, as the way we start, she shows her desires spontaneously, and
leavening me facing that to do it, I do it willingly walking on the last ride..
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I close my eyes that night and feeling worried. An old insect telling me that
the details of Sofia is going to be an expired-end, soon she is going to
repeat something, then she might enter a stage of my life that I am afraid of
because I am facing my life enemy: Boredom. (82)
As he states in the previous passage, Mutaz sees himself powerless in front of
Sofia. He realizes now that he is only a way for her to live through him. Sofia
strongly expresses her thoughts without hesitation and even when she says,
“the truth in my conversation" because she is looking for that truth. Mutaz sees
himself as a toy in the hand of Sofia and he only fulfills her dreams before her
death. He tries to create an erotic image of her as she is the one who initiates
this relationship and she starts everything not him. He has an image of a
passive character100 but shows that he is creative and appreciating the different,
the unique and the beautiful. He shows that he has an old "insect"(98) which
tells him to escape and withdraw when danger comes and this proves his
passive nature. He shows it is boredom that he hates and he is seeking change
all the time but this is not the reason of his fear. The reason of his fears comes
when any woman exercises her femininity with him and when any woman
wants to change and move on in this relationship, he declares it is "boredom".
His biggest adversary is not boredom, but his lack of masculinity, and when
any lady approaches him seriously, he withdraws, as he did with his ex-wife.
He says:
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I will be assertive when I make sure of this, and because I was focusing on
this, my fingers came together in a shape of a fist under the blanket. I am
not responsible about what is going on to Sofia. If something going to hurt
myself, then I must leave her and go…. I also think this leave might come
after a week. I can measure boredom inside of me ...I feel how worse I can
feel. (82)
These ideas show Mutaz’s weak nature because he cannot speak bravely like
Sofia. It is simple to say no but he goes to bed and thinks of this conversation
and "my fingers came together in a shape of a fist under the blanket." He shows
his vengeful nature because Sofia mirrors another weakness in his character.
Sofia shows that he is impotent and that is why he is trying to escape from this
relationship. This is the reason why he concentrates on stability and boredom.
His ex-wife shows part of this and he tries to convince her that she is infertile
and goes to many hospitals. It is hard to believe that an Arabic man during the
2000s and mainly a Saudi man101 who waits for his wife for three years to get
pregnant. He says," Sofia was still dreaming of a child that I made for her, in the
mean time I was specifying a date for my leaving"(83). This is another proof
that he is infertile. Sofia's death is the echo of his death.
In this sense, Mutaz cannot make her experience her maternity and he
cannot feel confident of his masculinity as other men do. He keeps mentioning
the idea of breaking a woman more than looking for building up trust and
understanding.
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Previously, Mutaz says if his ex-wife becomes pregnant, he will witness
many changes in her and his children. This will be a new change, which might
save their relationship. However, he says “in a normal romantic relationship,
they exchange caring, a woman become more fragile and breakable…then she
starts trying her maternal genes, a man becomes surer of himself and confident,
then he likes the new situation. Another repeated cycle, boring!" (48). It is clear
that he reclines this and keeps saying it is boring even though it is a new change
that kills boredom in his life. For instance, the deathbed scene of Sofia
represents his death. He cannot feel happy with his own self and cannot make
"peace with his own smell"(74) and "feel bored from my look and smell"(21).
Because this smell cannot last since he is using his senses while describing
events around him.
Mutaz, on the other hand, questions himself of having all this in his life
and returning to Sofia even though he says " what did I come to Beirut to satisfy
a dead woman?", " what am going to win or what am going to lose?"," I feel
disgust", " I want everything to end, and I walk away ", " disaffection to her
close hug"(104), for De Beauvoir she analyzes "Desire, which frequently
shrouds disgust, reveals disgust again when it is satisfied"(182). The only
straight answer he has come to is: “I find it an opportunity to have a single star
to my empty life."(104). He knows that his life is empty of anything important.
The only reason he chooses to stay is to benefit from being with Sofia. He needs
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a story to remind himself of his glory when he gets old and worthless. He has a
life to feel worthy but he cannot go forward to this life but only stick with the
dead Sofia in order to feel that he is alive. He takes energy from Sofia because
death always has masculine energy. He has a new skill which is writing and the
whole novel is about her. She gives him the power and a gift to write and to
survive through his writing since he cannot give her the child. He cannot
confess that Sofia has this power over him but always thinks there is something
else rather than dying Sofia "till now I write three pages and half about Sofia,
that what left from her…that sadness goes away as I suppose to, it's because of
my old friend, or its two bottles of beer, I don't know, or maybe because it is my
own success in creating a new skill to write."(106) Mutaz think of Sofia as the
one who inspires102 him to write this novel. De Beauvoir clarifies: "Woman
being the very substance of man's poetic work, it is understandable that she
should appear as his inspiration: the Muses are women... A Muse creates
nothing by herself; she is a calm, wise Sibyl, putting herself with docility at the
service of a master" (199).
Mutaz is aware that she is the source of his inspiration and without her he
cannot write a single paper. Sofia controls the whole situation as a muse for his
work. He cannot forget her and she helps him to mature when he returns to
Riyadh. When Mutaz writes the story of Sofia and how he can create her again,
how he can question her, and how he can see himself through her dying body.
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He knows that he is dying one day just like Sofia but he wants to survive
through his writing. If he writes his story alone, it will be boring and nothing
can be said about a man who is spoiled and bankrupt. Sofia has many stories to
tell about and many adventures to live with. He can mirror his inner fear
through her but he is afraid to say that to himself. She is “a single star"(107)
and he can use that opportunity to find himself and find a true meaning of
himself through her.
Another image that both female characters acquire is do not express their
painful feeling while they are dying, but they suffer silently. Addie does not
talk, does not tell her family anything about her pain, but she is silent and
strong. Even in her death, she looks strong and the members of her family are
stunned by her strength:
She lies back and turns her head without so much as glancing at pa. She
looks at Vardaman; her eyes, the life in them, rushing suddenly upon them;
the two flames glare up for a steady instant. Then they go out as though
someone had leaned down and blown upon them. (49)
The mother, Addie Bundren, does not give her last word, does not make her
will, does not say much about her life or how to be part of their lives. She only
calls for Cash to hurry up the coffin. Her silence leaves her family members and
her neighbors curious about what she thinks about. Sofia, on the other hand,
suffers tragically but never speaks about her pain to Mutaz. She never shows her
pain to Mutaz, which makes him depressed "I was wondering how can she not
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isolate herself, collapse, spend days crying in a close dark room? (57). At that
time, he recognizes that he is a sinner, in contrast to Anse, who constantly
perceives himself as an honest man. "I start reaping the pain of pleasures that I
have at Sofia's apartment… I decided to manage an absence"(96). When Sofia
dies, he notices that she has changed and that she does not collapse. She seems
to enjoy life,

watches TV series, but does not prefer a long one, " she grows

up, mature, becoming old in front of me…does she really realize that she is
going to die?"(94). He cannot watch all this happen in front of him because he
cannot act strongly as she does when she faces death. He starts feeling "pain"
and this feeling makes him withdraw.
There is a difference in the way Sofia and Addie die. Addie is surrounded
by her family members while Sofia dies alone. The only contact Sofia has a
caring nurse whom she hires specifically to look after her. While several family
members never question or ask whether Sofia is in pain, they make no effort to
try to read her dying face, her letters, and her connection with other relatives or
to ask her directly. Therefore, spiritually both feel empty, isolated, and lonely.
Addie's death is more tragic and more influential:
“She taken and left us,” pa says. … looks down at her face. He is not ... He
is looking down at her peaceful, rigid face fading into the dusk as though
darkness were a precursor of the ultimate earth, until at last the face seems
to float detached upon it, lightly as the reflection of a dead leaf. … stirring
the dying light so that at each stroke her face seems to wake a little into an
expression of listening and of waiting, as though she were counting the
strokes...“Git up, now, and put supper on,” pa says. (50)
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As presented, the way Addie dies is cold. There is no mentioning of goodbye
kiss, no farewell words, and no tears. Anse the only man who speaks about love,
he does not come closer to kiss her since he is not close to her. He is concerned
about measuring her size so that she can fit the coffin. He did not dare to come
closer to her when she is alive and now when she is dying, no one dares to come
closer to her. Even when she is dying, she has that power upon them that left
them silenced and speechless.
In addition, people usually during hard times lose an appetite for food. A
person can skip one meal in hard times but the family members, especially the
father, seem to enjoy their meal after her death. It is as if Anse was waiting for
this moment to come so that he can enjoy his supper. Even when he knows that
people will criticize him for feeling hungry, he immediately gives excuses to
have supper. This meal gives them strength to bury Addie, but for Anse this
means a victory and now he enjoys his meal while she is dead. He pretends this
sadness, "But Cash is eating, and he is too. “You better eat something,” he says.
He is looking at pa. “Like Cash and me. You’ll need it.” “Ay,” pa says. He
rouses up, like a steer that’s been kneeling in a pond and you run at it. “She
would not begrudge me it.”(61). He pretends to be sorry and sad but still thinks
of Addie's reaction. Addie controls his thoughts even after her death and he
wants to avenge her without being blamed.
Another difference is the presence of the corpse. Addie's corpse is present
most of the time in the novel. Addie is present and even though her voice and
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spirit are absent. There is more depth in presenting the corpse in As I Lay Dying
more than Sofia who is presented as a wasted body. No one knows where her
corpse is buried and Mutaz did not bother himself for final. While Addie's
corpse has more stories to share with the reader "Then the four of them— Cash
and pa and Vernon and Peabody—raise the coffin to their shoulders and turn
toward the house. It is light, yet they move slowly; empty, yet they carry it
carefully; lifeless … complete, it now slumbered lightly alive, waiting to come
awake"(80). The coffin is described as if it has a life, although it does not. It is
as lifeless and empty as Addie's life is. Even though Addie is dead, she seems
to be alive and her existence still has an influence over the dead. She is waiting
to be awake and this threatens the male characters. The coffin seems to have
more life than Addie but the narrator hints at what inside the coffin, not the
coffin itself. The dead can be called and it has no gender.
In Robbing the Mother: Women in Faulkner Deborah Clarke describes
the failure of language and the main focus on Addie. She states "this
novel...focuses on voice; created out of its many speakers, As I Lay Dying
attests to the power of spoken language but also insists, through its title, on the
centrality of the body. The mother may die, but her body remains"(77). The
main problem of this family is the failure of language and even more the
sterility of the characters' voices. The characters lack communication and
depend on their senses to understand each other. The voices of these characters
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echo death and tragic situations. Clarke continues to tell the influence of voices
on the novel as:
Voice, however, proves a bit more evanescent, for the book frequently
documents the characters' reluctance to employ verbal discourse. Darl and
Dewey Dell communicate without words; Addie realizes that "words are
no good" (157); Vardaman finds he "couldn't say it" when he understands
that his mother is about to be placed in a coffin (59); Whitfield "frames"
rather than speaks his confession. In order for voice to say no to death, one
must use it as a vehicle for linguistic expression, a feat often left
unaccomplished in this book. But those who do place faith in language
often find themselves deluded by their misguided beliefs in language's
controlling power. Anse repeatedly announces, "I give her my promised
word" (111), to justify a journey which costs Jewel a horse, Cash a leg, and
Darl his freedom.(77)
The language fails to help the Bundren family as the way fails Sofia and Mutaz.
The last chapter is important in Sofia because it describes the way she dies
grotesquely. The last chapter's voices are unimportant, and all of the wishes are
as dead as the beholder. Mutaz seems to be fake mourning after knowing that
Sofia is dead just as Anse who fakes mourning and love for Addie. Sofia's death
is seen in the last paragraph of the novel:
In February, Sofia died at the American Hospital in Bruit, the nurse took
her at the ambulance, so no one blames her and no illegal incidents might
happen. Her apartment did not cry her death as she wishes, her soul did not
embrace music while it was taken, even the report of the residence doctor
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did not show that she was pregnant, I did not kiss her, there are four papers
left from the calendar carrying lost wishes … I feel bored!" (133)
The challenge that Sofia created is over and now he feels that he is in power. He
seems to mock all her wishes and consider them as trivial fancies and mainly
her desire to be pregnant. Male characters' reactions to female death are trivial,
but some male characters suffer not in the same way that Anse does when Addie
dies. He says:
Then we see it wasn’t the grip that made him look different; it was his
face, and Jewel says, “He got them teeth.” It was a fact. It made him look a
foot taller, kind of holding his head up, hangdog and proud too, and then
we see her behind him, carrying the other grip—a kind of duck-shaped
woman all dressed up, with them kind of hard looking pop eyes like she
was daring ere a man to say nothing.(260)
In this, Anse feels more superior and has his power back. Even his family
members notice this difference in his character. "Holding his head up. ..Proud"
because now he feels his victory over Addie and he feels he avenges her more
than she has done to him. The silent battle that he has with Addie is over and he
is proud of himself. He is careless about Addie's death and he starts his new life
with a new woman and the cycle is repeated. Even he chooses a weak woman
who cannot dare to say anything to him.
Then at the end, he feels bored and returns to his previous state and power.
Alan Warren Friedman in his book in Fictional Death and the Modernist
Enterprise Fictional Death, explains:
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The protagonist's death, even when unwilled or opposed, may still be
climatic and appropriate for reader or audience. Villains like Richard III or
Macbeth die in a way that satisfies rather that upsets our expectations and
needs, if not theirs. A sense of completion (disturbance followed by
equilibrium) occurs at the end of works energized by some gross violation
of decorum, regardless of whether the violation is malevolently motivated.
(40)
For modern novels, death is not satisfying but adds more gaps and unanswered
questions. Both, Addie's death and Sofia's are not satisfying. It is dramatic and
grotesque. Both novels deal with the inevitability of death of the protagonists.
In Fictional Death “Dying is not romantic, and death is not a game which will
soon be over… Death is not anything… it's the absence of presence, nothing
more…the endless time of never coming back…a gap you can't see….it makes
no sound." (96) Death is masculine energy, which raises the question of why the
mourner is always a cynical masculine character.
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Conclusion
The twentieth century novels of both countries United States and Saudi
Arabia witnessed massive changes. It led only to depression and disillusionment
of its people in the novels. Both Faulkner and Alwan exposed how these
movements influence the life of people and thus their literary works produced
characters who are traumatized and victimized by these changes. These literary
works gave meaning to what was used to be beautiful in the past but lost and
forgotten in the present. The solid morals and values lost its meaning and there
is only corruption, terror, crime and the suicidal thoughts that control the minds
of the youth. The new generation was facing new crisis in different
perspectives. The new era for both novelists showed the dehumanization of the
individual and the disillusionment of wars. These radical religious and political
changes lead to alienation, emptiness, and sterility. More importantly, the loss
of the ideals and faith. These characters faced a cultural shock thus people were
isolated and frustrated. They believed there was no hope for tomorrow and truth
lost its meaning. In this sense, William Faulkner and Mohammad Alwan
discussed serious issues occur in US and Saudi Arabia through different times
and its influence to the life of people. They presented the social, political and
economic changes that involved the lives of their characters. All this led to age
of depression. Hence, this research studies Faulkner’s and Alwan’s women in
the light of the satirical feminist theorists like Simone de Beauvoir’s the Second
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Sex and Betty Friedan’s The Feminine Mystique. It transformed the belief that
Faulkner and Awaln as misogynists but see them as satirists.
Interestingly, women throughout history are a topic of many
interpretations. They are seen as negative by early modern critics and late critics
praised them in positive manner. The society shapes certain expected roles from
these women but after many economic and cultural changes these women's role
changed and mainly seen by feminist movements. As a result of this, women
start to break these rules and other negative images placed upon them to find
their own identity and individuality. Once a woman stands against these rules,
they are seen as rebellious, bad women, fallen, immature, and dangerous
women. It might be hard for women during that time in America to be called
bad and then she can live and find a successful way in life.
Nonetheless this case is even worse in Saudi novels because a woman
might be expelled from society or might be killed by patriarchy. In this respect,
the novels understudy by William Faulkner's As I Lay Dying, The Sound and the
Fury and Mohammad Alwan's Al Qundus and Sofia, portray different images of
women who stand against society to satire the current situation, to mock the
hypocrisy and ridicule unworthy traditions in modern era. The search for a true
female figure who is complete and perfect from any flaw is an illusion. Thus
this thesis explores the mockery and satirical view of these modern young
women against the old decaying patriarchy. Both novelists demonstrate the rise
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of women's importance as a strong productive, politically active members of
society that clashes the old view of women as not valued as men.
In viewing this, both Faulkner's and Alwan's fictional women highlight
the progress of these women to mock and resist male dominance. Through their
satirical view toward these old values they pave the way for finding their
identity, mocking the decaying of what is old and embracing the new. Critics
who believe Faulkner and Alwan as misogynist see their female characters as
lustful, destructive and vulgar. These novelists successfully expose the negative
image of women in their novels. They effectively present their male characters'
view in the stories not the novelists themselves. In "William Faulkner: A
Feminist Consideration", American Novelist Revisited: Essays in Feminists
Criticism Wittenberg comments: “the critics who locate misogyny in Faulkner’s
text may be projecting their own concealed aversion” (326). Cleanth Brooks
demonstrates that "Faulkner portrays women with great skill" and spots that
light on his belief that "his women characters with admiration and/or
compassion"(80). Brooks also views him as a more sympathetic more than
misogynist she states “the overwhelming evidence of his interest in women, his
sympathy for them, his acknowledgment of their force and power, and his belief
in their crucial importance to the human community” (81).
In comparison to Faulkner is Alwan, many journalists view negative
aspects of the character without noticing the ironic hints the narrators mock.
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Abed Al- Rasool Darowish in his article "A Critical Reading of Mohammad
Hassan Alwan's Trilogy"(2013) criticizes Alwan's treatment of women as sexual
object, he clarifies:
The writer repeats the same condition that happen to youths in Riyadh due
to sexual repression. This will lead to break many social and religious
laws... Even more, the hero at Al Qundus, practices his affair with a
married woman, Ghada, I do not know why the author wants to focus on
this corruption and immorality at the mind of Arabic readers… the attempt
of modern Saudi writers … are literary works that need a lot of effort and
development to go beyond the limit of society, geography, and
psychology; in a simple comparison between these work to Eleven
Minutes by Paulo Coelho, a reader will be touched and affected by it.
Wherever he/she is in this world, he and she will be affected as if it
represents himself- herself."(1)
For this purpose, this study of women present various images of women in both
cultures without condemn any novelists as previously stated. It shows the
endless man's search for a true female figure and how narrators fail to construct
a modern image of a true female figure. The dominant male existence weakened
female presence but still females have strong effect. Women play supportive
roles for men, they are responsible for their strong existence and work to
maintain that image. Women are reflected through men and they are seen
through their eyes as separate entities.
To summarize, in the first Chapter, both novelists discuss the negative
image of a mother for their community while they are mainly three important
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mothers; Addie Burden in As I Lay Dying, Mrs. Copmson in The Sound and the
Fury, and Um Ghaleb in Al Qundus. This study resists women’s obscurity and
sheds light on their struggle to overcome domination in order to have a voice.
These novelists satirize the way women are treated by their people because both
men and women are victimized by their cultures. Thus Faulkner and Alwan
mocked this image of a mother that is presented negatively by male characters.
These mothers are victimized by these male characters to behave in such way.
Interestingly they also see in them a mysterious, often threatening power and for
this they focus on mothers more than fathers. The major female characters in
these novels are victimized by men who are at the same time victimized by their
own culture so both novelists Faulkner and Alwan, satirize the modern view of
women that place them to any negative kind of stereotype.
Interestingly, the image of rebellious women in the Second Chapter for
both novels who represent everything different from what used to be the norm
are biased. These ladies have rebelled against their time and acting differently
from what is expected from a lady. It shows how the American and Saudi
novelists present rebellious women who stand against society, culture, and
tradition and this paper shows the deep side of their behaviors which is the
opposite from what is presented negatively by narrators. It focuses on the image
of women as murderous and one to blame for man's failure in life. As presented
by Caddy in the Sound and the Fury, Dewy Dell in As I Lay Dying, and finally
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Mona and Ghada in Al Qundus. The images of these female characters in
comparison to what is expected from the concept of a woman vary in both
culture but agree in placing them as a negative source for men. A woman's fate
is to marry, raise children, and work unconditionally at her home till she dies.
These women understudy, in this sense, made their own mark by defying the
cultural fixed expectations. The ideal and desired female character is different
from what is presented in these novels. Nevertheless, Faulkner describes the
corruption of society through these women since they have the power to change
the male's view of them. Faulkner believes in the power of his female characters
to change. In Faulkner and Women, Doreen Fowler describes his belief in
women as “his sense of female strength and endurance.”(x)
Going to the east, Alwan's novels have the same spirit. In Chapter two of
this paper Ghada in Al Qundu is only a loose woman to Ghaleb. She is not
looking for a stable house but searching for intimacy from one man to another
due to hidden trauma that men in her family causes. The previous critics attack
Faulkner for presenting negative images of different types of women and being
blamed for that. In the same manner, contemporary journalists criticize Alwan
for creating this type of a woman in Saudi Arabia and ignore the importance of
the satirical view he presented.
Comparing this view to Alwan’s female characters can be seen clearly
through Ghada and Mona in Al Qundas. Young women are seen easily
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submitting to sexual promiscuity if they were not yet married. Alwan criticizes
the view of women as bad but these women carry different massages and they
dare to stand against their harsh community. Faulkner and Alwan depict various
states, classes and positions of women. These women reveal the cultural values
prevailing in their communities. Both criticize the view of shadowy wives who
are controlled by men. Women are victimized by the oral laws of their societies.
Young women even more are seen through their sexuality. They are presented
as if they do not deserve to have their feminine heritage. They have to pay for
their difference by silencing or even demolishing them from the texts. They
have to lose their femininity and for this they end up unhappy and lost. Both
Alwan and Faulkner do not blame women for their choices but treat women
sympathetically.
The Third Chapter draws the attention towards the treatment of women in
these novels by men mainly by Quentin in The Sound and the Fury ,Darl in As I
Lay Dying, Ghaleb in Al Qundus and Mutaz in Sofia. Keren Parks clarifies that
in her essay "William Faulkner's Depiction of Women: Motherhood and its
Effect on the Family", that " A woman was thought to be a lower class or
caliber if she acquiesced to her sexual desires whereas a man was considered
only to be responding to human nature"(122). Both novelists mock the idea that
label women as a lower class or even as a secondary citizen. It is the lack of
communication that these characters suffer from. Male characters never feel
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reluctant to express their negative feeling toward women while women always
protect men's feelings and reasons. Irving Howe, William Faulkner: Critical
Study, mentions some of the negative words used by male characters: "A lesson
Faulkner never tries to repeating, though always with the certainty that men,
being victims of themselves, must prove incapable of leaning it. Quentin
Compson goes further than Bon; “women," he says, “are like that…they have
affinity for evil.” (143-144).
By the same token, Alwan’s male characters also declares this negativity
in Al Qundas and a close reading shows their soft and successful sides but they
are mistakenly treated aggressively. Feminists such as Adrienne Rich and
Helene Cixous (1997), in The Laugh of the Medusa, point out that many of the
ways women have been pushed to hate themselves are linked to judgments
about what they do with their bodies. Cixous announces the ways women see
their bodies and how they judge it according to male characters’ influence on
them. Women are made to feel guilty "for being too frigid, for being 'too hot' …
for being too motherly and not enough… for nursing and for not nursing" (880).
Belinda Jruner in her thesis Coming to Terms with the Body: Faulkner and
Feminism states that:
Faulkner's graphic depictions of the female body work to expose the
ineffectiveness, if not oppression, of patriarchal language. His male
characters mourn language's loss of power and respond to women with
hatred and disgust because they blame intellectual despair on the strength
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of the female body. Faulkner's male characters are helpless and afraid;
Faulkner's depictions of women embody this fear (12).
Faulkner and Alwan often praise their female characters indirectly by silencing
their voices and they are creating superior female characters more diverse than
those of their male characters. A close reading of William Faulkner's and
Mohammad Alwan's characters, the reader witnessed the dominance of male
characters. They are too many in comparison to female characters and they have
the larger presence and strong voice in comparison to the later. They are the
decision makers, the householders, and storyteller of the narrative. Alwan and
Faulkner express the control that women suffer from through their writings as
much as society. Therefore they are deprived of having a voice. They are
constructed and “men are the ones who paint the images of the women in the
reader's minds."(128)
To conclude, the last Chapter deals with the image of female deathbed
scenes. The death of female characters demonstrate these cultural anxieties
about endings. The death for both novelists show the expression of uncanny
contradictions and oppositions. Through losing a female presence, there is
always a doubling and repetition through language and motif. There is a game
of presence and absence. There is also a game of time through these female
characters and their death threaten the true meaning of life and the feminine.
The death of these female characters present an anxiety more than a relief.
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Accepting death in this manner moves the whole action to different level and
mainly to the crisis of male characters.
Further, the corpse of Addie Bundren threatens the characters on the
novels and establishes horror. For Alwan, Mutaz is coward to face a corpse but
escapes to protect himself from death. For Addie Bundren to be buried in
Jefferson and for Sofia to die while listening to her favorite song in her balcony.
During the death of female characters, their time they spend between the two
worlds manifest a space where their identities are both constructed but
ultimately lost. This time they spend during their death, the meaning is
fashioned and transferred to the live ones. These females leave everyone around
them dealing with their role with the force of memory, wither they continue,
repress, forget or even lose. These characters suffer a crisis of memory and seen
unable to express this memory coherently. Even more, death of a female
character is not marginal as before but central and influential just as the death of
a man. The last moment of death in the previous eras, pictures a man fighting
demons on his deathbed and for this he is glorified. In modern era, gender does
not show any importance on deathbed because death forms a new identity that is
absence of the deceased.
From the very beginning, both Faulkner and Alwan suggest Addie and
Sofia are the central characters by referring to them in the titles. Every event in
both novels revolve around them. Even though the beginning of the novels
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resonate their deaths but challenges to pay more attention to what they say.
Helen Lang Leath further reveals that Addie Bundren is the strong voice in the
novel that demonstrates the novel's real truth and the only voice who gives
meaning to the fragmented structure into a cohesive and meaningful whole.
A death of a woman is never an easy thing to come to terms with but both
Faulkner and Alwan manage to portray the loss in a way that evokes something
positive, mainly by concentrating on the emotional effects. Moreover, the reader
has an opportunity to catch a glimpse of the world as it was in the early 20th
century, where the death of a woman was, unfortunately, very common either
by wars or diseases. Both novelists manage to portray the emotions of the
people closest to these women in a realistic manner and with that they manage
to pull the reader into the story.
Finally, from a feminist perspective, the study approaches how women in
Faulkner's and Alwan's selected novels have a great influence on men in both
cultures. There are few studies of Alwan's women and the hardship that I face is
the lack of critical references to Mohammad Alwan's literary works neither in
English nor in Arabic. Only journalists criticize his works generally and based
on their experiences not on deep study and references. These journalists only
criticize the novelist without digging deeply to his works. William Faulkner
faces this attitude in the beginning but late scholars defend him as only as an
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artist and sympathetic. What distinguishes this study from previous studies is
the social feministic satirical view of both novelists.
Yet my research will help other researchers to criticize both novelists
from different angles and give them different reading based on English sources.
Many Saudi novels are translated in English and different languages but
unfortunately there are only journals criticizing these literary works. Saudi
novels have strong presence but they lack academic references in English. This
what motivates me to do this research and to compare different and similar
images of women in both cultures and see how both cultures shape a true female
figure and this would help other students who are interested in the same field for
further study.
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Endnote Introduction:
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John T. Mathews discusses in A Companion to the Modern American Novel 1900-1950, the changes that
women experience during 1900-1950 and the changes that shape the new form of novel. (19)
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Fred Hobson in Southern Literary Studies writes "William Cuthbert Faulkner was born in the north Mississippi
town of New Albany on September 25, 1897.”Pushing into other regions of his mythic Yoknapatawpha County,
Faulkner extended his use of the stream-of-consciousness technique in a story of country people called As I Lay
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